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Other Transportation
Trouble Is On Horizon
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The gas
squeeze is causing problems right now
for motorists, but another pack of
transportation trouble is on the horizon,
according to state officials.
The latest problem, which Transportation Secretary C,alvin.Grayson
expects to face in 1980, is dwindling
income for the state's Road Fund. It is
from that fund that the state draws
money to repair Kentucky highways.
Grayson says the state faces a Road
Fund deficit of some $300 million
dollars by next Summer.
The reason: the Road Fund isn't
keeping pace with inflation.
• Mach of the Road Fund comes from
the state's 9-cent-per-gallon tax on
gasoline. Since there is less gas
-available — and what is available is
increasingly going into cars with better
mileage ratings — the state's take isn't
growing sufficiently to-keep pace with
inflation.

SCENE FROM PART SHOW — Cast members for "The Star Spangled Girl," to be presented by the Purchase Area
• 'Repertory Theatre(PART)at Murray State University July 5-6-7 and July 12-13-14, are shown in a scene
from the Neil
Simon comedy. They are(from left) Joe Dosseft of Sacramento and Carla. Horton and Skip Hamra, both of Murray.
It
is the seCond of three PART productions scheduled for the summer season. The final show,"Goodbye
Charlie," will
play July 19-20-21 and July 26-27-28. Curtain time is 8 p.m. in the University Theatre on the ground floor of the
Price
Doyfe Fine Arts Center for all PART performances.

Neil Simon's 'Star Spangled Girl'
To Be Second PART Season Show
"The Star Vaal/led Girl" by Neil
WiWoplatailuty 5-6-7 and July 1213-14 .it Murray State University as the
'
tlet Slat'mei soaaial-tor
the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre
&ART,.
Curtain time for each performance is
8.p.m in the University Theatre on the
ground floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the canipus.
A comedy set in San Francisco, the
play Lathe story of two young men who
are., putting out an underground
,newspaper to 'tell people the 'N'real
- -truth- about what's going on in the
country. Their friendship undergggp a
severe Strain when a youpg woman
appears on the scene. An Olympic
swimmer. she relies on her genteel
Southern charm as she disrupts the
•
lives of ths protest writers.

The play abounds in the slapstick
humor which is typical of the Neil
Simon style. It was first performed on
-Broadway while -The Odd Ckaiple and
''Barefoot in the Park" were also being
produced. Simon has haid-that he
considers it one of his favorite works.
Skip Hamra of Murray, who has been
performing as a pep-singer and is now
pursuing a career in comic theatre,
returns to the Murray' State Theatre
after several years' absence. He is cast
in the role of Andy, the newspaper's
editor and publisher, who plays all the
angles to keep bill collectors away from
the door.
, Joe Dossett of Sacramento plays the
role of _Norman, the journalistic genius.
A newcomer to PART audiences, he
was last seen on the University Theatre
star "And Miss Reardon Drinks a

Little," as well IS playing in the
musical, "Guys and Dolls."
.Carla Horton of Murray, ,whr, appeared in "Butterflies Are Fr," the
first PART production of the summer,
plays Sophie. She has been active on the
campbs in the Forensics Union and the
Lakeland Interpreters. Her performance in "Butterflies Are Free"
was given excellent revieWs.
Making her directorial debut with
"The Star Spangled Girl" will be
Charlene Butwell. Mrs. Butwell, who
recently moved to Murray,has directed
theatricals for college and community
theatres in eastern Kentucky and New
York State.
Ticket information for PART performances may he obtained by calling
the box office at (502) 767-6797, day or
night.

The $300 million deficit by mid-1980
"is the figure we've come up with, and
it's no blue-skying," said Transportation Secretary Calvin Grayson.
_"This has actually been identified as
the average over the next decade."
Another source of Road Fund income
— motor vehicle useage tax, or a Lax on
new cars —is also showing an alarming
trend. New car sales are down in
Kentucky.
-It's the first time in three years that
has happened," according to Revenue
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter, who
said that Road Fund collections for the
fiscal year just completed would fall
about $5 million short of the projected
$396.5 million.
While on the one hand the state

foresees a deficit in its Road Fund, it
faces on the other hand the rising costs
of maintaining roadways. Many of
Kentucky's interstates were built
largely with federal money, but there is
no federal money set aside to aid in
repairing those interstates.
"And it's going to cost us more to
rebuild some of them than it did to build
them originally," said Don Kelly,
assistant transportation planning
engineer.
The problems of the Road Fund are

Deliveries, Weather'
Cut Gas Consumption
By ROGER PETTERSON
, Associated Press Writer
Early deliveries of Julrallocatieos
and poor weather, which cut fuelconsuming travel in some areas,
stretched gasoline supplies through the
weekend, as the gas crunch continued
to hurt areas dependent on tourist
dollars.
The problems of the gasoline crisis
were compounded by the July Fourth
holiday atmosphere, with more people
wanting to be on the road, and by endof-the-month supply shortages at many
stations.
Few stations were open over the
weekend in most areas, especially in
the heavily populated East.
However, American Automobile
Association spokesman Bare Wade said
75 percent of the stations surveyed
along Interstate 80 in Nebraska were
open Sunday, and about half.ofall the

Fourth Of July Marked
With Closings, Festivities
The Fourth of July holiday on
Wednesday will be marked locally with
many day-long closings and public and
family celebrations.
Festivities at the Murray,Calloway
County Park will be highlighted by a
fireworks display at 9 p.m. The pool will
be_ open from noon to 8 p.m. Other
activities include ball games.
• In observance of the holiday, there
will be no iecoming or outgoing mail, a
spokesinan'at the Post Office said

today. Therefore, in addition to no city
or rural mail deliveries, there will also
be no mail in boxes.
All offices in the courthouse and city
hall will be closed for the day with the
exception of the police and fire
departments.
The banks and most local businesses
will be closed, however, most of the
businesses that will be open will have
special Fourth of July sales.
The Murray Ledger & Times will not
publish on Wednesday .

Strength In Region Will Be Better Than Nationwide

Southeast Economy To Dull Recession

ATLANTA (AP) — The current
economic strength of the Southeast will
dull the effect of an anticipated
oatiOnwide recession in the region,

economists predict.
"The expected recession in the U.S.
economy will produce a somewhat
milder recession in the Southeast," said

Some Striking Truckers
Head Back To Highways
By CHARLOTTE PORTER
Associated Press Writer
Striking truckers wheeled their big
rigs around New, York City's Times
Square and drank iced tea in the North
Cattlina governor's mansion as driye,rs
in other states packed up theirs
blockades and headed back to the highways.
A spokesman for one group of independent drivers predicted therthreeweek-old shutdown could end soon —
but with a flurry of activity.
"I think it will be resolved soon,
because I think it's going to escalate,"
William Hill of the Independent
Truckers Unity Coelition told a group of
striking drivers in Pittsburgh on
Sunday. "The government is going to
be in a position where they have to give
Immediate relief."
, Hill said "weak leaders" were used
ay.the,White House to call for an end to
the shutdown. However,'he a1d "Abe
reports I have
ingicate that"alarge—
majority of the nation's independent
truckers will hold out until their
demands ... are met."
Truckers in Pennsylvania, Colorado
and Alabama voted during the weekend
to remain idle. "The calls I'm getting in
here now are calling for more vigorous
action," said Bill White, national
representative of the -International
Truckers Association.
But members of the New' Jersey
Council of Independent Truckers voted
Sunday to return to work today, calling

had

W. Bethel Minter, an economist with
Trust Co. of Georgia.
Georgia State University economist
Donald Ratajczak agreed, saying, "In
1980, the economy in the Southeast will
be considerably better than the nation's
because we will be entering the year
from a higher level of performance."
A number of factors should spare the
Southeast from the severe recession it
suffered in 1974, economists said.
Real estate in the region is not
overbuilt, as it wa-s going into the last
recession.
Near home construction remains
vigorous in the Southeast'while building
permits and housing starts have leveled
off nationwide, says James C. Armstrong, an associated economist with

off picket lines at oil distribution
centers around the state. Atlanta's
Independent Truckers United voted to
go back to work until Sept. 15 "to
determine if the problem is over." And
some groups in South Dakota,
Washington state, Arkansas and
MiSsiiari freed their members to return
to work.
Truck traffic and shipment of
foodstuffs reporiedly have lasen
steadily in most parts of the country
over the last several days.
Some Massachusetts drivers planned
a convoy in Boston today while others
ended blockades of several major truck
An AP Analysis
stops.
By
SY RAMSEY
"We're still supporting the shutdown
Associated Press Writer
100 percent and we're asking those who
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If Gov
can afford it to stay home," said
Julian Carroll feels ignored by
George Oberg, representative of the
Democratic gubernatorial nominee
New England ITA. "But a lot of guys
John Y. Brown Jr., he is philosophical
are getting hungry and hurt by this."
about the situation.
The shutdown by the independent
Carroll, who backed Terry McBrayer
haulers-was called to protest high diesel
in the controversial party primary and
fuel prices and short supplies, the 55
criticized Brown severely during the
mph speed limit and.weighk regulations
...final weeks, said in an interviews
that vary from state to state. ,
'My candidate didn't win, so I don't
White House officials have proposed
expect to be his (Brown's) confidant.'
a plan pledging support for uniform
The governor added he does find
weight regulations and equitable fuel
many people who claim to represent
distribution, and designating eight
Brown have taken it upon themselves to
interstate highways as "safe
try to snub Carroll.
corridors" for drivers.
The comments still bypass the
"I think we've gained more than I
question of whether Brown would find
ever figured we would," said Dennis
more discrete to keep his distance from
Snyder of the western South Dakota
the governor, whose administration ha •
ITA.
been surrounded by controversy.

Trust Co. of Georgia.
"In March,.25 percent of all permits
for new apartment construction in the
United States Are issued in Florida,"
a recent Trust Co. report said. "This
tate blooming in the Southeast housing
,ndustry has not produced the excesses
the early 1970s."
E..conom st Bruce Williams .of the
First-National Bank of Atlanta said the
continuing influx of new residents to the
Sun Belt has fueled the demand for both
residential and commercial construction.
"Population growth in the Southeast
ha Slowed somewhat since 1974, but it
is still about 50 percent faster than the
nation as a whole," Williams said.
"Last year, for ei4ample, population

If tarroli Feels Ignored By Brown...

heing- studied by a task force that is
expected to report by October on
possible solutions.
Jack Fish, a member of the task
force, says the options being considered
include increasing the gasoline tax and
the raising license fees from the
current $12.50 level.
There is also talk that the state might
divert some nioney from the General
Fund, which finances most state
government operations; to the Road
Fund.

in the nation grew about 0.8 percent,"
he said. "In the Southeast, growth was
1.3 percent.! would expect that trend to
continue in 1979 and 1980."
Other
. factors brightening the
Southeastern economic outlook compared with the rest of the nation include:
—An edge in employment growth.
The Trust Co. economists expect employ-ment growth to increase 2.9 percent in the Southeast this year, compared with 2.6 percent nationally. Next
year,'Southeastern growth is estimated
at .1.5 percent, compared with 1.3
percent nationally.
—Retail sales in the §outheast grew
at twice the national rate during the
first three months of the year.

stations in the state were pumping gas.
Elsewhere in the nation's heartland,
between 40 percent and 60 percent of
stations in the Dakotas were open.
In C- alifornia, where lines at the
stations first developed, those few
stations open on Sunday had no, lines.
Meanwhile, some residents of
Florida's Dade County, including
Miami, spent part of the weekend at
home, conserving fuel and taking to the
telephone lines to protest fuel shortages. A seven-hour call-in sponsored
by the Greater Miami Jaycees got over
400 responses.
Callers were asked who they blamed
for the shortage, and "it's running
about 50-50 between the government
and the oil companies," said Jaycees
spokesman Armando Gutierrez.
Among the callers' suggestions for
reducing consumption or increasing
_supplies: a four-day work week, a fourday school week, investigation of
"where the government is hiding the
oil," mandatory jail terms of three
days for speeding violations, more
government spending on rapid transit
and more bicycle paths.
Tourism along East Coast beaches
was cut by bad weather and the gas
shortage,._aeitb..reztaurant and motel
operators in some areas wondering if
they'll have much if any profit this
season.
Joseph Cain, manager of George
:
a-Restaurant in Galilee, R.I., said
business is off 10 or 12 percent from this
time last year.

today's index
Two Sections;-34 Pages
Classifieds.,.12,13
Comics
12
Crossword'
12
Dear Abby
3
Deaths& Funerals
14
Dr. Lamb
3
_—
Farm Page
5
Horoscope
3
Local Scene --23
Opinion Page
4
Sports
8, 9, 10
Outdoor Section
20 pages

occasional
showers
Occasional showers and
thunderstorms this afternoon.
Highs inhe low, 80s. Partly
cloudy tonight and Tuesday with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms throughout the period.
Lows tonight in the mid to upper
60s. Highs Tuesday in the mid
80s. Winds, generally southwesterly at 5 to 10 mph this afternoon- and tonight.

L

Governor Is Philosophical
Former Gov. 1,ouie Nunn, the
Republican nominee, has made it clear
he will campaign partly on the
allegation that Brown, Carroll and
President Carter are all of the same
fold, and that a vote for Brown is a vote
for the president, whose popularity has
dipped to a new low in national polls.
So it was that a week ago a Brown
aide indicated the Democratic nominee
might not attend a Bardstown reception
for the president next Saturday because
Carroll is involved.
That was corrected quickly by
Brown, who said the aide was misinfoirrned and he certainly would be on
hand.
The Bardstown event is purely
political, an affair spapsored for
Democratic gOvernors by the Kentucky
party.
The professed mixup in Brown's
intentions may not be the last if it rip,-

telephone conversations with Brown.
pears 15 unn is making headway in his
campaign tactics.
Without revealing their nature, and has
For example, a special federal grand _done a 180-degree tumla_his views
jury is meeting at Lexington and some -about the nominee.
Brown a high-stakes gambler'
of its actions before the November
Nonsense, Carroll said of his previous
election could prove embarrassing to
allegations. Brown not really a resident
the state administration.
of Kentucky? Ridiculous, the governor
Brown has not been part of that adsaid, although his,
ministration except in the economic
aides tried vainly to
development field on a fringe basis, but
prove otherwise during the primary.
Meantime, Brown walks the political
the GOP would be delighted to try to'
tightrope, wanting the support of the-demonstrate his closer association with
Carroli-McBrayer survivors without
it.
appearingeto embrace them.
Brown also has not been a visible part
And the governor swallows the bile of
of the national administration, but if
defeat of his candidate. and with
Carter becomes even more vulnerable,
graceful resignation allows that Brown
Nunn hardly would hesitate to point out
Brown's active political role in
is top dog now and he, Carroll, is willing
Democratic fundraising over the years,
to go along with him.
such as the hugely successful national
"John .Y. Brown is not the normal
telethon which brought the party out of
political type, but he knows enough
debt.
about it to win the election," the
Carroll said he has had ..several
governor commented.
•
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Theresa Ann Dover Weds Roy MChand
In Ceremony At First Baptist Church

LIBRARY NOTES
Ems Novae Tratithen
New books at Calloway
County Public Library included the following:
Bright Flows The River, by
Taylor Caldwell. Doubleday.
Guy Jerald was living proof
the American Dream come
true — a man who had built an
empire out of a worthless
:scrap of farmland; a man who
had risen from the wrong side
of the tracks to move
gracatilly within the circle of
the very rich. A contemporary
story about power, dreams
and duty.
The Complete Guide To
Taking Tests, by. Bernard
Feder. Prentice-Ha?.
This book details the different types of questions you
can expect on the major
standardized tests and instructions on how to "reason
through" the answers.
The Bayou Road, by Mignon
Eberhard. Random.
The setting is New Orleans
in the year 1863 and the girl is
Marcy Chastain, a native
Orleanian, who lives under an
unidentifiable threat and
responsibility for her family.
Is That The Library

1
1
pain.
"permanent'
or
Hornsby.
chronic
Ken
by
'peaking?
The End Of Mandatory
St. Martin's.
James
A biographical account of Retirement, by
young Ken who decided to Walker. Wiley lit Sons.
become a librarian an- This book relates some of
ticipating a life of calm'the current and important
confronting
dignity. His account of the issues
years behind the library management today — in light
counter tell you once you've of the new Age Act amendread this book you will never ments.
see the library in quite the The Lure Of The Falcon, by
Juliette Etenzoni. Putnam.
same light again.
'Chronic Pain, by Steven F This historical novel opens
in 1779 with young Gilles being
Brena, M.D. Atheneum.
This controversial book,_.primed for the priesthood at
written by a team of medical his mother's insistence. But
experts under the direction of young Gilles rebells and he
one of America's leading Secretly wishes to go to
authorities on chronic pain America with Lafayette and
and pain control, explores yearns to track down the
every facet of the social and identity of the father he has
economic problem known as never known.

Dr. and Mrs. M. W. 'Tonrs.
nemacher, Dr. and
of
Chester Walters, a
Paducah;
Mrs. James Watkins,
Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. J
Watkins, Crystal Watkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Dover, all of
Salem, Ark.; Mrs. Eva Hall,
Mammoth Spring, Ark... Air.
and Mrs. Eddie Brittaio,
Wesley Brittain, Shan Brittam,Jonesboro, Ark.; Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Sisney, Kansas
City, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Dave
McKimmons, David
McKimmons, Shelley
McKimmons, Lori McKimmons,- Mrs. Ron Ryan, Lisa
Ryan, Dawn Ryan, Jeff Ryan,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. McKimmons, all of Detroit, Mich.;
Dr. and Mrs. N. E. Wentworth, Tommy Hepler, Union
THE SAVING PLACE
City, Tenn,; Gary Harris,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Tolbert Story. Lawana
Mrs.
Duncan,
Wallace
Lassiter, Dawn Lassiter,
Denise Lassiter, all of
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Richard
Reception
Carrie
Vance,
Vance,
A reception followed the Buchanan, Tenn.; Mr. and
HOSPITAL NEWS I
ceremony in the church Mrs. Levi Eicher, Laura
Fellowship Hall.
6-26-79
Eicher, Erwin Eicher, Lydia
The three-tiered wedding Mae Eicher, Stephen Eicher.,
Newborn Admissions
cake_whichwas..made by the Lester Eicher, Marlin Eicher, --Roof-man-i7 --Baby--Gifl
bride's-mother and aunt, Mrs. Phillip Eicher, and Roie.Mary._ I Pamela). Rt. 1 Hollow Rock.
Kitty Watkins, was encircled Eicher, all of Palmersville; - Tenn. Culp, Baby Girl 111
by six heart-shaped cakes. A Tenn.;
Kendra,, Rt. 8 Benton,
fountain was placed in the
Bennett, ,Baby Girl (Kathy),
"
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
center of the heart cakes and Blincoe, Mrs. Joyce Parrott, 50
;S.6th. Murray
aqua tithed water flowed Mayfield; Mr. arid Mrs. Gary
11r. and Mrs. Rov 11ichael Chandler
Dismissals
through it. The cake was Jackson, Louisville; Dr. and
Ruby J. Burton, 603 Bonita
tiW
Dr. Fulton, - Mrs. Barbara J. el
Mrs. Robert Garland, Cadiz;
The bride completed her Harris of Salem.
wore formal cherubs, and love birds. The Sheila Hill, Hardin; Jeff
attendants
The
Hill, Rt. 1 Bx. 24, Crutchfield,
rea
with
ensemble
chiffonette main theme was carried out in
•
Mrs. Louise H. Lovett, Bx. 362 II
embroidered lace cap from gowns of aqua
Hendricks, Madisonville;
piece which combined Sondra Mullins,
mayrieiti, Benton. Mrs. Janice Clark, Rt.
which flowed a waltz length reaturing a draped, shirred, the top
neckline the heart background with Greg Shoulders, Princeton, 5, Benton, William D. Jones,
circle of imported illusion off-the-shoulder
lovebirds enclosed Kathy Harris, Salem,
Rt. 2„Bx. 66, Princeton, Ms.
richly enhanced by wide caught up with tiny nosegays bells and
brandy sniffer.
inverted
an
by
Dorothy N. Calhoun, Rt. 3 Bx.
fitted
a
and
shoulder
each
at
Rehearsal Dinner
scallops and lace medallions.
was placed on - a
441, Cadiz, Mrs. 'Georgia
The parents of the groom
She carried an imported bodice and waist. The full The cake
covered with a were hosts for the rehearsal
Howard, 205 Joe St. Paris,I
Spanish fan centered with a skirt was graced by a double round table
cloth.
satin
white
Tenn., Mrs. Lonnie F. Mitdinner at the Colonial House
cattleya orchid. The orchid flounce caught up in a bustle
The large servin4 table was Smorgasbord. Places were
chell, Ht. 2..Buchanan, Tenn.,
was surrounded by a cascade effect in the back. Each
with a large laid for forty-three_ guests.
centered
Mrs. Anna Turner. Rt. 1
of white rose buds, lily of the carried a white imported_
flowers
spring
of
arrangement
117A,
Hardin, Mrs Rita s
'silk
aqua
with
fan
Spanish
breath.
baby's
The bridal couple presented
valley, and
in a wine cooler. The tables gifts to their bridal at
Cherry, Rt.
Strands Of pearls- completed flowers and baby's breath.
held a wide array -of party tendants.
MrS-.1.ata
Chambers, 3223
the cascade. Her only jewelry Ribbons of the same color
fancy mints, ard
sandwiches,
Stark, Pearl, Miss., Larry H. II
The
bouquets.
the
was a diamond necklace completed
nuts. A silver punch bov,!
Black, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
borrowed from her mother. attendants wore headpieces
LIBRARY GRANTS
the serving table
completed
Anna F. Hargrove, 1034 E.
aqua
and
breath
baby's
of
also
The bride presented the
liThe
-AP)
(
YORK
The groom's table wals NEW
Hazel Park, Mich., Mrs.
Otis.
mothers with a single white flowers.
Mu
braries of the Metropolitan
Frances G. Reid, 1639
Little Miss Shan Brittain, covered with a floor length tea seam of
Art Institu
rose bud.
The groom's cake was a
a
a, Murray. Mrs.I
of Chicago and the Clevelan
Miss Vicky Watkins of daughter-4 'Mr. and Mrs. -cloth.
food cake Museum of Art have received Pamela G. Green, Rt. 2 Hazel.
devils
square
Jonesboro,
of
Brittain
Eddie
the
of
Salem, Ark., cousin
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
featuring another cake on top grants from the Andrew W. Mrs. Rosie L. Morris, Bx, 65,
bride, was the honor at- Ark., cousin of the bride, was
5x 7's,(15) Wallets,(4) Charms
(3)
8x10,
(1)
Bible.
oren
an
of
shape
in the
Mellon Foundation to partici- Lynnville. - Edgar I.. Howe,
tendant. Bridesmaids were the flower girL Her dress was
on
written
Library
v,ere
Research
words
the
These
in
pate
Bx.
265,
P.O.
Robert
Murray,
the
to
similar
Miss Sheila Foster, Mrs. aqua organza
. . the Information Network(RUN.
the open book:
YOU PAY ONLY 454 DEPOSIT
D. Hirtiel, D6 Murray Manor,
Kathy Jackson Hargrove, attendants. She carried a
RUN is a nationwide library Murray, .Mrs. Cynthia S. 1.
I
"
love
is
these
of
greatest
aqua
with
white
basket
(Regularly 95(t)
Mrs. Pat Reiter Chandler, and
Cor. 13:13. A miniature bride automation and information Howard, 809 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Regina Cook Stephenson, streamers filled with white
Due Just $10.00
loBalance
and
by
developed
program
and groom figurine was
Jennifer A. French, 91 111
all of Murray, and Miss Kathy and aqua petals.
cated at Stanford University.
small
fills
your portrait needs with
all
that
orfour
A
Package
top
on
placed
Mrs.
Riveria,
Jud.
Murray,
Miss Becky West of Murray.
various poses and backgrounds. Full package
The three musetats, which A. Wallace, Rt. 3 Bx. 13C-2,
and Miss Lawana Duncan of columns behind the open book.
orders only, at a special $10.45 pnce. A 454 deposit
Tuesday Is Bargain Nite
Puryear, Tenn., attended the Fancy decorated sugar cubes applied jointly for the assist- Murray, Mrs. Thelma I.
reserves your package: and when your portraits •
and a silver coffee service ance, will be "the first museum Bennett. Rt. 2 Bx. 104, Murray
register.
guest
At These Theatres
RUN com- Telus L. Broach Rt. 2.1 return, you simply pay the balance of $10.00.
the
in
libraries
art
table.
groom's
the
completed
a
The guests were given
Receive complete satisfaction or Our deposit
puterized program. which serv- -Paryear, Tenn.. I.ue Finney.
All Seats S1.50
souvenir scroll encircled with Personalized cake boxes with
more than 120 research Fern
cheerfully refunded. One sitting per subject only.
ires
name
and
..groom's
bride
the
Mrs.
Murray,
Terrace,
the
of
a ribbon with the names
academic, public and special liThese Days Only:
bride and groom on either end. and- Wredding date were braries throughout the country. Bytha B. Self, Rt. 5 Bx. 456, II
take
to
guests
the
for
provided
Wells,
R.
Wed., Thurs., Fri:, Sat.
the
to
Tues.,
given
Betty
prowere
Mrs.
to
The scrolls
Murray.
"The grant will help
isularis
guests by Miss Hope Carlin, borne with them. '
vide nationwide access to the Rt. 2, Wingo.
July 3,4,5,8,7
Serving for the reception combined holdings of the three
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clotiff
a.m.-8 p.m.
Daily-10
.
11
.
,
$3.00 A Carload 41,...
James Carlin of Murray, Miss were Ms. Betty Todd, Mrs. museums and enable the volof
wife
second
Anne
Boleyn,
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
in
Wednesday
Carrie Vance, daughter of Mr. Kathy Harding Ligon, Mrs. ume of work involved
Henry VIII and mother of
:‘\:•:••••••• and Mrs. Richard Vance of Jean Richerson, Mrs. Betty cataloguing all current mate- Queen
:
0••••00:
700 U.S. Highway North, Murray
Elizabeth I, had an
be shared by these inBuchanan, Tenn., .and Miss Jackson, all of Murray, Mrs. rial to
hand.
111.
on
left
her
fin
extra
sti
Allison Wilkerson. daughter of Rosie, Forsythe, Miss Fonda
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kirk, both of Hickman, Mrs.
Elizabeth Hill, Mrs. Jessie
Wilkerson of Eckman.
Cook, both of Hazel, Mrs. Lela
directed
was
wedding
The
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
of Kansas City, Mo.,
Sisney
by Mrs. Ken Winters.
The groom was attired in a and Mrs. Kitty Watkins of
Nolasses•No Bargain Bite
medium gray cutaway tuxedo Salem, Ark.
In space no one can 7:10,9:201
The reception was directed
a light gray vest, white
with
1006 Chestnut
Mrs. Mayme Bryan of
by
hear you scream.
gray
and
shirt,
ed
tab-collar
pin-striped pants. A black and Murray.
NOW
Miss Lawana Duncan gave
gray ascot completed the
of the guests an aqua
each
tuxedo. His boutonniere was a
satin rosebud filled with rice.
white rosebud.
_. IT:15,9:30i
Follewing a wedding trip to
Greg Chandler, brother of
the groom, served as best Owensboro, the couple is now
1010 Chestnut
man. Groomsmen were T. E. -residing at 1114 College
John Kirk, and Joe' COtirts. Murray-.
Chandler,
Tiro Thurs.!
Out of town guests were Mr.
Kirk, all of Hickman, Gary
tip]
Harris of Clarksville, Tenn., and Mrs. Richard Wilkerson,
and Tommy Hepler of Union Allison Wilkerson, Mr. and
City, Tenn. They were attired Mrs. Billy Kirk, - John
7:15,9:20
Ceiel
in tuxedos identical to that of Kirk, Joe Kirk, Fonda Kirk,
groom. Their boutonnieres Mrs. Elizabeth West, Mr. and
the
tr
Central
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CLINT LAST WOOD
Mrs. Charles King, Dee Ann
were aqua silk flowers.
ESCAPE
Wesley Brittain. Jonesboro King, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
FROM
Ark., cousin of the bride, was binder, Whit Linder, Mr. and
ALCATRAZ
ring bearer. He worea tuxedo Mrs. Raymond Forsythe, all
identical to the groomsmen - of Hickman; Mr. and Mrs.
and carried a white satin Billy Joe ('handler, F'ulton;
pillow.
'For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Dover wore a formal
length gown of pink chiffonette with a grecian style
shirred "s' • and a full
nleated s .'rst skirt. Her
corsage was aattleya orchid.
The mother ot me groom
wore a formal gown of blue
chiffonette with a draped back
neckline, sheer full sleeves
and floating A-line skirt. The
v-neckline and inverted cumberbund were adorned with
matching Venise lace touched
with beads. Her corsage was a
cattleya orchid.
Mrs. Eva Hall, paternal
grandmother of the bride.
wore a floral print formal
Mrs. Velda Reynolds, godmother of the bride, was attired in a formal of rose
designer print. Mrs. Freida
McKimmons, *maternal.
grandmother of the groom.
wore a peach crepe formal
ineir corsages were (21iibidium orchids.

Miss Theresa Ann Dover,
only-daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
J. B. Dover of Hazel, and Roy
Michael Chandler, son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. E.Chancller of
Hickman, exchanged wedding
vows in a candlelight
ceremony on Saturday, May
N, at 7 p.m. in the sanctuary
of the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
The Rev. 6'e-raid Owen
officiated at the double ring
ceremony. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. John Bowker,
organist, Mrs. John White,
and Ms. Carol Barrow,
vocalists. Vocal selections
included "The One and Only,"
"Because-," "More," "You
Needed Me," and "Sunrise,
Sunset."
The vows were exchanged.
before a fifteen branch arched
brass candelabrum_ Two
fifteen branch spiral candelabra completed the raised
platform. On the floor level,
two columns of different
heights with urns containing
magnolia leaves and blossoms
were placed on each side. The
background was centered by a
of
arrangement
large
magnolia blossoms and
leaves.- A unity candle completed the altar setting.
Family pews were designated
by large satin aqua bows.
The candles were lighted by
John Kirk and Joe Kirk,
-collsins of the groom. Mothers
of the bride and groom each
lighted a candle at the altar
from which the bridal couple
lighted the unity candle as
-Entreat Me Not to Leave.
Thee" was...sung.: -Bride's Dress The bride, escorted by her
father, was given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of white importeu
organza by Edythe Vincent for
Piccione. The bodice featured
a- Sheer half-moon yoke and
high banded collar detailed
with re-embroidered alencon
lace. Dropping from the yoke
was a flounce of crystal
pleated organza extending
over the .cap sleeves and
rearhing. the waist in back.
The fluid lines of the Aframe skirt were enhanced
with lace panels forming long
scallops irk apron effects
around tar fullness and
'medallions of-lace splashed at
random. More lace ant
crystal pleating-adorned the
hemline and sween train.
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Will Be
Closed
July 2-9
Reopen
On July 10

ALREADY
3(2 DISCOUNTED
PRICE

Jim's Shoe Outlet
Sotithside Shopping Center
MURRAY, KY.

All Sales Final • No Exchanges. No Refunds
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

HEALTH

Dangerous pressure

'Tuesday, July 3
Lakeside Singers a ill
Monday,July1
GrOup II of the CWF of the perform at Kenlake Stair
Methodist
Coldwater United
First Christian 'Church will Park at 8:30 p.m.
Church Women are scheduled
meet at the lakeside home of
_•••'
_the
to- meet et 7 p.m. at
Mrs: D. M. Doty for a picnic Twilight Cabaret group will
church.
lunch. Mrs. Sarah Van Meter perform . at, Kentucky Dam
will give the devotion. All Village State Perk at 8:30 p.m.
at menthers are to meet at the
RecovAry Inc., will meetWednesday,July 4 lk
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway church parking lot at 11 a.m. Independence Day Felinity
County Health Center, North
Fun at the Murrtv..-CoulitrY
Seventh and Olive Streets.
Gladys Williamson Gioup of Club will in-chide Fg
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Tournament with Mr.
d
Divorce Support Group, will meetat the home of Gail Mrs. M. C. Garrett
sponsored by Counseling and Turner at 7:30 p.m.
chairmen; children's acti
Testing Center, MSU, will
and pot luck with Mr. andmeet at 7 p.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Bob Billington and Mr.
Murray State. For in. Order of the Rainbow for Girls!Mrs. Clyde Adkins in charg
call 762-6851.
'will meet at the lodge hall at 7 ladies day golf special pia
p.m.
with Betty Lowry as hostess
-

DeatAtibt

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

By Abigail Van Buren

ies
DEAR DR. LAMB -- j that way. I'm writing this known to medical specialists
wish to write about a point ir. because I hope other people for years. I've used it Many
therapy that - has been, a will be able to get some times in the clinical setting.
In some forms of rapid
lifesaver to me. I've read relief using the same methmany times about people °d•
who suffer from tachycar- DEAR READER - And heart action, which we call
dias and so little seems to be I'm not at all sure you should atrial tachycardia, this reknown about relief. I've had be doing this and I'm not flex will suddenly slow a
attacks of fast heartbeats-g01&_ to recommend that rapid heartbeat of perhaps
for 65 years. After many People do it on their own. I 200 per minute to a normal
years I've found the way to will tell you what you're rate below 100. These are the
relieve , this terrible fast doing,though. You're stimu- people who have a sudden
lating the carotid sinus and onset of heart action and it beat.
As soon as possible after you might as well learn the usually stops suddenly, too.
an attack starts, I take one right place tq, do. it. The
hand and press tightly on the branch of the carotid artery I am sending you The
pulse in the neck,close to the that you're interested in Health Letter number 6-12,
chin or other places in the conies up on each side of the Heart Irregularities,
neck. Pinch hard twlign one windpipe in the that. The Skipped Beats And Tearyfeels the racing pulse and area pf interest is right next cardias, • to give you More
hold tight until the heart to the large voice box earth- information on all of these
goes back to regular beat- lage. If you lay your fingers problems. Other readers
ing. I find this an infallible right against the windpipe, who want this issue can send
cure for each attack. If it you can feel the carotid
1
seems slow to respond, keep artery pulsing in that area' 50 cents 'with a
long,
working on it and it defiself-addressed ennitely will stop the racing Wheri-you gently ru12-ar stamped,
velope for It. Send your
that frightens one -and massage this area, it- request to
me,insare of this
makes breathing difficult. triggers an important reflex newspaper,
Box 1551,
Many prescriptions have that tends to slow the heart. Radio City P.O.
Station, New
been given to me by doctors It's a reflex through the York, NY 10019.
but I've nevet had any relief vagus nerve. It's been well
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Two Attend
Youth-Camp Near

Your Individual
Horoscope

enderson, Tenn.

Fraaces Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 3, 1979

111

11

11
111

line/tette
--mi'vritlfrifffid of day will has a favorable outcome.
_Caldwell. both of Murray,. tomorrow be? To find out what -VIRGO
were two of 69 who attended i the stars say, read the (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) IP%
Don't be intimidated by
The Mid-South Youth Camp! forecast eves fee Your Sign.
someone's gruffness. By
.near Henderson, Tenn.,
accenting sociability you'll
during the week of June 3-9. ARIES
4
1
19)
er#
(Mar.
21
to
Apr.
bçing out the best in them.
Owned and operated by
Despite personal
gains indicated.
..Preed-Hardeman College, the
aggravation with the self, LIBRA
camp
offers
77 acre
22)41n
others will provide a soothing
Avnglesome recreation and influence. Harmony in dose (Sept 23 to Oct.
Getting an early start on
op- telationships is accented.
entertainment with
holiday planning is not as
portunities for spiritual TAURUS
important as maintaining
growth for young people aged' (Apr.
fellow
with
20 to May 20) d€7 harmony
9-18.
Your timing may be off. You travelers.
expect good
Located on High.way 45, tend to try too hard and then to times...
D°
about three miles north of give up. With patience, work SCORPIO
Henderson, the facilities -in- projects come to positive (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVet
'
r
clude cabins, a craft building, fruition.
Keep aggravated feelings
'-small- shelters, and an air GEMINI '
about a joint money project to
,conditioned dining hall. In (May -21 to June 20)
Yotell.get your way in close self. By day's end,'the
addition, the camp has- two
swimming pools, tennis relationship by accenting problem could be solved. Be i
eourts, space for hiking and charm and gentleness. No cooperative and cordial.
.
4400.
Soup games, and a lake for need to insist upon your rights. SAGITTARIUS
21)
Dec.
22
to
(Nov.
Be
lovable.
'
boating and fishing.
You may have doubts about
This surruner's-gunp_ will CANCER
function - but they- asocial
22)
el
July
21
to
(June
operate for 11 Weeks, May 27
will alimickly dispelled when
You
may
get
stirred
up
_until August 11. For further
domestic project and it turns out to be a fun ocInformation,- contact -Hoyt, about a
forget your- kind intentions. casion.
Kirk, Mid-South Youth Camp, Little things that go wrong CAPRICORN
Henderson, Tenn., 38340.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
won't spoil your party.
If bogged down with a
LEO
One of Beethoven's music (July 23 to Aug. 22)412'114project, enlist the support of
a
teachers, Albrechtsberger,
A few cross words with a others. Listen to the ideas of
once said that Beethoven "could friend may lead to greater close one re career projects.
never do anything in decent closeness. Despite momen- Don't be so serious.
__style."
tary exasperation, socializing AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Anxiousness or impatience
won't add to good times. A
leisurely pace allows you to
_relax. Romance in connection
with travel.

via

,

Days.
Three Dinners.
One Special-Price

11

TUESDAY •

•

SIzzlin Sirloin Steak Dinner
11

• MONDAY
Cn000esi erase
Dinner.

PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Others may not help out as
•
much as you'd like.,but still,
----- the overall picture favors good
times for travelers and
homebodies.

•

An Irate Reader
High-Rates Abby

DEAR ABBY: In another advice column, I recently read.
"I have written to Dear Abby a couple of times, but she
never answers my letters."
I am a 30-year-old wife and mother who has read your
column in the New York Post ever since I was a teenager.
I've written to you nine times, and received a prompt,
Olgi-Himpton Group Of
helpful reply every time. (I still have the- letters.) Maybe Sinking Spring Baptist Church
people doOltaaw that unless they enclose a self-addressed, Women will meet at the
stamped envelope- There ii nOicky you can answer them.
church at 7:30 p.m.
Please print this, Abby. Afar all the help you have given
•
me and many of my friends, it hurts me when people say you
Kathleen Jones Group of
don't answer their letters.! want tp add that I have written
to several other advice columns,and the ONLY other advice First Eiptist Church Women
columnist who answered my letters was •Ann Landers. will meet with Miss Louise
When I sent stamped, selfaultiressed envelopes to the Swann at 7:15 p.m.
others,! got a form letter saying,"Sorry, unless your letter
is chosensfor publication I can't help you."
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
B.B.K. in N.Y. and Accepted 'Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge'
DEAR B.B.K.: Thanks, I needed that!
hall.
,
DEAR ABBY: My daughter-in-law smokes one eigarette
after anothe_r. It's OK if she wants to ruin her own health,
Executive Board of- the
but she has children 9,8 and 4 who are constantly exposed to Murray Woman's Club will not
her smoke. I know it's a hazard.
meet this month.
Last Easter they drove to see us(they live 90 miles away)
and when I kissed the youngsters, their clothes and hair
Parents
Anonymous
reeked of smoke. It made me sick! My son doesn't_smoke. I
Chapter will not meet, but for
don't know how he stands it.
Besides that, the children are always in need of haircuts, service LalL2594875 or 759their clothes are soiled, and she never sees to it that they -1792.
wash up before meals or going to bed.
In the last five years she has beceme a careless, lazy slob.
When she married my son 11 years ago she was a neat
person.
My son has an excellent job, and money -is no problem.
How does a mother-in-law tactfully let it be known that
her heart is broken when she sees her grandchildren raised
this way?
NAMELESS,PLEASE

LOREAL

DEAR NAMELESS: Any suggestions you make to your
son's wife will earn yeas meddling mother-in-law medal.
If you're truly concerned over the apparent heglect of
your grandebffdren, talk to your -son about it. The responsibility is half his.

Revolutionizes
Eye Make-Up

DEAR ABBY: Is there any reason for an 80-year-old
woman with a living husband to be constantly talking about
sex? It is very embarrassing for her family.
She complains that,her husband is "too old" for her, ahdshe hopes he dies before she does so she can get herself a
peppier husband.
Is it normal -or even possible -for a woman her age to
proper
want sex? We are shocked. She
__ was always..sucha
person.
No names or locatioa, please. Our family would have to
_leave town if this got out.
ANONYMOUS

.INTRODUCING

LOReAL

Eye Accents
WITH EXCLUSIVE
FINGERTIP CONTROL APPLICATORS

I

DEAR ANON:III. both normal and possible for a woman
of 80 to want sex. However, if she has suddenly begun- to
talk about it constantly, it might indicate that some
physiological changes may have occurred in her brain.Try a
little tenderness.
DEAR ABBY: For years I've been telling my daughters
(now '56, 59 and 61 years old), "Please, don't buy me-any
Mother's Day presents. I have everything-I- need!"
-Well:they paid absolutely 'In attention to me,_and every
year I would get these expensive Mother's Day gifts over
my protests.
This year I said,"All right girls,if you insist on buying me
-something, make sure you pick out something you like
becauscirs goiog to be yours after I cloak."
RHODE ISLAND REALIST
Address comments and questions to Abby, c/o Box 69700,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. For a personal reply, please
enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

•-•

Everything you need for beautiful eyes:. plus exclusive
applicators that make you a skilled makeup artist.
CREME-ON EYE SHADOWS
CREME&PERLE NAIL POLISH,
in 12'creaseless shades.
Suggested Retail Price: $3.25.
CREME&PERLE LIP GLOSS,
MOISTURE-FINISH PRESSED POWDER EYE
and
SHADOWS in 8 crème and &eerie Shades,
NA1LCARE items are also available. micro-encapsulated with a moisturizer.
Suggested Retail Price:$325 each.
MASCARAS in 3formulas-Thickening, Lengthening.
Waterproofed 3 lash-right shades.
•
' • StrggestectRetail Price •Se2-75 each'
EYE CRAYONS in 9 subtle shades
plus 3totally new Kohl-Kaial Crayons-Tor smudgy.
exotic effects.
Suggested Retail Pace: S3.50 each.
•
.YE CRAYON SHARPENER in a dual-blade
sharpener. Catches its own shavings,
Suggested Retail Price'
•

•

LOREAL EYE ACCENTS:
The first rnator advance in eye
makeup in decados,A revolution
wittra beautiful outcome for YOu

WE
Chicken Fried
Sleek Dinner
Then. each day you ye got your choice
of a Baked Potato or FFench Fries, Toast.
any Drink, and a trip to our Soup :n
Salad (36(

19

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®
Quality that keeps you combs'back.
Bel-Air nter
Murray

YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted, with the written and
spoken word. By accenting
• originality, you'll make your
mark in the world of theater.
and letters. Know where you
stand on the issues, and You'll
make a good spokesman for
your pet 'cause. Business,
banking, insurance,
- brokerage, and finance will
attract you. Social contacts
are helpful --trfireeliiiiejuld
your quality of caring serves
you well in medicine. -Versatile and interested in manythings, know what one thing,
your heart is set-upon for your
ultimate success. Birthdate
of:
Dorothy
Kilgallan,
reporter and TV personality;
Franz Kaflca, author; and
George Sanders, actor.

Summer Clearance

as

40% OFF

Storewide
At

Burnett's Shoes
COURT SNARE

Vacation
Dry Cleaning
Specials

SPOTS
OUT

Save Money For
Your Vacation

ltar
Senitone

.44AABOONES COUPON

begins Thurs., July 5th

You Must Present With Incoming Order

Closed Tuesday Afternoon and
All Day Wednesday Slashing Prices

Any

3 Mix or Match (Plain)

Sport Coats,
Pants, Skirts,
or Sweaters

• Gigantic Savings

16urkinti1lant Nag,
ff..; Mon -Sat

First United Methodist Events at Land Between the
Church Women will meet at 10 Lakes will include Lantern
a.m. with coffee to be served Tour at The Homeplace-1850
at 9:30 a.m. and Executive at 8:30 p.m.
Board to meet at 9 a.m.
Murray Ledger& Times will
General meeting of the First not publish an edition today in
Baptist Church Women will be observance of the Indepenheld at 9:30 a.m. at the dence Day holiday.
church.
Murray Postoffice will be
Ellis Center will be open closed today due to the
from 10 a.m:---to 3 p.m. for Independence Day holiday.
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For 'inFLAMING FACTS
formation_
call-753-0929• - - MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- The
,
world's- worst fire record in and
Dexter Senior Citizens will terms of deaths, injuries
property destruction is held by
meet at 10 a.m.-at the-Dexter the United States, according to
Center.
a Honeywell report.
The report said some 8,700
will
Murray TOPS Club
persons hadtperished in fires
fie MtgarFerir
n
a 71:ralr-*the-**MtnCenter:
which figures are available.

KO.

111.14'1,wd (

rlt,r

(iraham & Jackson
/
1
4Iu•raN
1)1.1%%ntuvw'

•

You can bet on it!
Our triple inspection Is
part of our thorough
Sanitone drycleaning
procedure to discover
every spot and safely
remove it. If It can't be
done, we'll tell you!
You can be sure we
won't just miss .11!
We promise!

$114

Bring Coupon With Your Clothes
Coupon Expires 7-28-79

753-2552

• 13th & Main
6th & Poplar

BOONES
LAUNDRY& CLEANERS
"The Cleaners Interested In You"

753-2552
r

North 12th
603 Main
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A&R Committee
Takes Major Step
FRANKFORT — The Appropriations
and Revenue Committee took another
important step toward legislative independence last week when chairman
Joe Clarke announced it will present a
state-budget during the 1980 legislative
session.
While the State Constitution requires
that the governor present an executive
budget, there is no reason why the
legislature cannot submit one as a
guideline for the membership.
The legislature has the power to
amend the budget presented by the
governor. The new governor takes
office in December and must present
his budget to the legislature that convenes the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in January. The budget, under
a new governor is usually presented in
February. Thus, there is less than two
months for the new governor to prepare
a budget.
True, departments of state government are now beginning to compile
their budget requests to present to the
governor, and the Revenue Department
is continually preparing income
estimates. But this does not give the
legislature sufficient time to study and
evaluate-the executive budget when it is
presented to them.
The...legislature...has an interim
-------;.c.nniunittee _studying 'income and expenditures, and is trying to get a better
-understanding of fiscal affairs.
The one problem the A & R committee faces is that there is no law
requiring the various departments of
government to submit their requests to
the legislative committee.
One of the first orders of business of
the 1980 legislative session should be
introduction of a bill requiring the
various departments of state government to ibbrnitthe same information to
the legislature that they submit to the
L.governor in their budget requests.
„Then, the A & R committee will be in a
position to explain the budget to other
legislative members.

Commonwealth Consumer

The 1978 General Assembly ordered
the state Department for Human
Resources to implement the special aid
prOgram for people who "fall between
the cracks" of other sate programs —
people who are not eligible for other
public assistance programs and who
are in dire-financial need because of a
sudden crisis.
The department initiated the Crisis
Oriented Program for Emergencies or
COPE last September with a $750,000
appropriation from the legislature, but
suspended the program six weeks later
when the money ran out.
A total of 3,671 grants were awarded
during that time, ranging up to a
maximum of $200 for an individual and
$265 for a couple, state officials said.
Eligibility is restricted to fersons
without children at home. The program
offers assistance in a variety of areas
such as food, clothing, shelter or
transportation.
Another $750,000 becomes available
today, and the department's Bureau for

A & R is also taking a serious look at
the capital construction fund. Clarke
said there should be more control over
this fund. Under present procedures a
lump sum is usually appropriated in the
governor's executive budget. The
governor then, with the consent of the
buildings commission, can allocate the
funds for specific projects, some. which
are not approved by the -legislature.
Clarke's thinking, is that the
legislature should have more control
over this mopieV
The legislature just doesn't have
sufficient time to study the budget after
the governor presents it. In the past few
sessions, efforts have been made to get
a better understanding, and some
minor changes have been made.
However, on the Whole, the governor's
budget breezes through the process
with little discussion.
If A & R presents a budget in the 1960
session, there should be more understanding of it by the legislature as
well as the public.__
-- By MARIA BRADEN .
Associated Press Writer

Social Insurance has revised its
guidelines in hopes of stretching the
money a little further this time around.
Field Services Director Jack Waddell
said the following changes have been
made:
—Maximum payments have been
reduced from $200 to $160 for individuals and from $265 to $210 for
couples.
—Persons asking help in paying rent
or utility bills must present some
evidence that they will be evicted or
their utilities cut off without assistance.
—Persons needing clothing must
prove that they lost their clothes in a
fire or some other catastrophe.
Essential items would then be replaced.
Waddell said potential eligibility for
the program was far wider than anticipated and that the tightening of
guidelines hould allow more people to
take advantage of the prisgram.
Ed Weis, a staff assistant to Waddell
wh ovetieeS the program, said even
with lbrprogram revisions, he doubts
the new money will last through this
fiscal year.
Weis said a departmental study done
5-7 years ago indicated that fully
rrleeting crisis financial needs in the
state at that time would cosa $12 million
a year.
_
He compared the current allocation
for the program to "putting a drop of
water in the desert and hoping a flower
will grow."

Bible Theught
Therefore as by the offence of one
judgment came upon all men to condemnation; even so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon
all men unto justification of life
Romans 5:18

Christ brings the free gift sat new
to all who will, by fIsth, receive

life
It
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Another facet Clarke and his committee are investigating is the vast
amount of money spent by the Carroll
administration on personal service
contracts, more than $40 million encumbered.
Clarke thinks this figure is too high _
and that some of this work at least
should be done by staff mernher* of the
various departments.
Lawyers, architects and engineers
and other services are procured under
personal service contracts. Some
legislators have been criticial of the
'Carroll administration on this score.
At the end of the r976 -session of the
General Assembly, Senator Mike
Moloney, D-Lexington, said from the
senate floor in criticizing personal
service contracts that it was used as a
device -to fill up the barrel for Julian
Carroll." Moloney believes the system
has been abused as a device for
political patronage.

Crisis Assistance
Progra mResumes
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — A crisis
:.assistance program resumes today in
Kentucky for people in desperate need
of cash to pay the rent or utility bill or to
buy food and clothing.

Looking Hack

orlon

-. WRITE TO'POLITICIANS.
As. a'service to our readers, The
*way
Ledger
&
Times
periodieally. publishes the addresses
of the state -and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.N. 20510
Murray Field Office:753.1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C4131)li"
.
STATE LEVEL
_
State legislators May be reached
in Frankfort when th,e General
Assembly is in seaaton-by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
rif the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisehberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

egrs.4go
Steve Simmons, David Keller, Bob
Saar, Larry Robinson, and Jim
Barrow, Murray Boy Scouts, will attend the Seventh Annual Jamboree at
Farragut State Park, Idaho, July 16 to
22. Simmons and Baar will serve on the
staff and leave here July 6.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Verna
Robertson Dalton, 79, Mrs. Theo Smith,
72, Robert Earl Elkins, and Mrs. Jean
Brannon, 42,
Deputy Sheriffs Calton Morgan and
Gene Parker and Sheriff-Elect Clyde
Steele attended the First District
Sheriffaidinner held jiih, 1 at Mayfield.
The Murray High School class of 1959
will hold its 10th anniversary reunion on
July 5 at the Murray High School
cafeteria and the Holiday Inn.
Rodney Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Scott of Lynn Grove, is
holding his 53 piece senior art exhibit at
Murray State University.
Spare ribs are listed 49 cents per
pound in the ad for Storey's Food Giant
this week.

20 Years Ago

hEART
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTL1NE: My mother has just
turned age 65 and she has gone on
Medicare. She has been wearing
dentures for a long time now and she
needs a new pair very badly. Since this
. is a very -high expense and my husband'
and I could not afford this for her,
would Medicare cover this?
L.B.
No, Medicare will not cover a new set
of dentures. It does not cover any
routine dental care such as checkups,
cleaning or filling of the teeth. The only
type covered is surgery of the jaw or
related structures, or the resetting of
fractures of the jaw or facial bones.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has written an easy-to-understand book
in question-and-answer form cox ering
the entire Medicare program. Triis
book thoroughly explains yi_Ar
coverage under the Medicare program
and talks about some of the problem
areas of Medicare. To order, send $1.75
to Medicare Guidebook, 114 East
Dayton St., West • Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I graduated from high
school last week. I have a job now and
will continue to work until the end of
this year. In January, I plan to go back
to school. My father is drawing his
Social Security and I want to know if I
will be eligible for Social Security
benefits when I go back to school. —
T.P.
You will be eligible for Social.
Security benefits as long as you are a
full-time student at a school, college or
uniiiersity that is considered "an
educational instituts," You will be
eligible for benefits Trail the age of n
(or the end of the serriester or term in
which you turn age 221. For a school to
be considered an educational institute,
it must -be operated or directly supported by the U.S., state, or local.
government, be approved by the state,
or accredited by a state or nationally
recognized accrediting agency.

Funny,
Funny, World
• A conductor for a television variety
show was told he had tehtdowa on the
number of musicians he could use. But
the sound - Won't be the same," he
protested. The network executive had a
solution. "Ask them to play louder."
A man in his early thirties listened to
the rock music of the fifties and said,
"Everytime I hear those -numbers I
realize I'm not ',nostalgic about
anything."

HEARTLINE: My father wss in the
serviqg dialog World War H. He has an
honorable discharge. I have heard that
he may be eligible for outpatient
medical treatment at a Veteran's
Administration facility. Can you tell me
if he is eligible for this?
Many veterans are eligible for outpatient medical treatment. Outpatient
medical treatment includes medical
examinations and related medical
services including rehabilitation,
consultation, professional counseling,
training and mental health services as
necessary in connection with treatment
of physical or mental disabilities.
• -•-- ---- •
To be eligible, a veteran must be in
one of the following categories:
1. Any veteran, for a serviceconnected disability.
2. Any veteran discharged or
released from active military, naval or
air service for a disability incurred in
the line of duty, for that disability.
3. Any veteran with a serviceconnected disability rated at 50 percent
or more, for any medical condition.

4. Any veteran receiving aid and
attendance or housebound benefits, for
any medical condition.
5. A Spanish-American War veteran,
for any disability.
6. A disabled veteran 'entitled to or
receiving vocational rehabilitation
training, for any condition requiring
medical care to enable the veteran to
begin, continue or return to such
training.
_
7. Any veteran eligible for
hospitalization, for medical services on
an ambulatory-care basis when such
services are reasonably _necessary in
preparation for or, to the extent
facilities are available, to postpone or
do away with the need for hospital
admission.
8. Any veteran who has been granted
hospital care for medical services
reasonably necessary to complete
treatment incident to such hospital
care.
Eligible veterans may also be furnished drugs or medicine ordered on
prescription.
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The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
cowrie% 5571

The June issue of Rock Products
carried a lengthy article on Murray
Sand Company and its operation here.
The article and pictures are published
in today's issue of The Ledger & Times.
Deaths reported include
Jones, 72, Ewing Haley, and George B.
Adams, 42.
Sharon Hughes, Dan Miller, Kenneth
• Geurin, Wayne Mathis,' Johnny Dunn,
Bobby Wilson, Janet Like, Carolyn
,Palmer, Marilyn Youngblood. and
Barthela.Jo Wrather are attending the
Teen Age 4-H Club Camp at Dawson
Springs.
Martha Farris. Joyce Yarbrough,.
Jada Culpepper, and Rob Poole
presented the program at the meeting
of the Methodist Youth Fellowship of
the New Hope Methodist Church.
Smoked hams are listed at 39 eents—
per pound in the ad for A & P this week._ .
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Stalag 17" starring William Holden,
Don Taylor, and to Preminger.

30 Years Ago
_.......
Murray City Park Supervisor Ty
Holland announced that four teams
have been organized iri the City Junior
BaSeball League at the park.
Carmon Graham, former director of
the Murray Training School and a
school administrator for about 20 years,
has been named principal of Heath
High School in McCracken County.
Marcella Glasgow, daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. J. P. Glasgow of Murray, has
been appointed to the staff of Vanderbilt Medical Library, Nashville,
Tenn. A graduate of Murray State
College, she has just received an IS
from Peabody College, Nashville,
Tenn.
New officers of the Paris Road
Homemakers Club are Mrs. Paul
Blalock, Mrs. Elmer Collin*, Mrs.
Groover Parker, and Mrs. Hugh White.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Quick On The Trigger" starring
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnett, Lyle
Talbot. Helen Parrish, and The Sunshine Boys.

One old soldier, however, failed to make the trip. He was
....
Idelhlance, the gallant sharpshooter serving under- Forrest's command, who met his eqtial when a cyclone hit his log house near Old
Salem. The gallant 84 Year old gent was not only an able defender
of the southern cause but a dedicated self-appointed caretaker of
'historic Old Salem burying. ground. Not on time did he fail to
assist in the .digging and covering of a new gave since its origin,
excludtng;of course, the rough years he was defending the South in
Today is Monday, July 2, the 183rd
battles reaching across the heartland. Here's the. reason the old solday
of 1979. There are 182 days left in
dier didn't make the trip to Memphis. Uncle Ede was-dIerted id
the year.
the ferocity of a brewing storm by his 95 year old sister who shared
Today's highlight in history:
the old homeplace. When the elderly man mosied out info the AAOn this date in 1881, President James
Garfield was shot by a disappointed
trot of their cabin home, a gust of wind blew him into the nearby
Chicago office-seeker, Charles Guiteau,
-horse lot. He floundered into a port of shelter provided by a corn
at the Washington railroad station.
crib moments before a black gust showered weathred logs' over the
Garfield died Sept. 19.'
,aged gentleman. One fine old soldier died, but not before he had
On this date:
left many pleasant memories with his friends 'over the entire county.
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln
signed the Morrill act, giving the states
Wliere old memories, linger new hopes are born anew. For
13 million acres of land to establish
instance the little village of Protemus on the Murray-Boyasville Road,
landgrant colleges.
boasted several imposing business structures and faculties, including
In 1890, the Sherman Antitrust Act
a. drug store, shingle mill, church, Modern Woodman lodge, and
was passed to curb monopolies.
soon- to have a. new blacksmith shop-commercial ingredients for a
In 1937, Arerican aviatrix Amelia
Earhart and her co-pilot, Frederick
new
- arid promisini &immunity. So did ,ICirk'sey residents. who surveyed a route for a new road from the village to the Old Wades... - Noonan, were (last heard from on a
flight over the 'Pacific.
boro Road, praying the fiscal court would inglude the trail in future
In 1955, Senate Majority (Rader
road building programs.
•.
Lyndon...Johnson suffered a heart at-,
The town of Murray was running short of business accomotack. He did not return to his Senate
duties until December.
dations because of the calamitous fire on Main' Street. The city's
In 1961, the Nobel Prize-winning
most energetic leaders suggested the rebuilding of the west side of
writer, Ernest Hemingway, shot
the square that had similarly been leveled-by a fire. But the more
himself at Ketchum, Idaho.
encouraging event was that the $23,000 bond proposal to build a
Ten years ago: U.N. Secretary
water works system. Bonds had been sold a bit above par for the
General U Thant called on all nations to
halt development and stockpiling of
abundance of water was an insurance protection of incalculable
chemical and biological weapons.
proportions for the spring iziti the
e southeast corner of court square
Five years ago: President Richard
an&the well at Djer:4- Blacksmith Shop were dribbling short of
Nixon made a television speech to the
supply. A - setback in the water calculations of the city fathers
Russian people from the Kremlin,
saying the United States and the Soviet
was Me result of a circuit court decision that the city must pay
Union were weaving a fabric of
Dr. Crawford $2,500 damages for failure to e,sectite a buying option cooperation ti* ensure peace.
of the electric plant. Dr. Crawford sustained considerable loss
One year ago: Richard Nixon,
moving his flour mill in anticipation of the sale, thus accounting for
speaking at a dedication ceremony in
the excessive judgment. The city fathers vowed to appeal the award.
Hyden, Ky., worrieä against the
dangers of global Communism WI
To Be Continued.
emphasized the hied. "Ail-Y.01Pu%A the
US. military.
books
harirbound
or
number
determine
the
Notei
To
Editor's
'
Today's birthdays: Supreme Court
of "The Story of Galloway County, 1822-1976" to be printed, the ' Justice Thurgood Mirshall is 71. The
authors request that prospective buyers indicate-number of _boas
former Luci Baines 'Johnson, Mrs.
Patrick Nugent, is 32. Playwright Ed
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any moneyt
Rains is 44.
completion anticipated by SeptemPrinting is to begin tas
Thought for today: May you live all.
ber, 1980.. Mail request -postcard to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings,
the days of your life — writer
221 N. 13th'Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Johnathan Swift, 1877-1745.-n

Today
In History
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Many Delights To Be Found
During The Month Of July

[Am 1EVIEW&PRECAST

By Nevyel Shackelford
UK College
of Agriculture
Lush red tomatoes are
beginning to ripen in the
garden and so are golden ears
of Sun Glow sweet corn.
Ferocious thunderstorms rend
the skies; needle-nosed
mosquitoes
bite
like
alligators; blackberry cobblers, green beans seasoned
with sidemeat, ice tea and
many other good things of the
land grace country homestead
tables, and secluded swimming holes resound to the wild
squalls of young rustics enjoying the sensuous delights of
skinny dipping in the clear
cool water. ,
Bottornlands are white with
snowbanks of daisies and
Queen Anne's Lace and
roadsides are sweet with the
smell
of
toneysucTde,
elderberry, and wild clematis_
bloom. The milkweed flaunts
' its purple glow and noisy
, Cicada, the Jarfly, starts
droning a happy rondo from
some riding place in the
bushes.
The why and wherefore of

all this and more is July, the cumulation of a great wealth
month when the year is at high of food — in, for instance, a
noon; when the sun starts cornfield, or in an orchard or
leaning toward autumn and garden.
This seventh month on the
another wonderful summer
season starts to turn toward' calendar is -indeed a glorious
month of opulence and a time
fall.
As spring months are times to enjojthe first fruits of the
of leafing, July is a time of land.'
It is also, as UK Extension
flowering and ripening. As the
days grow hotter and brighter, Horticulturist Mary Hotze
the floral colors grow in in- says, a_time for planning the
tensity. There is more than a fall garden when many of
grain of truth in an old these good fruits can be exbotanical statement that on tended well into late autumn.
It is time to sow several
the whole, the annual succession of colors in flowers kinds of vegetable seeds —
corresponds to that of the sweet., corn, tomatoes, parsnips,( rutabagas, and others.
rainbow.
According to naturalists and (Che(k with your County
horticulturists, July is a Agent). These seeds can be
month of maximum output sown on plots from which
and income of energy; when onions, potatoes, peas, lettuce,
the fires of life not only burn and other crops have been
;brightest but also, at the same harvested. But first, as Hotze
a
time, begin to be banked up goes on to recommend,
Jimmy Joe Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Hale of
for another year. And - remove the residue of the 1Grksey Route 1, was named Regional Star Farmer of the
although it is a time of noisy harvested crop and clear Purchase Region of Kentucky at the 50th annual Kentucky
activity, the most important of away any other debris. Chop State FFA Convention in Louisville June 7th. Jimmy is a
this action is the quietest — down any weeds present, member of the Calloway County Chapter of Future Farthe manufacture of sugar and apply fertilizer if needed at mers of America where he served as
chapter secretary
starch and still more valuable the rate of one pound per 100
goes
to
only
for
1978-79.
This
honor
one
member per
materials in the green leaves. square feet, and then dig or
year from the Purchase Region which consists of 17 chapThe end result is the ac- spade up the soil.
ters in eight counties. This is the fifth consecutivealThirA. After the seeds have'been Purchase Region Star Farmer has been a member of the
Panted, keep the soil moist
-rintil - germination hA-lititen Calloway County Chapter. This selection is based on the
place. Watch out for insects, student with the most outstanding Farm Experience
keep the weeds down, water Program, consisting of crops, livestock, record keeping,
For Up To The Minute
when and if necessary, and be leadership and FFA activities. The, announcement was
rewarded in September and made during a special ceremony at the convention and
October with the vegetable the award is presented by Mr. Robert Kelly, State FFA Adblessings of July.
visor.
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County

•

FARMERS!

Grain PriCes
Call...

Local
Farmers
474-2295
Ky.
Farmers.1-800-592-5409
We Will Bo Closed
Sat. & Sun.
ri4
Until Aug. 15th
Mars:6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgr.

Raiseem your way

...with our livestock loans.
'18

Raising livestock is your business
ours is financing agriculture
We re the farm credit people
That's our specialty'
So when you've got a
livestock plan that calls for
cash, count on PCA
leaders in livestock financing
We understand your needs large
and small And were committed to

helping you achieve your goals:
You Iffind that PCA has the flexibility_
to tailor loan terms and repayrrfent to fit your particular plan We hear you talking We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money. you can raise
livestock your way

Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N.4th St.
Murray,Ky,753-5602

r

A Champion Without Scars
ATLANTA Ga. — Horse
shows have been part of the
finest American tradition for a
long time. Beginning in the
1800's, Tennessee Walking
Horse owners held impromptu
get-togethers to see whose
horse had the best gait.
After the 1930's, these
competitions developed into
sophisticated horse shows.
Prizes increased sharply and
winners received added
prestige and increasingly high
returns from horse %les and
stud fees.
And that's where "soring"
came in.
According to a U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) veterinarian„ _ unscrupulous trainers started
soring horses in the early
1950's to shortcut the patient,
extensive training required to
turn a. well-bred colt or filly
into a show winner.
"I realize everybody who
shows Tennessee Walking
Horses wants'a champion but
`soring' a horse isn't the way,"
said Dale F. Schwindaman, in
charge of horse protection for
USDA's Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service
(APHIS)at Washington, D. C.
Schwindaman said an unscrupulous trainer "sores" a
horse by applying chemical
irritants or mechanical
training devices to its front
! feet. They cause the horse to
'change its gait by placing its
hind feet further forward to
relieve the pain in itsfront feet
and by ralSing its front feet
quickly when they strike the
ground.
The effect is a long, rear
stride and a high, far reach —
equivalent to that of the sound,
well-trained horse. "However,
when a horse is forced by
soring into this 'Elation gait,
,it will not perfor correctly
'unless it feels pain. Thus', the
horse must be sored for every
performance.
Horses

begins Thurs., July 5th
Closed Tuesday Aiternoon and
All Day ‘‘edne.,day Sla,hing Prices

Gigantic Sayings

'Caw
th.ielanci ( enter

Ciraham 8t. Jackson
R

Sinn Sat

From The Desk Of
Jean W.(.oar
County Extension Agent
For Home Economics
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
Extension Service
Consumers are feeling the
crunch of the fuel shortage.
Service stations are closing on
weekends with shorter hours
on weekdays. There are limits
on the amount of fuel sold to
each customer, and gas prices
are soaring.
As the situation becomes
critical, plsuming ahead will
become essential to coping
during the crunch.
First, it is important to
determine
the
fuel
requirements of your car
which means knowing how far
the car can travel on a given
amount of has. This information will help you decide
how often to stop at a service
station to avoid running out of
gas.
Keep- in mind that even
when the gas guagP reads
empty there is generally some
gas left in the tank, as auto
manufacturers incorporate a
reserve capacity in their
designs.
Nevertheless, pre-planning
can help avoid driving around
on empty.

‘Soring' Outlawed

LETS TALK. PCA
Summer Clearance

9.1 Mon -sat.

Coping With Fuel Shortage

omsninv‘n %Thum,

sometimes actually bleed
front feet tilted beyond the
while being shown," he said.
angle where the length of the
"If sore horses are not
toe is less than one inch longer
properly cared for after
tharifhe height of the heel.
performing, they develop
APHIS is the USDA agency
permanent scars that bleed
that enforces the act. APHIS
again and again with little
inspectors attend horse shows
provocation. Such abuses
unannounced to check for
added to the outcry that led to
.tximpliance by management
passage of the Horse
and participants. Inspection
Protection Act in 1970."
covers all areas of the show
The act was amended in 1976
grounds and all performances
to strengthen and clarify
of a show,Schwindaman said.
portions of its requirement to
"APHIS can't inspect every
curb illegal exhibiting,
show because of limited
showing, selling or auctioning
resources — but management
of sore horses.
still has the obligation to
Although the law covers all
comply with the law. Even if
breeds
of
horses,
no federal inspectors attend,
congressional hearings prior
APHIS can bring a case
to passage'of the act focused
against violators based on
on the soring of Tennessee
information supplied by
Walking
horses.
Thus,
private citizens.
government enforcement has
primarily been directed
"We have inspection teams
toward that breed.
that include veterinarians,
The law destroys the motive animal health technicians and
of soring by 'barring sore Investigators. Their numbers
horses from competition. vary according to size and
Sponsors and managers may length- of the show. The show
not hold shows that include management furnishes an
sore horses. Owners, trainers inspection area close to, but
and riders may not enter or not separated from, the show
ride sore horses in shows. And ring.
drivers may not transport
"APHIS inspectors give
sore horses to compete in selected horses a thorough
shows.
o'
examination with particular
"Managers have the major attention to the front feet,"
legal responsibility to stop Schwindaman said.
soring," Schwindaman said.
APHIS veterinarians look
"They are responsible for for abnormal sensitivity or
examining each en,tsis and insensitivity, inflammation or
either. excluding sore horses intentional injuries, which
from
conipetition
or may be shown by swelling,
disqualifying them before the tenderness,
abrasions,
elass is placed. Show bleeding or oozing of serum.
managers can help meet these
They, pay palcular atresponsibilities by,, affiliating.
with horse show associations tention to the coronet and to
the front and back pastern
and abiding by their rules.
Nearly 2,000 horse shows areas and bulbs of the heels of
held annually already are the front legs — favorite
affiliated with the American places for chemical soring.
Horse Show Association or They also look for prohibited
with one of the Tennessee devices and other training
Walking Horse associations. aids that can cause a horse
The rules of these associations injury or pain; Devi,es that
a too heavy, rough, rigid or
follow federal requirements tore
combat soring, and the
associations provide judges
and stewards to help enforce
these rules."
Schwindaman said no
matter who helps, managers
themselves must make sure
federal regulations are
followed. Specifically:

sharp can cause a horse's
pasterns to become sore
during repeated workouts,"
he said.
"Inspectors
may use
thermovision during the
physical exam,also," he said,
"to scan a horse's feet with
infrared sensors. They detect
temperature changes and
inflammation caused by
soring.
Inspectors
can
photograph the heat image'
for use as evidence in
prosecution.
"During the past horse show
season," Schwindaman said,
"APHIS inspected 17 shows
across the country and is still
filing charges against horse
exhibitors who allegedly
violated the Horse Protection
Act."
Under administrative law,"
exhibitors are entitled to an
oral hearing and are considered innocent unless they
admit the charge or are found
guilty by, a federal administrative law judge.
Penalties range up to $2,000
'and disqualification from
participating in the showing,
exhibiting or sale of any horse for not less than sine year for
the first violation and not less
than five years for any:subviolation, Schsequent
windaman said.
-People who willfully violate
the act can be' fined up to
$3,000 and-or imprisoned for
not more than one year.
Persons with prior convictions
can be fined up to $5,000 and-or
jailed for up to two years.
"So those who take shortcuts in lieu of patient training
will be rewarded with a stiff
fine instead of a prize," Schwindaman said, "but those,
who take the tj,rne to train',
their horsy, may eventually
produce a champion 'without
scars."

Aviation Serving Agriculture

—Horses
must
automatically be barred if
they were foaled after 1976
and have scars indicative of
soring on both front legs.
--Horse must not wear any
illegal devices such as beads.
bangles and other trotting
devices (except lightweig14-,.
hardwood aluminum or
stainless steel rollers or
chains)..
—Unauthorized lubricants
must not be used on the horse's feet during competition
Show managers must furnish
all lubricants and keep them
onder their supervision.
—Horses may not have their

Farmer's Air
Service, Inc.
Our kith Anniversary

Spraying-Seeding-Fertilizing
Office Phone
Murray-Calloway County Dept.
489-2216
Residence 753-1746
Bill Williamson

—

Serving Tobacco-CornSoybean-and Wheat Farmers

wastes precious fuel. And,
proper maintenance of the
engine is important because
malfunctioning engines burn
more ,gasoline.
Whatever the situation, you
For example, when supplies" will have numerous factors to
are tight, service stations are weigh when deciding when to
forced to pump as much buy gas and when to wait.
gasoline as they can. Under
these circumstances, stations
are more likely to pump dirty
gas which has collected at the
bottom of the tank
So, change your car's fuel
A Consumer Tip
filter more often. Changing at
least once every six months is I rorn Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
a wise practice.
Another way to avoid dirty
You'll save energy and
gas is to avoid buying it at a dollars if you always turn off
station when the supply truck a television set, radio or
is filling underground tanks.
record player when you leave
The process of refilling a room. Teach children how
agitates the fuel in the tank, to turn off such equipment,
thus stirring up dirt and too, suggests the Extension
water. If possible, find energy conservation specialist
another station or wait a day with UK's College of Agrito purchase from your regular ,calture
station
Don't forget that useless
idling of the car's engine
Shortages can have effects
on engine maintenance. It is
wise to bear in mind the times
when it is best not to buy
gasoline.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
limes by 5:30 p.m. Monday'
Friday or In 3:30 p.m. en
Satvrdays ere urged to cud
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
end 6 p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Windom to insure delivery the
newspaper. Caps must be
pieced by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m. Saturday. to guarantee
delivery.

If You Owna Farm...
-

We've Got the Shield
for You

ramie Ross
and Dam Ross

210E Main
Phone 753-0489

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TO
AREA FARMERS
Local farmers now have available an excellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the some company that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:
Murray Ledger L Times
City of Murray
Crass Furniture
W.S.J.P. Radio Staff
Purchaseo!Istruction

Freed Cotham Co. Inc
Cain A.M.C. Jeep Inc.
City of Mayfield
Power Truss Inc.
Advanced Tire Inc.

Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179
Randy Wright-753-8182 Wayne Bennett-753-7273

M. Wayne Bennett
& Associates Ltd.

S

Murray,Kentucky

, Flome
is no place for
your valuables,..
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are?-etranCes
are they're "safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important papers, Jewelry and other irreplaca. bles ... why chance it?, By keeping
your valuables" in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing they're protected from
theft, misplacement or damage.
for just pennies a day! -

Bank Of Murray
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411111MINIIIIL
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Economical Paper Products
Roses Paper Towels or Napkins

th

Your Choice
Roses brand paper towels are
quality paper products economically priced. So affordably priced
you'll want to buy several. Choose
140 count, 1 ply family napkins or
rolls of 100 count 2 ,ply paper
towels.

Limit
2 Each

The Disposable Diaper Babies Prefer
Extra Absorbent or Daytime Pampers

SAVINGS

The convenient disposable diaper that keeps
baby drier.Pampershave
adhesive tabs so no pins
are needed. Boxes of 30
Daytime and boxes of 24
Extra Absorbent.

S-E-L-E-B-R-A-T-B1-0-N
24% Inch
Portable
Braizer Grill

Reg.
9.99 --
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Comfortable and casual Warms
in several colors, Sizes:
children's 9-3. ladies' 5-10,
men's 7-12

Waters 2.200 sq. ft. area.

Pack of 18
Solo Cups

Save on

with 16 oz.
capacity
SAVE 36a

Reg.
88
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your
suntan
upplie!

EACH
Sotarcaine Antiseptit;Oz.Spray or
30z. Lotion

I7-6 EACH

.,EACH
Prei-Sun
Sunscreen
Protection

Coppertone
Suntan Lotion, Or Oil 4 Ounce

Badminton Set
Reg.$9.96
Save $2.97

rst,

99

96PAIR

Set Includes 4 rackets,
shuttlecocks, net and poles

erione

27
EA.
OIL OF OLAY'''
4 ft oz. Oil of ow/ beauty__

4-Quart Electric
ICE CREAM
FREEZER

Goon moisturizes ..and

'
.:.softens akin. Limit 2

988
EACH
Makes._ 4 11.1artt. of good
horhernade ice cream
Motor is "equipped 'With
automatic reset device. Ice
cream in just 20 to 30
minutes.

Oscillating Sprinkler

91

Easy to assemble grill makes
outdoor grilling even more
enjoyable. Popular style 24'72"
braizer grills adjust to 4 heat
levels. Has detachable tubular
style legs.

SAVE
374C
ON
• LADIES
• MENS
• YOUTHS

Save $3.00

3" &4

3W

77

/ Easy to Assemble.
Take one Home
Today and Cookout Tonight!

White tennis socks With
sweat bands for head
and lyrists.

51 Count

SAVE 2.22

t,

Save 98t

Tennis
Combo

Styro
Cups

Adjusts to
4 Different
Heat Levels

Reg.
2.87

5' Wading Pool in Bright
Mother Goose Print...
Sturdy 5',wading pool is
made of hi-impact molded
plastic - Bright Mother
Goose Print, on white
background " •

SAVE
2.03

Reg.
6.99
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EIGHT
FLUID
OUNCE
COPPERTONEI
SUNTAN LOTION

16-INCH'
OSCILLATING
TABLE
FAN

EIGHT
FLUID
OUNCE
COPPERTONE"
SUNTAN OIL

Pack of 4
Plate,Holders
$
Pact, of hour:mew
oafs flokiecliVio SO
Lleeetsitvs
and
.Jso.ful Natural straw

Pk.

1

The All Climate, heavyduty Oil
Valvoline
-Motor
Oil

SAVE $10.00

IL
854

Reg;$39.99
Sixteen inch, 3 speed air circulator feature ultra quiet
"motor, 14 full 90 degrei
oscillator, push button control
and precision-built motor. /

Valvoline motor 041, the

all

chmatp. heavy duty motor oil,
Lubricates your engine tor
better performance. Ouart-L
Size can.

•

Limit 6 Oti.

Ladies93ikinis of 100%
Nylon with Cotton Crotch
t00% nylon bikinflf tor
ladies. Each .has cotton
crotch for extra comfort.
Slyer 5-6-7 In while eind
pastels.
',

/
1
2
- 9 9 x50' Garden Hose
SAVE
$100
REG.

?.99

•

AP
R$
1
2

Men's Gym Shorts
$

99

•

EA.

'-Opaque green garden hose :neasures /
1
2"x50'.
Has solid brass couplings. For lawn, garden or
washing your car.
•

4

SPECIAL
PRICE

Poly/cotton twill Oym
shorts for men with
etestic . waist; Many
colors with constratting
trim Sizes S-XL00
BOY'S
GYM SHORTS

Reg. $2.97

00

PAIR
PR.

Central Shopping Center
Prices Good Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wed. July 4th
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Maalox Liquid
Antacid
Not chalky, pleasant
tasting
12 oz.

Ice Chest

4

REG
)97

Crnlimaster needs no ice to'
freeze lid Heavy duty cons

Timex Watc4es

25%

tion

Off

Reg. Price

Now

$41.21
$34.46
$34.46
429.96
$26.21
$20.62
$16.46
$14.96
$13.46

$54.95
$49.95
$45.95
$39.95
$34.95
$27.50
$21.95
$19.95
$17.95

Reg.$39.97
Save $14.09

Full 6-ft table seats eight comfortably. Two matching benches are
not attached so you can use table
buffet style. All three pieces are
constructed of select hardwood,
then stained with popular redwOod
tinish. 30"H x 29'/:"W x 721L.

Reg.Price
Lucite
House
Paint

Lucite
Wall
Paint

LUCITE

Wall Pakit

44

-Sale Price
Rebate From

$8.88

Gal.

Fortified with

Dupton

Reg.$9.88

After
ebate

the
Buckaroo"
for
boys, the
"Catcus
Flower"
for girls

•No Spr-No Mesa •
41S Hour Dry
*Wafter Clean-Up
pSavanna Collor,To Choose From

:H

vied.01111

EXTENSION
CORDS

to resist Crate
arid peelloto

-

OR BUSTER

88

Blacktop'Driveway

EACH

•Built In Prirnor
•DrNs In An Hour
-•Water Clean-Up
*White Only

Heavy duty, 31 wire ground cord
tdeal for outside use. Measures 50
feet long.

Sealer

5 Blade
20"2 Speed
Breeze Box

Filters
Reg.
Al30

Save
200

. Prbtects Any
Glacktop
Against Wear,
Gas& Oil
5 Gal.Size

Fan
$1388

Furnace and Air

Off

Tennis
Balls

PLATES

$738
Rog.'11.88

HIRlSE
BIKES DU7gli
,
Single-speed, coaster
brake bikes with 20" black
wall tires, Hi-Rise handlebars,
lightweight fenders, custom
" polo saddles and reflective
pedals. Both with styling- kids
are sure to love.

MICA

$150

2/88c

Reg. $6.99

Save $2.11

488

Reg.$19.97

Choose 15124 air condition filters or 1612011,
1622511, 20x2ex1, or 20:2511 (unmet filters.
LIMIT 3

MULTI-COLOREY
FOLDING CHAIR

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Save over 20% on this fine quality Hatteras Hammock...
with over 500 feet of rope in the body alone...
48'80" hammock of polypropylene rope and hand-bent virgin oak header boards. Features
12 to 13 loops within the bed, thus creating smaller mesh and more comfort. Choose white.
gold or brown.

Multi-colored folding
chair has strong, yet
lightweight, tubular
framing. Folds for
storage
----eeasy
Several two tone
colors.

$1 9Reg.7
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44

$49.99
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LAUNDER'S
BATH
OIL
Your Choice

GIRLS
7 to 14
SHORT
SETS

00

LAUNDER'S'
Decorative
BATH
BEADS
....... •

• •
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Little Missie
DUSTING
POWDER

LITTLE GIRL
BUBBLE
-BATH

SPELLBOUND
COLOGNE
SPRAY
MIST

LION BUBBLE
BATH

Central Shopping Center
"Prices Good-Tues., Wed.,Thurs.
Open 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. Wed., July 4th

7
-f1,00R BUSTER-1

MEN'S, BOY'S, JR. Bors
PRINTED T-SH1RTS .
Jr. Boys
200

Boy's

Men's

900-7 200

EA.
mg EA.
Boys. Men's, or Jr. Boy's printed T-Shirts wrih
novelty fronts. Jr Boy sizes 4 to 7. Boy sizes 8 to 8
and Men sizes S-M-L-XL

PAGE
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Swim Team Falls To
Paducah Here Saturday
County first place among the boys.
Murray-Calloway
The Murray winners were
Swim Team dropped its
second meet of the season, a as follows: WU'MINIS
364-229 decision to Paducah at
III•dby Beim
8 & under - second Holly Brown,
the Murray City Park Pool
Megan Cappock, Christy Watson, Lori
Saturday. With no swimmers Payne
10 & under - second Laura Farris.
in the boys' 15-18 bracket,
Mary Jo Simmons, Liz Marquardt,
Murray lost 75 uncontested Shannon Ovistopher; third Clvisty
West, Cherie Walston, Kelly Ridley,
points in the meet.
Kathy Williams
Eric Easley led the Murray
12 & under --- first Vonnie Hays, Leslie
swimmers in individual even- Franklin, Margy Burchfield, Lisa
Farris; third Kurt Greene,Diana Ridley,
ts with five first-place Mel Jackson, Erin Burke
14 & under - second Missy Connor,
finishes. He won ten and under
Kelli Thomas. Suzanne Pitman. Kelli
freestyle, , backstroke. in- Crawford: third Monica Greene,
dividual --medley, breast- Caroline Schoenfeldt, Sabrina Smith.
Laura Farris
stroke, and butterfly.
15-18 - first Martha Pitman, Suzanne
Lisa Farris paced the girls Pitman,Kelh Thomas, Lisa Farris
s.wen.
with firsts in freestyle,
?I& under-first Megan Cappock
10 & under - second Lzz marquartn:
individual
backstroke,
third Charts Walston
medley, medley relay, and
12 & under- first Lisa Farris
14 & under -third Missy Conner
freestyle relay.
15-18-- third Martha Pitman
The twelve and under girls'
8 & under - first Holly Brown; third
team of Lisa Farris, Margy Megan
Cappock
Burchfield, Leslie Franklin,
10 d, under - second Laura Farris;
Kathy Whams
rand Vonnie Hays was the only third
12 & under - first Lisa Farris; third
-Murray relay team winning Bekah Brock
14 & under - second Monica Greene;
both the medley and freestyle
third Kell Crawford
events.
15-18- first Martha Pitman
Inisikel Mad*
Murray's twelve and under
8 & under -third Holly Brown
boys' freestyle relay team
10 & under - second Laura Farris;
Jo Simmons
(Chris Franklin, Robbie third Mary
12 & under - first Lisa Farris; third
Marquardt, Robert Hopkins, Vonnie Hays
14 d, under-third Monica Greene
Robert Perrin) woriAhe only
15-18-- first Martha Pitman

-essesseks
8 & under - first Megan Cappock;
third Holly Brown
10 di under-second Laura Farris
12 & under - first Margy Burchfield:
second Kim Greene; third Leslie
Franklin
14 & under - first Suzanne Pitman;
second Caroline Schoenfeldt
15-18 -- first Martha Pitman; third
Margy Burchfield
Iluneefly
8 & wider - second Megan Cappock;
third Holly Brown
10 d, under-aeCcind Liz Marquardt
12 & under - first Vonnie Hays;
second Leslie Franklin
14 & under -second Suzanne Pitrium
1.•••••tyli 2.1.•
8 & under - second Holly Brown,
Megan Cappock, Christy Watson, Lori
Payne
10 & under - aecond Laura Farris,
Mary Jo Sizrunons, Liz Marquardt,
Shannon Christopher; third Christy
West, Marla Walston; Kelly Ridley,
Kathy Williams
12 & under -first Vonrue Hays, Leslie
Franklin, Margy Burchfield, Lisa Farris
14 & under - second Missy Conner,
Kelly Thomas', Suzanne Pitman, Kalb
Crawford; third Lori Schanbacher,
Stacey Gray, ?Caren Lewis, Sherry
Wildey
15-18-second Martha Pitman, Suzanne Pitman, [Asa Farris, Kell Thomas;
third Kelli Crawford, Sherry Wildey,
Caroline Schoenfeldt,Stacey Gray
WS'MIT%
Mei,Rawl
--8Ar wider - second Matt Stupwash,
ftison Town, Russ McCutcheon, Don
Easley; third Jason Sammons, Brian
Shell, Michael Brock, Jeff Watson
10 & under -second Eric Easley Don
Brock, Jimmy Baker, Brian ICrizan;
third Jamie Sluelds, Kenny Hainsworth.
Jason Sammons,Jason Town
12 & under - second Chris Franklin,
Robbie Marquardt, Robert Perrin,
Robert Hopkins
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14 & under - second Jimmy Kelly,
Robert Perrin, Robert Marg.:41-dt,
Robert Hopkins
bow*
8& under - first Don Easley
10 & under -first Eric Easley
12 & under - second Chris Franklin
14 & under -third Jimmy Kelly
Ilmkgeralk•
8& under - first Jason Sarranomi
10 & under 'ffret Eric Eagle) third
Jimmy Baker
12 & under - first Robert Marquardt
second Chris Franklin
14& under --second Jimmy Kelly
ImIlrldwal saes,
8 di under - second Jason Sammons;
third Matt Shipwash
10 & under -first Eric Easley; second
Don Brock; third Kenny Hainsworth
12 & under - third Robbie Marquardt
14 & under - second Jimmy Kelly
8 & under - first Matt Shipwash:
second Jason Sammons
10 & under - first Eric Easley
12 & under - first Robert Hopkins;
second Chris Franklin; third Robert
Perrin
14 di under -thirtblunmy Kelly
sone*
8 & under - second Don Easley third
Jason Towne
10 & under - first Eric Easley third
Don Brook
12 & under - third Robert Hopkins
Pr•••••••
8 d, under - second Matt Ships ash.
Jason Town, Jeff Watson, Don Eas.ey.
third • Russ McCutcbeen, Jason Sammons, Brian Shell, Michael Brock
10 & under - second Eric Eaaley, Don
Brock, Jimmy Baker, Brian Krizan;
third Jamie Shields, Kenny Hainsworth,
Jason Town,Jason Sammons
12 & under - first Chris Franklin, Robbie Marquardt, Robert Perrin,
Robert Hopkins
14 & under -- second Robert Marquardt, Robert Hopkins, Barry Wyatt. Chris
Franklin

Miiiray Ledger & Times
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This swimmer takes a breath of air during
breaststroke competition in Saturday's swim meet between Murray and
Paducah.

Second Chance Pays Off

Morgan Wins Playoff AtMemphis
By LESSEAGO
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Victory was within Gil
Morgan's grasp twice Sunday
but it took that second chance
and a heart-stopping 40-foot
putt to put the winner's $54,000

check from the Danny
Thomas Memphis Classic
his pocket.
"It was one of those putts
you make sometime," the
Oklahoma optometrist said,
savoring the victory which
came during the second hole
of a sudden-death playoff
against Larry Nelson at the
Colonial Country Club:
Morgan, 33, who failed to
qualify as an amateur for the
tournament seven years ago,
went into Sunday's final round
with a.4-under-par 212.
He collected •8 birdies —
along with 2 bogeys — and
champion to the limit but
record 20th Wimbledon title, went into No. 18 leading
eventually found her handicap against 16-year-old Tracy Nelson by a stroke at 10 under.
But he had to struggle to
too much.
Austin, who wasn't even born
-I thought I was lucky
when King first started hold that position.
Morgan's drive went into
througout the whole match," winning here
admitted the victorious 22The full quarter-final the trees at the right of the
fairway. His second shot was
year-old Czech-born star.
lineups are:
Cawley also needed three
—In the women's singles to the left and his ball rolled
sets to beat up-and-corning today; Navratilova Vs. Dianne down an embankment toward
American youngster Kathy Fromholtz, Austin vs. King,- the lake guarding the 18th: At
Jordan. The 1971 Wimbledon Virginia Wade vs. Cawley and this point, Morgan must have
champion finally 'won 7-6, 5-7, Wendy Turnbull vs.. _Chris been having visions of 1976
when an excursion into the
6-1.
Evert Lloyd.
,
For the rest of the top
—In the men's ` sthgles, waiter ruined his final round
women the way was easy. The Tuesday: Borg vs. Dicker, chances fora win.
Morgan's third shot was
top match ,of today's quarter- Connors vs. Scanlon, Panatta
finals pitted veteran Billie vs. Dupre, Tanner vs. long to thtnge of the green
about 30 fee rom the pin.
Jean King, bidding for a Gullikson.
Nelson, meanwhile, drove to
the right of the fairway and
sent an iron shot into the sand
trap in front of the green. The
Kennesaw, Ga., pro used a
sand wedge to leave the ball
five feet from the cup.
Morgan could have taken it
all at that point, but his long
putt missed the cup by inches
and he had to settle for a par S.
Nelso,i calmly sank his birdie
putt to tie.
this year's quadrennial games weekend most of the 5,000
They went to the 240-yard
of the Western Hemisphere.
athletes from 34 countries No. 15 where Morgan drove to
, The 569-member U.S. team should be in action. The 1979 the apron of the green,
is the largest, and favored to Games are the largest so far chipped about 18 inches past
once again clean up on in terms of participation, the cup and parred out.
medals. Stiffer competitios is although their drawing power Nelson, 31, drove to the green,
expected to make it harder of will be limited by several 'missed a 10-foot putt by six
the Americans to win as many factors.
inches and they were tied up
medals ds they are -acThe weather has been un- again.
customed to.
On No. 16 Nelson drove to
seasonably rainy.
The strongest competition is
The threat of violence and the right side of the fairway
expected from the Cubaits and demonstrations from left-wing and Morgan's ball went WI
Canadians.
groups advocating Puerto past his opponent's and landed
With 14 of the Games' 22 Rican 'independence and in the middle.
events starting today, the first rightwing anti-Castro Cuban
Nelson- used a wood to get
medals of the Games were to' exile groups, are expected to over the water and into a
be a wared in swimming. hold down crowds from the bunker.
cycling and shooting. The local 3 million population. and
Morgan, with-a shorter shot,
Americans were'- heavily may affect outside visitors as chose an iron and sailed the
favored in most of.* shooting well.
ball intei• the gallery on the
events.
'The number of incoming back side of the green. He took
Activity today in events visitors is also expected to be
such'as basketball,'baseball, kept down by the glikaspealg of
boxing-and other team sports - DC10s.E'xcept for gastern Ail
cortalsted of" prelinftnaries or Lines, which flies 1,1011s,
elimination rounds.
,
other airlines that fly here
The Games pick up tempo have had to substitute smaller
later in the week. liv the aircraft or cancel flights.

Exit Of McEnroe Leaves Borg
And ConnersOn Collision Course
By WINSOR DOBBIN
hander after his defeat.
In the women's singles, all
AP Sports Writer
Gullikson, who holds a 2-0 eight top seeds came safely
WIMBLEDON, England head-to-head record with through, although defending
(AP) — John McEnroe's bigserving Tanner, said: champion
Martina
shocking exit from Wim- "Roscoe is playing better than Navratilova and third-seeded
bledon's men's singles have ever before."
Evonne Goolagong Cawley
left Bjorn Borg and Jimmy
The last time the two met on were both extended.
Connors on a collision course grass,
Nottingham,
at
Navratilova,'nursing a cold
for a decisive semifinal England, in 1977,1Giillikson, and a sore throat, also injured
meeting, and giant-killer Tim the righthander of the Twins her left ankle in beating South
Cullikson contemplating l'he from Onalasaka, Wis., won 13--- African Greer Stevens 7-6, 6-7,
possibility of reaching the 11 in-the final set.
.
—
final. • ---The Gullikson-McEnroe
Stevens, her leg heavily
Gullikson crushed the duel transifxed a capacity' strapped after a knee
second-seeded McEnroe 6-4,6- crowd ow court No. 2, the operation last year, was in
2, 6-4 Saturday and now faces arena that had already obvious pain throughout the
Roscoe Tanner — who has claimed three previous seeds.
final stages of the match. The
never beat- him — in the
But Gullikson's victory over blonde South African tookthe
quarter-finals.
McEnroe, who beat him in the
But the top half of the draw finals of Stockholm and
contains the heavyweights Wembley last year, was the
,and if Connors and Borg can biggest upset of the lot.
'win quarters Tuesday, they • "That was the biggest win of
will meet each other in the my. career," said Gullikson.
semis.
"He was under a lot of
Borg meets 35-year-old- pressure and was not serving
....puteh veteran Tom Okker. or playing as well as he can.
Connors- -faces. • • fellaw_._ newas_unsettled."
American Bill Scanlon, who
But McEnroe, suffering
never won a round at Wim- from a cold and still troubled
hledon before this year.
by an old thigh injury, refused
The winner of the Gullikson- to make excuses,"He played •
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
Tanner quarter-final will play better than I did," said the (AP) — The VIII Pan
the winner of the quarter dejected 20-year-old from American Games, which may
between Adriano Panatta and Douglaston. N.Y. "Give Tirri be costing this tiny' -island
..t'at Dupre.
credit. He played a really commonwealth of the United
, McEnroe, the 20-year-old smart Match."
States up to $60 million,
whiz kid who found the
Top seeded Borg had a opened today inside a cordon
pressures of Wimbledon too fourset win over unseeded of police, national guardsmen
much, fancies 27-year-old Brian Teacher Saturday. and federal officers keeping a
Gullikson's chances.
Borg, showing little sign of his wary eye out for terrorists and
"If he plays like he did leg injury, won 6-4, 5-7,6-4, 7-5. radical political groups.
today, he stands a really good
No problems materialized
Connors had the easiest
chance in the next round," math of the day, crushing Sunday during the festive,
colorful opening ,ceremony,
,said the tempestuous left- Briton Mark Cox 6-2,6-1,6-1.
altfitnrgh the "Star Spangled
Banner" and the American
DENNISON HUNT
flag were greeted by a
SPORTING GOODS
vociferOus mixture of catcalls,
753-8844 and plaques
and applause.,
jeers
Murray's largest Inventory of trophies
Gov. Carlos Romero Barat discount prices
celo, a strong supporter of
•Specialized Engraving•
statehood for his commonwealth, said the astiause
.overwhehneel • the... negative
.
*%.0.411,-VitiSI:=1".4..0?"
1
.eitpression&
VC
4,
--"it was a denionstration of
4P Enjoy FLORIDA Fun ii
unity and support for Pan
or
American brotherhood," said
South Seas Style-1
:V
the govenor. "We knew
in
g_.
beforehand some --groups
FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY
lie3134axatlic3)
g
would try to. disrupt the
ceremony, but it was
demonstrated that democracy
IrdPJ
guarantees freedom, inShorefront on
merico_
cluding the freedom to boo."
Observers
the.
said
Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach,
demonstrations
were not so
one of the world's finest Don't miss Sarasota's
much anti-American as the
other attractions. Circus Halt of Fame,
Ringling Museum. Jungle Garden—fishing,
were proPuerto Rican. Even
sailing, water-skiing.
though Puerto Rico is not a
Relax in comfort .. . bask in the sun,
nation, intense patriqic
swim in the pool and Gulf, sip cocktails
feelings here can only, be.
at the Musical beach bat, lunch on the
termed "nationalism."
tio Polynesian/ American cuisine
Although residents of
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
with Gulf views, effic.. suites Color
Puerto Rico are United States
TV, air conditioning Exciting South
citizens, it competes in these
Seas decor sets a Polynesian scene
games as separate nation. In
\ of faraway vacation enchantment.
some cases the United States
')
and Puerto Rico compete for
Write or call now
athletes. Victor Vassallo
,'A1(11 1110 INN/REST
T
Phone'
,S 1854 Be, ,ankhn 'Drive Dept. 1/141711
swims for the Puerto Rican
1.dc Rear,,,
Florida ns77
(813) 388-5021 3Please send Sarasota,
free dochures; rates,
team. His brother, Jesse, is on
•
the U.S squad.
AKU TIKI e Name
The
Puerto
Rican
1 Re NI
Add,.ss
•
delegation of more than,350
Sarasota, Florida 33577 I CR', Slate, bp
Eastside Courisquire
athletes is one of the largest at .011

Pan American
Games Get
Underway Toda

relief and wound up-with the --stroked the ball too hard.
ball nestled in what -he -later
"It's-not a hole I like to play
described as some "fluffy —but it worked out real well."
grass." He chipped to the edge
MEMPHIS API Final scores Sunday
of the green.
in the 5100,000 Danny Thomas Memphis
0,17
Classic an the par-72, 7.249-yard Covictory
His
'putt followed,
lonial Country Club course
but Nelson had an opportunity Gil
Morgan. 104,000
7241-7045- Mt
to tie again. Nelson used an Larry Nelson, $.32,400
73-71-7045- VS
Toni
Kite,
1150.400
71-7041570 -31$
iron and his shot went a foot
Bruce lietzke. $11.112 50 71-734245 282
past the hole.
J C Snead, 811,812 50
119.7041147 412
"I've made several long Mark Hayes, 8111112 50 71-10-7447- 282
Graham Mrsh. *11,81150 72-70-7040- Me
ones," Morgan said. -I've Tom Purtzer. 118,100
74-72-7047-313
made a lot of putts this week Bob Hyman. 88.100
7141-7511Andy
Bean.
88,100
71-744100-313
that gave me birdies or par."
Peter Jacobsen, $8,100
71-71411-71-113
Morgan said he thought he Cesar Ssnudo, 111.100
71414141-a

You get 12 pieces offish,
II hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw,and
plenty of french fries.

$100
Save
when

you feed the family
Murray, Ky.

Captain D's

save 0400 at Captain D's
on the Value Pack
i 111141 (:.pain • slue Perk
Offer op.(' /hit) 7 *79

—

..A602creo
oA
.110.1=.1=1•••

Truckload Sale

SARASOTA

Tr;

'
{coesten
e t AliCU TIK

FREE DELIVERY FREE

Now Holland Drugs • st
Hassea

FREK„,

All Types

Fireworks
*Roman Candles
*Rockets *Fire Crackers
*Missel Items *Comets
*Floral Shells

(NNW
fast

•15% Discount on

Cash & Carry Prescriptions

!

753-1462

Open Everyday 9 e.m.-10 p.m. Through July 5
at

g

FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY FREE DELIVERY FREE

:
1"- ••
'it;
••
//.1 •

Stallins In Hazel
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Angels' 10-Run Eighth Routs Royals

-

If
,
2 41.

,

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

1."

Baltimore, Detroit and
Milwaukee each scored 10
runs in a game, but California
did it in one inning.
The Angels reached double
figures in the eighth inning
Sunday -en route to a 14-2 rout
of the Kansas City Royals.
Don Baylor hie a three-run
bonier, Dan Ford belted a tworun shot and Jim Anderson
had a tworun double to
highlight the 10-run inning.
Meanwhile, Baltimore
outscored Toronto 10-7,
Detroit defeated Cleveland 102 and Milwaukee beat Seattle
104.— In other American

.0.07
-

"

.t.
4411114-ltrrk--

-

s,int ur 46

•

0,0q

'''''quessars

McEnroe Takes Medicine
(Loss) Like A Man

nd

•
'IS

rd.
e to play
well."

res Sunday
Memphis
41-yard

1.7045- 271
1-7042— 2711
51111•70-2111
3-7246 212
0-7$47
0-7447- 242

ot,

"
.111.

ter
TWO'

•

-r4
•

IW

-„„

D70-70--iS

1)-7346 2113
4411.70-3113
14*-71-213
041-72-223

V

Murray hurler Alan Gibbs prepares to deliver a pitch in Saturday's American Legion game
with Anna, Ill.

Legion Splits Over Weekend
Murray split in Americani
Legion baseball action over
the weekend, losing to Anna,
111.,-14 --and beating Union'
/
City,T6tn., 16-8.
1111.1.11l 11151112
In the Anna game, Murray
DOG REMEDIES
first got.:_ the scoreboard
BEFORE
with a third inning home run
by left fielder Brad Taylor.
Murray scored three run in
the sixth to take a one-run
advantage over the visitors.
First baseman Bruce Taylor
AFTER
cracked a two-run single and
later scored on a wild pitch.
- Anna scored what proved to
be the tying and go-ahead runs
in ..the . seventh. Murray
threaten in their half of the
lee
arix 0601 dwilleare.&latest *it
sevinth with runners on
*am essaremseuever Ss pp. 0111/07 1001
INIEDICSI ow wad as thamsor WNW. Fs
second and third but the rally
•Wrf
sow go hens %I tots u./..
901601le I duo 40.1 mu. loirso ese corr.le
ended as Scott Tucker flied out
Ileuslosuses N rig Aid Ind Om
Available At
•
—`16rhe1ericein end the game.
Against Union City, Murray
Soldiers State
scored in the first inning when
Agencies
Dean Cherry hit a triple,
lor.F.s. catalogs, 1.14
knocking in Brad Taylor who
ti•p,py Jett Inc Selo. Noll 011 C 20612)
1.••••••

had walked. Cherry then
scored on A Bruce Taylor
single.
In--the fourth, Dave Mathissingled, Bill Wilson walked
and Brad Taylor drove in
Mathis with a single. Wilson
and Taylor then scored on a
iingle by Bruce Taylor.
Singles in the sixth by Brad
Taylor, Tucker, Cherry,
Bruce Taylor, Jeff Jackson
and Bill Melton produced five
runs.
Cherry reached base on a
fielders' choice in the seventh.
Jackson made it on through an
error and Cherry scored.
Milton walked and John
Denham hit a two-run double
to round out the scoring for
Murray.

Will Be Closed All Day
Tuesday & Wednesday To
Prepare For their famous

July Clearance Sale
Starting July 5th 9 p.m.

DISCOUNT
MEDICAL SUPPLIES

(Back Again For Summer)

college, he chose the latter. He
spent a year at Stanford
University, and won the NCAA
college championship as a
freshman.
Then he turned pro. Between June and the end of 1978
hecotlected -- more- --than
$600,000 in prize money.
He hit the rich pro circuit.
He helped the United States
regain the Davis Cup, winning
his two singles matches over
the British by the most onesided scores in the 79-year
history of the competition.
He won the Grand Prix
Masters, the premier prize of
the pros. He beat Jimmy
Connors and Borg in consecutive rounds to capture the
top purse in the World
Championship Tennis finals in
Dallas.
He was the sport's hottest
commodity. He and Peter
Fleming won the WCT doubles
championship. He was on the
cover of Time Magazine.
Teenagers squealed and
screamed over him.
But because of his unbridled
temper. on the court, others
called him a Spoiled brat.
British writers have dubbed
him "super brat."
It was heady sfuff indeed.
pressure
The
was
monumental; Young McEnroe
was smart enough to
recognize it and man enough
to acknowledge it on the firing
line in the post-match interview.

9 a.m.to 7 p.m.
Three Days Only
July 5,6,&

name, address, age, average
18-hole score and name of
country club represented.
The entries will be limited to
the first 100. Mail the entries
to Mayfield Golf and Country
Club, attention, B. Standifer.
The tricluolf artist_ will be
the special attracting of the
day, He is Buddy Demling,
called "King of Clubs."
I The practie round may be
played all day Monday,
August 6, or after 2 p.m.
Tuesday, August 7. Prizes will
be trophies and golf merchandise.

"That's the way
you want
it".

by hum ecikrninp>

PLAIN

RENTALS & SALES

1 PIECE
DRESSES
OR

•ThaSPITAL BEDS
.HANDWALKERS

•COMMODIES
'TRACTION

NIF_N'S It LADIES

2 PIECE
SUITS

*CANES

"TRUSSES
.BLOOD PRESSURE KITS

•SPENCO BREAST PROSTHESIS
•ADULT DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
.ZENITH HEARING AIDS
•BATHROOM SAFETY AIDS
•JOBST SUPPORTSTOCKING

2/1"
Prices Geed Tees & Theirs.
del, 3 &
,
aimed Wed. 4Eh

SHOP WHERE YOU HAVE A LARGER
SELECTION AND PAY LOWER
PRICES!

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

'WeFILL OUT MEDICARE FORMS
ST 1•7U

Centrel Shopping Center
Open 7 a m tog p m

STONE-LANG CO

Phone 753-9525
Dayi A Week
S.

4),

Thursday, Friday,& Saturday
At Holiday Inn Banquet Room
6.99 •Polyester Dressy
•
Blouses
0.99
599
Summer Tops
Terry Shorts ............... 2.99 *Sundresses12.99
-------499
399 *Designer Pants - -Summer Halters
fi 99 *Famous Label
Terry Rom perS
Jeans 14 Oz
13.99

" Summe4.Terry k•-ts

If you have been holding back for Summer, now is
your chance to really save!
Holiday Inn Banquet Room Murray, Kentucky

odo
114114-111111'i„
4tAl
"I

411 f,tu,t1;""

•,
•
.44,4
,

WHEELCHAIRS

Yankees 6, Red Sox 5
Rookie Jerry Narron led off
the seventh inning with his
first major league home run,
Newb York's fifth of the game
off Boston's Dennis Eckersley,
, as the Yankees nipped
the Red Sox.
Willie Randolph, Jim
Spencer, Roy White and
Reggie Jackson also homered
-as the Yankees smashed five
home runs in a game for the
-first time since Sept. 25, 1977.
Twins 2, White Sox 1
Glenn Adams singled home
Roy Smalley from second
base in the 10th inning, his
eighth game-winning hit of the
season. Paul Hartzell got the
victory, scattering eight hits.
Dave Edwards homers for
Minnesota and Jorge Orta for
Chicago.

Manufacturer's Sale
Women's Fashions
Wholesale
50% to 75% Off

4.44 Vir•

UP TO 50% OFF

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th Sr., Murray, 7534065

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — It all happened too
quickly - for young John
McEnroe, the brightest new
meteor in the tennis sky, and
the world,crumbled around liii
ears.
But give the kid credit. He
took his medicine like a man.
He exited with a stiff upper
lip.
"Maybe I took too much for
granted," said the 20-year-old
from
court__ prodigy
seeded
Donglaston,
No.2, hailed as the possible
successor to Bjorn Borg. He
was crushed in straight sets
by giant-killer Tim Gullikson
in the, fourth round of the
Wimbledon championships.
The cold weather was
difficult for me. I felt awful
out there. But it was partially
in the mind and partially in
the body. I wish I had been 100
per cent, but that sounds like
sour grapes. He played better
than- I did, -That':1
comes down to."
'
Two years ago John
McEnroe was just a schoolboy
of 18 — not even the best junior
in the United States. He came
to Wimbledon largely as a lark
to mark time between junior
he
commitments.
But
qualified.
Then, one by one, he began
knocking over big name opponents. Before you could bat
an eyelash, he was in the
semifinals — the youngest
man ever to get there — and
an instant sensation.
Given a choice between a
lucrative pro career and

tory lifted the Orioles 30 Molitor powered the Brewers
games over the .500 mark at past Seattle.
The Mariners' Dan Meyer
54-24 and put them 51-2 games
ahead of second-place Boston was hitless in four times at
bat, ending his hitting streak
in the American League
East.
at 21 consecutive games —
Tigers 10. Indians 2
tying Johnny Grubb of Texas
Morris stopped for the longest streak in the
Jack
Cleveland with a five-hitter major this
year.
and beg:anted from a 15-hit
Detroit attack that included a
A's 13, Rangers 12
Dave Chalk drew a walk
three-run homer by Steve
from weary Doc Medich in the
Kemp, who had three hits.
After the game, Indians 15th inning, was bunted- to Manager Jeff Torborg met second by Jim Essian and
with club president Gabe Paul scored on Mike Heath's fourth
and general manager Phil hit of the game to give
Seghi and received an en- Oakland a 13-12 victory over
dorsement.
TexaS that ended the A's
Paul said Bob Lemon turned eight-game losing streak.
The two teams amassed 50
down the job.
hits, eight shy of the major
Brewers 10, Mariners 3
Home runs by Robin Yount, ,-league mark for an extraGorman Thomas and Paul inning game.

Junior Golf Tourney Set
The 'first junior _west Kentucky boys and girls invitational golf tournament will
be held Wednesday, August 8,
at 9 a.m. at the Mayfield Golf
and Country flub.
The 18-holes of medal play
will be a shotgun tournament.
Age limits for the boys will
be 10 years to 1979 graduates.
Age limits for the girls will be
12 years to 1979 graduates.
The $10 entry fee will include lunch, practice round,
sWimming'anittennis. The fee
should accompany the entry
and the entry should include,

Corn-Austion

League games, Oakland
outlasted Texa 13-12 in 15
innings, New York edged
Boston 6-5 an.s Minnesota
nipped Chicago 2r1 in 10 innings.
California's Nolan Ryan, 105, stopped Kansas City on four
hits and struck out 10 to raise
his career total to 2,814 and
move past `Tom Seaver into
seventh place on the all-time
strikeout list. Ryan had a
nohitter for 51-3 innings.
Orioles 10, Blue Jays T
Rick Dempsey twice failed
to bunt, then smacked a threerun homer to cap a four-run
seventh inning that carried
the Orioles to their 22nd
victory in 25 starts. The vie-

•

02°11 1
011. 1'4"
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W mike house Callse ,every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
•*--77'77-:

You don't get many services these days, but
there's one that's still available. Convenient
home delivery oNk. Murray Ledger.&
Times,every day.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger SE Times delivered to you.
Like we said. itTs guaranteed:Tr your Murray

,

Ledger & Times ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:30-6
PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
•
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange for our guaranteed
"house call"-service. All it takes is a phone
call.

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

a

EACH

Ivierray
Ledger & Times

41
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Cards, Cubs And Giants
Double Winners Sunday
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
If the first day of the month
is any indication, the St. Louis
Cardinals, Chicago Cubs and
San Francisco Giants will
enjoy July.
And the Los Angeles
Dodgers are just glad to be out
of June.
The Cardinals, Cubs and
Giants were double winners
Sunday. St. Louis took a pair
from Philadephia 13-7 and 2-1,
Chicago swept the New York
Meta • 5-4 and 8-2 and San
Francisco topped Cincinnati 2Two swimmers leave platforms as their teammates cheer them on during Saturday's swim meet here.
1 and 7-3.
The defending National
League champion Dodgers fell
just three percentage points
from the West cellar by
dropping their sixth straight
as..Atiant
a capped a threeStandings
Leaders
game sWeep with a 2-1 victory.
By The Associated Peru
TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
In the only other NI, game
NATIONAL LEAGL'F:
By The Associated Press
.
EAST
first-place Houston increased
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L
Pet GB
BATTING 4175 at bats), Smalley.
its lead in the West to eight
Montreal
43 27
614
Minnesota, 369; Carew. California. .355.
Chicago
37 33
games with a 4-1 triumph over
.529
6
Downing. Califotrua, .350; Kemp. Detroit,
St Lotus
38 34
.323 6
345. Bochte. Seattle; 341
San Diego. The MontrealPittsburgh
37 34
.521
61
/
2
RUNS Lansford, California, 63; Brett,
Pittsburgh doubleheader was
PhilaØelphia
39 38
.506
71
/
2 Kansas City, 63; Ons, Kansas Ci4'...60;-Murray's Candy Jackson beat
Robert
Latham,
New !York
30 41
.423 13h
Rice. Boston, 56; LeFlore. Detroit, 57?---rained out.
Hopkinsvil
--and
Kathy
Outland
le,
defeated
6-0,
6-1. Whitney
WEST
Baylor, California. 57: Smalley, Min.
ilaUton 50 31
.617 —
the team of Amy Iracane and Page, Lexington, triumphed • Cardinals 13-2, Phillies 7-1
nesota, 57
Cincinnati
Mark Littell already has
41 38
.519
8
RBI Baylor, California. 66: Lynn,
Susan Kelley of Owensboro 6- over
-Grew
•Dartbard,
San Francisco
40 39
.506
9
Boston, 64: Thomas. Milwaukee. 58;
won
'half as many games this
2, 6-2 for the girl's 18 division Louisville; 6-4, 6-2 in the boys
San Diego
35 47
.4.21 15h
Bochte. Seattle. 58. Smalley, Minnesota.
Los Angeles
33 47
.413 16h
57.
doubles title Friday in the 78- 14 bracket. Scott Underwood, month as he did all season.
Atlanta
32 46
410 16h
HITS: Brett. Kansas City, 109; Lanentree Murray Junior Tennis Glasgow, won the boys 16 title Littell, 6-2, picked up victories
Saturday's Gatbrs
ford, California. 104. Smalley, Minnesota.
New Vorit 9. Chicago 8, 11 innings
6-3, 7-5 over Matt Forres, in boll' ends of the twinbill
Championships.
104. Rice, Boston. 95: Molitor, Milwaukee,
Montreal 5. Pittsburgh 3
95.
eranklin. Barry Elliott, Sunday.
Cincinnati 2. San Francisco 0
DOUBLES Lynn, Boston, 23:
Rookie catcher Terry
In singles competition in the Mayfield. downed Robert
Philadelphia 6, St. Lows 4. 10 innings
Washington. Chicago, 22: Lemon, Chicago,
Kennedy celebrated his
Atlanta 7. Los Angeles 4, 10 innings
girls 16 bracket, the top- Rudd, Paducah,6-4, 7-6 for
20: Downing, California. 19; Brett. Kansas
the second
Houston 3, San Diego 0 Sunday's Games
City, 19
anniversary as a pro
seeded Jackson defeated her boys 18 championship.
Chicago 54. New York 4-2
TRIPLES: Brett, Kansas City, 12:
doubles partner 6-4, 1-6, 6-2 for
Montreal at Pittsburgh. 2, ppd., rain
In the doubles- final round, with a grandslam homer in the
Wilson. Kansas City, 8; Randolph, New
StLows 13-2. Philadelphia 7-1
the championship. Outland Daubard and Nathan Rowton, opener and a two-out RBI
York, 6, Garcia, Baltimore, 5. Molitor.
San Francisco 2-7. Cincinnati 1-3
Milwaukee. 5; Griffin, Toronto, 5: Ban- 'was the
number two seed.
Atlanta 2. Los Angeles 1
Louisville, defeated Page and single in the ninth inning of the
nister. Chicago. 5; Jones, Seattle. 5
Houston 4. San Diego 1
In other singles action, Burgess Carey, Lexington, i- finale. Kennedy joined the
HOME RUNS Lynn, Boston, 20;
Monday's Games
Thomas. Milwaukee, 20; Rice, Boston, 18;
Cheri Simmons, Paducah, t, 6-4, in the boys 14. Robert C'ardinals last month when
Montreal ;Rogers 7-51 at Chicago'lKruSingleton, Baltimore, 17; Grich,
All-Star catcher Ted Simmons
defeated Carol Dick 6-4, 6-0 in Anderson and Bill
kow 5-5i
California, 17_
Yeagle,
New York (Ellis 0.0'; at Philadelphia
STOLEN BASES': LeFlore,'Detroit, 311:
the girls 18 division. Marsha Owensboro, beat Paul Austin, broke his thumb.
;Espinosa 6-71.
Wilson. Kansas City, 34: Crur. Seattle, 22;
Cubs 5-8, Mets 4-2
Fort, Hopkinsville, downed Murray. and Bob Sumner.
Pittsburgh (Robinson 5-4; at StLows
Bonds. Cleveland, 21: Wills, Texas. 21.
Dave Kingman hit his nth
; Martinez 6-2).
Tonya Wells, Madisonville, 6- Mayfield, 6-3, 6-3 in the boys
PITCHING ;8 Decisions Kern. Texas.
Los Angeles ( Hooton 7-5) at San Diego
10-1..909, 1.45, Zahn, Minnesota, 7-1. 875.
4, 6-3, in the finals of the girls 16. Forres and John Deloteus. homer of the season and
D'Acquisto 4-5;
3.16, Clear, Califtifhia.8-2, MO.2.76; John.
14 division.
Only games scheduled
• Bowling Green, defeate,i singled in a run in Chicago's
New York, 11-3, .786. 2.45: Slaton,
Miliraiikee, 84. .727. 280, Martinez,
In the boys_ 12 finals. Elliot and Rudd 6-3, 6-7, 6-3 in
AMER/CAN LEAGUE
Baltimore, 10-4, .714. 364. Palmer,
Harland Stanley, Louisville, the boys 18.
EAST
Baltimore,7-3..700, 3.20: Drago, Boston,7-

Sports At A Glance

W
L
Pet. GB
54 24
.692 —
47 28
.627
5L2
45 ' 33
.577
9
42 36
.538 12
36 37
493 15Li .
34 42.447 19 •
24 57
296 311
/
2
WEST
Texas
44 34
571 —
California
45 35
563
Li
Minnesota
40 34
541
24
Kansas City
42 36
538
2/
1
2
Chicago
33 44
429 11
Seattle
34 46
425 11h
Oakland
n -57
278 23
Saturday's•Games
Boston 3. New York 2
Cleveland 4, Detroit 2
Minnesota 16. Chicago 4
Baltimore 2; Toronto 0
MUwauluee 8, Seattle 1
Texas 4, Oakland 3
California 8, Kansas City 5
Sunday's Game, _
Detroit 10, Cleveland 2
Baltimore 10. Toronto 7
New York 6. Boston 5
Minnesota 2, Chicago 1, 10 innings
-Milwaukee 10, Seattle 3
California 14, Kansas City 2
Oakland 13. Texas 12. 15 innings
Moistlay's Games
Roston I Finch 0-0) at New York LTA)
11-3i.
Cleveland ; Paxton 44) at Detroit
(P Underwood 2-0).
Baltimore ;D.Martinex 10-4) at Texas
;Corner 7-6i. •
Seattle Jones 24) at Minnesota JackBaltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
N/w York
Detroit
Cleveland
Toronto

Oakland ; Morgan 5-1 at California
;Barr 341
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City at Boston
Chicago at Cleveland
Milwaokee at New York '
Toronto at Detroit.
Seattle at Minnesota
Baltimore at Texas
Oakland at California

Jackson-Outland
Win Junior Tennis
Championship Here

3. 70D, 2.79.
STRIKEOUTS: Ryan. California. 134:
Guidry. New York,89: Jenkins. Texas 85.
Kravec, Chicago. 75: Koosrnan. r.ttn-

Rush To Take Week Off
After State Title Win

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTLNG i175 at bats. Brock. St Laws.
352: Hendrick, St Louis. .341: Mazzilli,
New York, .335: Foster, Cincinnati, 331:
Templeton. St Lows. .327
RUNS Lopes, Los Angeles. 61,
Kingman, Chicago. 58: North, San
Francisco, 57; Royster, Atlanta, 56;
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API —
Matthews. Atlanta. 56.
'
RBI, Kingman. Chicago. 65.. Foster, Anne Rush has decided to take
Cincinnati, 65: Winfield, San Diego. 56, a week off and based on her
Clark, San Francisco, 54: Simmons, St
perforMince in the Kentucky
Louis. 52.
'HITS: 'Garvey. Los Angeles. 101; Women's
Amateur golf
Matthews,
Atlanta,
98.
Rose, tournament, she's earned it. •
Philadelphia. 97: Templeton, St Louis, 97;
,Rush, a 19-year-old shot-.
Winfield, San Diego, 97.
DOUBLES. Rose, Philadelphia, 31; maker from Torripkinsville,
Stealth, New York,22. Reitz. St Louis, 72/
ran off 16 pars against a single
Matthews. Atlanta. =. Parrish, Montrail,
21; Hernandez. St Louis. 21; Gnney, bogey Saturday to score a 3
Cincinnati, 21.
and 1 victory over Jackie
TRIPLES: Scott, St Louts. 9: *infield,
San Diego. 9; McBride. Philadelphia. 8; Hacker of Versailles in the
Templeton, St Louis, 8; Hernandet, St championship match of the
Louis, 7_
53rd women's tournament.
HOME RUNS - Kingman, Chicago, 28:
Schmidt. Philadelptuae 23; Foster, CinThe consistency of the
cinnati, 19: Robinson.
'18; youngster was the difference
Simmons, St Loins. 18; hopes. Los
in the final with Mrs. Hacker,
Angeles, IS.
'
STOLEN BAgES-; Moreno_ Pittsburgh, winner of this evenriii 1973
32; North. •San Francisco. 20: Scott. St
and, at age 38, the "old lady"
Louis, 24; Cedeno, Houston, =. Scott.
Montreal, 20; Tavern. New York, 20: of
the youth-dominated
Cruz, Hotsterv2franees, Los Angeles, 20
tournament.
PITCHING (8 Decisions) Niekro,
"I'm taking a little break. I
Houston, 124, 800.2.90: Littell, St Louis, 62, 750, 2.87: Martina, St Louis, 6-2,-799, won't even play golf next
2.60; Knepper. San Francisco, 6-2, .750,
4.30; LaCoss, Cincinnati. 8-3, .727. 2.51; week," Rush said shortly' after
Andujar, Houston, 9-4. 692, 2.63: Grim- accepting the winner's trophy.
sley. Montreal. 8-4. 567. 4.69: Reed,
She indicated her next start
Philadelphia, 6-3, 667. 4 30
STRIKEOUTS—Richard, Houston, 132, would probably be in the
Perry:- San Diego. 88, Carlton, Marion
Miley Invitational
Philadelphia. 85: Sian) Atlanta, 84;
here July 19-20.
Swan, New York. 82.

"I don't know how I feel,"
she added. "It's thrilling. I've
accomplished a lot, but it
probably won't hit me until
tomorrow what I've done."
Rush, who just completed
her freshman year at the
University of Kentucky. took
an early two-hole lead, but
saw that disappear when Mrs.
Hacker birdied the par-3
eighth hole. That was as close
as Mrs. Hacker, a,, four-time
runnerup .in this event,
get_

40% OFF

Storewide
1t

Burnett's Shoes

car.

COURT SQUARE

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
-

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
ANY KIND ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Models on thiplay

TWO CAR SPECIAL

1,790"

Centeledely Erected
Concrete Hoer
Phis Freight /es

MANI
ADDRESS
Soak Fisesetee
Cospee Of
WI CON,

502-522-6488

Rush moved ahead for cod
at No. 9 and went two up at No.
11 when Mrs. Hacker suffered
one of her six bogeys.
Mrs. Hacker, known for her
short game, drew within one
after a birdie on the par-3 13th,
but a. bogey at 15 built Hun's
margin to' two, and another
Hacker bogey on 17 closed nut
the match.
Rush,Tunnerup in this e‘ent
in 1977, became the younvest
champion- since 18-yetir-old
'Kaye Beard won in 1969. _
"I had a very consistent
round," said Rush. "I hit most
of the greens, which I wanted
to do. I knew if I didn't, Jackie
would get it up and down."
-- The course was peppered-by
thundershowers Friday Right,.
and Mrs. Hacker said the rain
''made the course play long,
and I faced a lot of greens with
.ipy 5-wood."
Rush compared her victory
with the state high school
championships she won in 1977
and 1978.
"Winning my first high
school tourney was an awfully
big thrill," she recalled. • but_
the competition here was SO
good, and the fact that. I
stayed with it a whole v.eek
makes me feel good. I had
some pretty tough match.,"

PRONE
BEST TIME TO SEE

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
; Box 669, liwy 68 SS est Cadaz,ky. - PH l502-6n-MM
,
es cretonne row care"

Weekend
Transactions

By The Auociated-Press
BASEBALL
Americas Lague
cHICAGO WHITE SOX
P.s-of 8111
Naboristny, catcher, on the 15-day supplemental disabled list Recalled
Nike
Colbern. catcher, from Iowa of
Oa
'American Asshciation.
NEW YOF1K YANKEF-k - Re.
ailed
Brion Doyle, infielder, from Columbus
of
the "friternational League Maori! Am
Beattie. pitcher, on the 21 -day ;1;
%shied
list. Placed Mickey Rivers, outfielder on
the supplemental 15-day disabled list
SEATTIE MARINERS -- Plgeed
Hawley, ridcher. on the disabledShane
bat
Recalled Randy Stein, pitr her.
trot*
Spokane of the Pacific COO,ft league
National Lessor
PITTSBURGH PIRATES
Oobootirl")
Dale Berra, infielder. to Portland ;if the
Pacific Coast League
ST LOUIS CARDINALS
Purctgiga
the contract of Roy Thomas, pitcher
from
Wingfield of the American Aso,
.ition.
Optioned Roger Freed. irlftelder,
t.
Springfield.FOMBALL
Habossl Football League
OAKLANTIRnEDEFLS Announced
the
retirement of Willie Brown.
defereuv0
bock
Geasidlaa Feethekt4eiret
ToRoNMO ARGONAUT'S -*Craig Labbett, tight end, from tie
Wit
nines Blue Bombers In exchar.ge
for
Walter Howard, tight end. SteniA
Thomas, kiclier-defenstee bark it.rased
Hob Sensor, defensive tackle.
COULFOF.
ARIZONA STATE UHIVF,RS'
Named Len Miller track coach

opening win. the decisive run
was walked in by .,Mets
reliever Wayne Twitchell
when he issued a pass to Steve
Dillard with the bases loaded
in the ninth.
The Cubs vaulted into
second place in the East, six
games behind Montreal, with
the nightcap victory. Bill
Buckner and Barry Foote
homered for the Cubs.
Giants 2-7, Reds 1-3
Top-notch relief pitching
from Pedro Borbon and Gary
Lavelle led San Francisco to
its sweep. In the opener, after
Willie McCovey's 13th homer
and Darrell Evans' seventh
gave the Giants a 2-1 lead,
Borbon and Lavelle combined
to hold off the Reds,
Jack Clark's 14th homer and
Mike
Sadek's
hustling
baserunning were keys to the

second Giant victory. Sadek
scored frort third on a
groundout to third baseman
Rick Auerbach, taking off for
home after Auerbach threw to
first.
Lavelle, 7-4, hurled 31-3
innings of one-hit relief after
Greg Minton pitched 32-3
innings of hitless relief.
Braves 2, Dodgers 1
Atlanta moved within .003 of
Los Angeles at the bottom of
the West while the Dodgers
lost their 21st game in 28.
The Braves broke a 1-1 tie in
the ninth when Pepe Frias led
off with a single, took third on
a single by pinch-hitter
Charlie Spikes, and came
home on Jerry Royster's
sacrifice fly.
Astros 4. Padres 1
Houston's Joe Nteltra;''the'
top winner in the majors with

a 12-3 record, has no trouble
explaining his team's lead in
the West.
"Our pitching staff is sort of
like the whole team — underrated," said Niekro.
Reliever Joe Sambito
recorded his eighth save
Sunday.

DEARBORN,MI-bc :(AP) —
Here arethe final scores for
Sunday's competition in the
9150,000 Ladies Professional
Golf Association tournament,
played on the 6,144-yard
course at the Dearborn
Country Club:
Vicki Fergon, $22,500 73-6973-69-284
Judy Rankin, $14,700 72-7165-77-285
•Jane Blalock,$7,500 76-72-6969-286

Summer Clearance
begins Thurs., July 5th
Closed Tuesday Afternoon and
All Day %%ednesday Slashing Prices

Gigantic Savings

Mon-at

Ull11•1,111(1

qraham

& Jackson

'Sion -NM

Dmintown %terra*

THE MORE
YOU TELL,
THE MORE
SELL.
00/
206
Th
HARDWARE STORE,INC.
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

7111- fi
7240164

A WIDE SELECTION OF:

• Housewares
• Garden & Lawn
Supplies
• Do-It-Right
Power Tools
• Electrical
Supplies
Colormate
Paints &
Wallpapers
• Locks & Keys
• Glass Products

I1
,
01•f

HARDWAREt
STORE
'FIRST S1.44 Ana°
FA1RGROOND3

123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT

We rent power tools and carpet
cleaning equipment
Repair service for Dower tools
and small appliance, all makPs

SERVING THE NORTH SIDE
SINCE 1909

FREE PARKING

555-.1238

---- If you wanttosell,get in Bell.
South Central Belltlfellow Pages
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WASHINGTON
AP —
President Carter, stepping up
criticism of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, says -higher oil
prices have increased the risk
of recession and may cost the
nation 800,000 jobs by the end
of next year.
"I think the OPEC decisions
will make a recession much
moms likely than it was
before." Carter said aboard
Air Force One as he flew home
Sunday from a nine-day visit
to Japan anthiouth Korea.
The president said the 60
percent increase in oil prices
so far this year will add 2
percentage to 2'2 percentage
points to the U.S. inflation rate
and trim 2'2 percentage points
from projected economic
growth.
An administration official,
who asked not to be named,
said the recession_ Carter

warned of would be'a mild
one, reaching a climax in the
second half of the year. He
forecast an upturn in 1980.

Beach To Retire As Reserve Commander

Tt

— Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance says there are "some
indications" North Korea may
accept the invitation from
and
Carter
President
President Park Chung-hee to
join in peace talks. However,
opponents of Park's 18-yearold dictatorship believed
Carter's advocacy of more
human rights for South Korea
would have little or no effect.
Vance, talking to reporters
Sunday at the end of Carter's
two-day visit to South Korea,
said even if North Korea
accepts the proposal to meet
with South Korea and the
United States as a step toward
reunification of the peninsula,
"it will be a long, hard road."
But he said it would lead to an
immediate relaxation of
tension.
. Carter challenged the South
Korean strongmamto put the
same emphasis on human
rights that he gave to the
nationoitarian government is
necessary because of the
threat from North ISorea.

"The General Officer of the
spends fifty percent of its time
LOUISVILLE - •'Lead so current Centurymen to Insurance Company, the $2 in the attendance of meetings, Eighties will have to be
the kind will love you, the evil associate with and support the million non-profit Lei County seminars, - conferences, and honest, professional, firm,
personal care facility and the
will fear you and all will Division."
low- fair, consistent, human, and
-When he retires in July, he Senior Reserve Commanders other time-consuming
respect you."
productive requirements.
provide
by
leadership
Association.
to
from
time
intends
spend
more
This famous quote
"Meaningful training must example, appearance.
Striking truckers wheeled
Catherinia the Great of Russia with his civilian pursuits but
He's also chairman of the be accomplished, not only to knowledge, and enthusiasm,"
their big rigs around New
leadership quickly points how he will be Executive Committee of the
describet
ready our people for the says Beach.
York City's Times Square and
Maj. Gen. an active supporter of the Kentucky Chapter of Comphilosophy
mission, but to help retain our
And the description above
drank iced tea in the North
Charles Beach Jr. of Beat- 100th Division.
merce and Kentuckians for top people in the Reserves. We very accurately describes the
Carolina governor's mansion
A leader in the Reserves, he Better Transportation.
tyville as his four-year tenure
have found that meaningful. retiring commanding general
as drivers in other slates
as theagommanding general of also is an acknowledged
As a retiring general officer training is one of the top Of the 100th Army Reserve
packed up their blockades and
the 100th Army Reserve leader in the community and with almost four decades of factors in our high retention Training Division, Maj. Gen.
headed back to the highways.
business held.
comes to a close.
service, how does he view the rate.
Charles fie;ich Jr.
A spokesman for one group
Beach noted, "As my future of the Reserves and the
On July 31, he will retire,
of independent drivers
after 39 years of service in responsibilities in uniform Army?
predicted the three-week-old
both the regular _Army and increased, my responsibilities "Fearfully, our society has
shutdown' could end soon —
Reserve. This then, is his last in the civilian community reached a consensus of inbut with a flurry of activity.
annual training as com- increased proportionally. My difference, and the com"1 think it Will be resolved
manding general of the all- experience has caused me to. manders of the 1980s will have
soon., because I think it's going
;- And still searching for the grocery store and
Kentucky division that is believe that leaders are not to take a young soldier
to escalate," William Hill of
more closet space?
currently undergoing con- necessarily born, but rise produced by a permissive
the - Independent - Truckers
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
version from an infantry basic through the ranks by per- society flavored with afUnity Coalition told a group of
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
advanced individual sistence, dedication and fluence and luxurious living
and
striking drIvers in Pittsburgh
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
training unit to one of armor professional development." and direct him from that
on Sunday. The government
Beach is president of four quality of life to a fighting
basket of gifts to delight your family.
cavalry one-station-unitand
is going to be in a position
businesses
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
and
civic
).
(Can'
training
soldier.
where they have to give imcalled me. I hope you will too.
Reflecting on his career and organizations and chairs two
program, in
Reserve
"The
mediate relief."
his years with the Century special interest groups.
fact all elements of the total
Fail film Serrice
Welcome IT Ogon
He is president of The force, sill have to spend more
Beach said, "When I
Division,
Iseemeolm1.14“.
At Bis Discosmi
SEOUL, South Korea iAP
refer to achievements of the People's Exchange Bank of time on battlefield-oriented
1 48Hamilton 753-5570
IngelCin9243
100th, I always use we in lieu Beattyville, the C. Beach training. Our entire society
of I because everything, accomplished was a united effort
on the part of those talentedand dedicated Centurymen."
The Nationwobe SupermarkP ofSounct
FMK FLASH CUBES,
Beach's military career
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
began with his commission
WASHINGTON (AP)
used an acne preparation that through the Reserve-Officer
Artcraft Studios
Singer Pat Boone stands to
upon
he endorse& the government __Training
Corps
111k.124/S3-003S
have to pay up to $5,000 in
says.
MINI PASSING At MAI woe
restitution to consumers who
in
appeared
Boone
television commercials and
.Rrint. advertisinents touting
Acne-Siatin: But the Federal
Trade Commission said the
advertising claims could not
be substantiated.
The case likely will have an
impact on celebrity endorsement of products fora
high fees. The FTC says
celebrities, like the companies
that place the ads, must verify
the advertising claims before
they go on the air or into print.
COURT SQUARE
The consent agreement, . Maj.Gen.Charles Beach
arIóiinëed Sunday, was
graduation' froth Virginia
by Archer'
negotiated between FTC atInstitute in 1940. His
torneys and lawyers for the Military
was Lt.
maker of Acne-Statin and its commandant ati/MI
• Comfortable Private Listening
who
Burress,
A.
Withers
Gen.
advertising agency. It still
in
Fingertip Controls • Lightweight
•
Division
100th
the
led
requires approval of the,FTC
II.
War
World
during
combat
Earcushions Seal Out Noise
Padded
•
before
commissioners
Beach has also completed
becoming final:Ideal entertainment while jogging, hiking, or at
In.one advertisment, Boone various artillery courses, the
ballgames—watch as you listen! Rich dualStaff
General
and
Command
said, "With four daughters,'
speakers. Adjustable padded
sound
War
Army
the
and
College
we've tried the leading acne
Hidden antennas. Battery
headband.
College.
and
' medications at our house,
12-192.
extra.
officer
artillery
an
As
nothing ever seemed to work
until ,our girls met a Beverly during the war, he served in
Hills doctor and got some real the Aleutian Island and the
through a product she Rome-Arno campaign, where
help
Served Wtth Potato,
developed called 'Acne- he was wounded in action.
Hot Rolls &
Discussing World War II
Stalin."
Salad Bar
back fond memories
brings
Karr
H.
That doctor, Atida
of Beverly Hills, Calif., For Beach, particularly his
$595
Only
president of Karr Preven- service in the 602nd Pack
Reg. 29.95
tative Medical Products Inc., Artillery and the ski troops in
agreed to establish a $175,000 the 10th Mountain Division.
-Beach joined the 100th
restitution fund for customers
who paid about- $10 per bottle. Division in 1957 as the batAbout 800,000 bottles have talion executive officer in the
Served With Potato, Hush
been sold. The advertising 397th Regiment. Four years
Puppies & Cole Slaw
agency, National Media later he was a battalion
Group Inc., agreed to commander when the 100th
Division was the only Army
establish a fund of $60,000.
is mai
PII
, While ,Boone did not sign Reserve Training Division
1 11111111111
64e0
either agreement, they would called to active duty during
trigger his own financial the Berlin Crisk.)The 100th was given the
responsibility. He agreed last
FOF the
,n
year to reimburse consumers mission of training recruits at
IONA •nd
if the companies lost the case Ft. Chaffee, Ark. Beach
Restaurant
or a consent order became recalled, "At Ft. Chaffee we
proved that the Reserves
final.
753-4141
OPfhl •11•01
HIGHWAY 641N.
could perform their mission
7 DAYS A WAS
Neither Boone nor his
when called upon with 97
Chronomatic®-116 By Realistic
lawyer, James J. Cook, could
percent of the division parbe reached for comment.
ticipating. By training more
Fe
88
Wakes you t6 AM, FM or buzzer. Easy-to-read
39.95
than 32,000 soldiers during our
clock digits. Sleep switch for up to 3 hours of
year there with a shortage of
music before it automatically shuts off. Snooze
supplies and manpower, we
CHARGE IT
switCh for extra- rest in the morning Earphone
VISA
did far more than was exjack. Walnut grain finish 12-1510.
(MOST STORES,
pected of us."
He's also proud of the
sustained strength attainment
recorded by his division — the
highest in the Fifth Army Archer Road Patrol'
PORTiPkAY, By Realistic
and that the division was
nominated by Fifth Army for
the 1978 General Walter
Kirwin_ Award for Reserve
unit excellence.
"At 92,9 percent strength,"
Beach said, "we are.ahead of
the national average for Army
Reserve units. With such a
shortage
tremendous
elseviriere, perhaps officials
Detachable
should take a serious look at
"Lady bug"
incentive measures to reinCover
state soldier pride."
Beach-looks forward tO.. the
completion of the new center
at Bowman Field in Louisville
Reg
which will house 800 ReserReg
17.95
vists. The build", which
34.95
should be completed by April
Super Save Coupon
of 1980, will cost apKids love it 2--speed phono has built-in
Listen while you ride! Fits any handlebar.
proximately $2.5 million.
45-RPM spindle. Rotary tuning/volume
removes easily for off-bike use Pushbutton
Another effort to perpetuate
controls on radio Rugged molded case
efectronic horn. out-front 3" safety reflecthe division's image and
and handle Plays on AC or battery Battery
tor. Batteries extra. 12-193
support Was his organization
extra. 12-1163
;
of the Association of the
zu Discount
Most 'terns
Century.
MOST STORES OPEN JULY 4th
also evadable at
On All Purchases!
"This organization is open
Radio Shad,
Super Save Coupon
to all past, present and future
Dealers
C,enturymen," he explained.
Look tor this
"We have 400 members now
'sign in your
C3F ALF SI
and the organization is similar
neighborhood
to
a
alumni
college
Directions: Cross Paris Landing Bridge, Tn., U.S. 79 E. 1st Stop On
association. We encourage
sons and daughters of past
Right. Open 7 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily.
PRIC ES MAY VARY AT INDIVI-DUAL STOOlS
M A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
• Centurymen, retired and

New In your
neighborhood?

Boone May Have To
Pay $5,-000 For Ad

Week-Long

40% OFF

Storewide

Burnett's Shoes

•
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2-Speaker AM/FM Headset Radio

NIL
COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD
TIME AT
A
SEVEN SEAS
Roast Prime Rib

'
199

Save
33%

Alaskan King
Crab Legs

$895
*turn
.„.*eas

Save
30%

'

AM/FM Digital Clock Radio

1
•
1\614
1%.
%..

27

Portable AM Radio/Phono AM Bike Radio with Horn
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Trailer-Load Sale
'tine On Over - Walk-In - Brouse Around Choose From Our HUGE Selection

Save
17%
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For
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LITTLE WANT ADM BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

LEGAL NOTICE

2 NOTICE

I LEGAL NOTICE

HOUSE
FOR SALE

The Murray eity Planner's Office will be conducting
a Mobile Home survey the week of July 2 thru the week
of July 9. Recipients of the survey are requested t
please complete the Survey and return it to Murray
Electric or Murray Municipal Utilities with your utility
bill. You may also Mail the survey to the utility company or bring it by the City Planner's Office in City
Hall.
ILyou have any questions concerning the survey,call
7531225.

Closed
For •
Vacation
July 4-14, 1919
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THAT'S A BEAUTIFUL
NEu.) GLOVE LUCY

CARTER STUDIO
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METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

753-4451

THANK (0U..140IJ LONG
DO qOU MINK A GLOVE
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Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

EAR
STUDS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Hetaed
Ca, •ng
13 V sz3uS

Office Space for I
rent. Call 753761 rafter 5:00.

Starks
Hardware

1. LEGAL NOTICE
2- NOT10E
AS OF- the 30,11 ot June, 1 7';'
If you are in the SI 5 000 to
the underligned
ru•
550,000 Range You should
be-riesponsibea- for any debt::
other than
consider Woridwide Famous
own Ma.
Herndon
Foods!
2. N,OTIC-E
National Corp. Seeking independent
wholesale
FREE STORE 7,59 460,
distributor to join us in
cashing in on the booming
automatic merchandising in
818LE CALL
dustry Nothing left to chance
Hear
Monday and
YOU need no experience YOU
do not sell YOE! make money'
Tuesday. Key Words in
YOU MUST be mature and
Producing
a
Nappy
responsible investment as low
as $2779 Write or CALE
Home, 759-4444 or
COLLECT. MR. CARTER.
Children's Story 759Gourmet Products, 9999 Rich4445.
mond Ave Suite 129, Houston.
Texas 77012 713, 7131-16

ACROSS
-44.1+114 eirti
Not V,

6. KELP WANTED
19. FARM EQUIP.
36 RENT OR LEASE
43. REAL ESTATE
NEED A i ,censed 'beauty C F.ARMALL
- 43. REAL ESTATE
tractor with
ociegfor/tall 759 1800
cultivator. Call Ben Nix. 753
3785 after 5 pm.:1
4. S
ATIONS WANTED
Ainley Auction
GIRL 1825. WANTEO to FULL 1 HP 'electric weed
share apartment. Rent and grass trimmer, cuts with
Realty Sales
White
frame
2
cheap, all expenses split, 759 \tish line, has
co, rum!
s' automatic line
bedroom house with
1293.
dispenser, ' 941.99.
ttonerr ftralt.,r
Wallin
AppreiNer
Hardware
basement. All ap, Paris, Tennessee,
WAN-TED. FARM families
Ph
,901i479-398
ri 179.3713
interested in a 10P notch
GAS POWERED weed and
pliances go with
South Fulton Tenn
Major
medical
group grass twimmer, uses fishing
house. 602 Vine St. Can
South 121h at Syc.ithor•
hospital coverage. Call Steve line, 31cc engine,
Mini
automatic
Pre
7 113,4 off
753-9924 anytime.
753 7273,, home line dispenser, S99.99. Wallin
LAKE
PROPER
TELEPHONE 7531051
Warehouse
Ty.....Waterfront home on 2
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
For
only 118,000.00 you
Storage
Space
large lots, 3 bedrooms, 2
10.11
US;t5i3Poii-TUNITY
RED BELLY Ford, . jOst
baths, covered boat house on
can purchase this two
For Rent
DO YOU OW NANY
BEAUTY SHOP7
overhauled, Woods mower.
07
sale
deep water. Cypress Creek
and snow blade After 7 pm,
Call 753 7674
bedroom home at 410
753-4758
area 5110,000 .Modern 3
IDLEDIAMONDS?
753-7124.
12. INSURA
NCE
South 10th. Natural,
bedroom home in Cederling
- --- _
--WANTED, FARM families 20. SPORTS EQUIP.
Hills, thermopane windows,
gas heat, carpet and
Let ti•-• reset
interested in a top notch GUN SALE: private party.
well insulated, heat pump. 2
outside storage. Ideal
Hi standard„.n
major
car
mechcai
ca
r
garage.
condition
$62,000
group
8
room
therii ti krit'ic
hospital coverage Call Steve 22 cal pistol,
home in Panarama Shores
beginner home.
e, $75 Rem.
Rayge, office 753 7273, home Adl. 700, 222 ' ag. Varmit
tan be divided into 2
/
.
1• -Pm! ReHstbblii"
:Me, new condition, case,
759.1114. _
'housekeeping
units
BuSchneff 3x9 scope,. hand
547,500 .6 room home in WATER --R•ONT LOTS. We
14. WANT.TO BUY
_
have several waterfront lots
tooled cowhide case, $175.
CenterRidge
area,
2
GOOD USED mattress and Savage,
Calloway County Class
bedrooms, .. fireplace, den, for sale. These lots are
Anschutz 22 cal.
box springs to tit double bed
wooded anti slope gently to
Ideal for storing house
Sporter, model 141_ new
large . redwood
deck.
of 1969 Reunion picEvenings call 436 2438.
condition, custom
$22,500
9 room home on water They are located in
grade,
furniture, cars,
full
of
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Pine Bluff area and are
33
J1415
K
CARS
deliver or will scope, case, $250. Buschnell
tures are now ready.
waterfront lot with boat
antiques,
business
pick up Call 474 8854 or 527
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dock. New refrigerator, new ready f.pr that waterfront
20x6Omm
water system
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overflows,, etc. Phone
Very well home you have always
tripod, case, new condition,
maintained. Located in
Cu.
Is. ARTICLE_
S FOR SALE
753-7618
after
5:00
p.m.
Blood
River
Estates. 759 1707.
FOR SALE. Long Chief self 5100. 753 5456.
S 4th Murra)
$70,000 _Call Guy Spann
propelled lawn mower, used 10 SPEED AYU1K I bike,$80.
Realtv,-7537724.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
one .season", Over stuffed Call 753-1488.
MALE HOG, Call 436 2167.
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NE do best i care
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Photo Copy
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753 1338,
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Times Office, 103 N. 4th
WE .1141.1.Y and sell used air
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puppoew, long
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Street, is open for
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goes with this 3 BR, 2
9104.
champ10,b .
blOddline,
business fromila.m.10.5 . wMAVIS MOORE Antiques is
bath home in Pine
WEIGHT BENCH; china;
pectibreed. $50 each. Shown
Moon
privileged
to
sell
p.m. Monday through
the rofiSserie; camping sink,
by
appointm
ent
only. No
Bluff Shores. Owner
remainder of the estate bf stove, and stool,
LISTING
NEW
metal bin,
Friday and from 8 a.m.
checks please. Call 527 9700.
John McE Wahl. Sale begins _
will leave all ap;- wthrtpoOf foot
AKE igeetsYEstet,---errit
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
Three bedroom home
Tuesday, July 3rd at A,t1avis - bath tub whirlpool bath:
pliances Including
back
,
;any
Spaniels
,
excellen
Moore
Antique-S
t
hop,
located heal massager. t.v. spirts
with fireplace, atThese hours include.
hunting stOcK,, 9 weeks old
microwave. Den has
3 miles northwest of Murray game . Excellent condition
.
tached garage with
the---business office,
753 3999 between 8 am and 8
on Highway 121, across from 753 1817
wet bar. Ideally
Pm.
the
located
breezeway and
Fairgrounds.
classified advertising
76. HOME FURNISHINGS
located
on .3 lots.
A
K
C
REGISTERED
one mile from city
department', retail
-4HELP WANTED
24:-MUCBLLANEOUS
DELUXE
FRIG1DARE
Schnauzer puppies, 5 weeks
Asking 557.500. Make
the
limits.
Priced
in
ADDI
IONA
T
L
HE-LP electric, range harvest gold, ALUMINUM STEP ladders, old. Cal 502-83,b5.
advertising department
an offer
needed. Apply. in person, excellent
$30's. Phone Kopperud
condition;
also 4 ft., 518 79, 5 ft .519.99. 6 ft.,
circulation
and
PRODUCA,
Jerry's Refinishing and assorted. draperies. Call 753. $21.99; 8 ft., 539 99, extension
753-1222.
Realty,
We
Jelin Smith, Realtor
JUNE
*-A-F8Pt
CustomBu
ES
department.
ilt Furniture. Calf 3008.
for ap'adders, 14 ft $28.88; 16,ft.,
plesauce, $4 a bushel, bring
are members of the
-for appointment,492-8837.
FOR
At times other than
SALE
Wurlitzer 931 88. 20 ft., $4599, 24 ft., container
Located., on
CLEANUP MAN for trucks. piano; sofa matching chair, $59 99. 28 IL. 370.99. waitin
Multiple Listing Serkl.
alt)
those listed above the
Road, Tucker
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. Landfill
Washing, buffing, waxing, kitchen table and chairs,
vice.
Orchards
.
489 2467.
small paint jobs_ Apply in chest of drawers, other
office is closed for
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
153-1411 (aeplinte)
person at. Trucks Trailers- hoUsehold accessories. Call white, S64.29„, Colors, $69.99. RED POTATOES for sale, 12
regular business even
ONLY $1000 BUYS an ex
Buses, Inc., Highway 641 753-0920
Wallin
Hardware, Paris, cents a pound To place order ceptional lakeview
corner.lo
t
though newsroom and
call
753
5978
South, Murray. KY See Don
"
Tennessee
WANNA OWN your own
FOR SALE
in Lakeway Shores. Com
green sculpMcCord.
spread, Pardner?
production employees'
COMBINATION
'
tured odor'. carpet, 13x28
41. PUBLIC SALES
munity
water
available, ranging from ' Acreages
INDIVID
45 to 90
UAL
TO
bef
work
ALUMIN
ready for you to build your
ros
part Call 753
UM storm windows
2347
t
may be on duty.
. time, 4 pm- to
• and screens_
9 pm Must
Call 753 5266.
IlUmmer cottage. Call the acres starting at $650 per
FOR
SALE
Frigidar
e
We request that
neat, .clean,
, outgoing deluxe
SINIMATE RUM
real estate professionals at acre Slop and take a tour of
free ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
this acreage tiM Glenda-,
personality
Apply
at _refrigerator.
customers observe the
Guy Spann Realty, 753 7724
20 cubic foot. $39.99. .569 99, $99.99, $131.99,
3111111111
Brenda, Judy,, Amos, and
Hickory 9
1 11.ut Barber:we, 806 5200. Call 75; 1155
and 5149.99. Wallin Hardafter
business office hours in
pm.
6
Sandra
Call
Chestnut
753
Large or small give us
ware, Paris, Tennessee. _
_
FROSTLE
Ss
TOP
freezer
1492. Offered
placing calls to the
by
Loretta
REGISTERED NURSE,3 -'11 Kenmore r..frigerator, 15.1 35 MM CAMERA. Cannon
a call John M. RIlleY,
Jobs
Realtors.
newspaper.
shift supervisor, excellent cubic fool, .ess than 1 year AE1 One telephoto tense.
Auctioneer-345-2302;
and benefit program. old. Listed in Sears . 1979 Call after 5 pm, 753 8136._
. telephone, salary
Kenneth
I Pete)
A pp.1-y-•--pensonne1 _ lath Le.. _catalog at_5469 95, my price SLAB
WOOD' and sawdust
numbers
the
for
Purdom & Thurman
Murray Calloway County 5220. Phone 416-55487---- "Galloway, App. Auc-sate,- Cadiz- Lumber..
Hospital,
805 Poplar Street, FI
iieWspaper departments
Insuran
T
ce & Real Estate
tioneer -345-2453.
tie07---c-c"oftrYr--E064,- K ensutitv•
-Murray, KY. An. equal op
mattress, a• around bumper 522 7994
are:
portunity employer. .
tereiestge.lkreegkg
SCruare
Pad Exceii,-.2t condition $SO
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic
Excellent 3 bedroom,
DEPARTMENT
WANTED FARM families 753 4519.
Murray, Kentucky
bra No 200 No peeling, no'
1'7 bath home inTustic
interested in a top notch
43. REAL ESTATE
' NUMBER
LIKE
NE vV
Frigidare coring, and no- precooking
major
medical
group portable dis'-washer for Sale Does a bushel in 30 minutes,
- setting nearKy. Lake.
Classified Ads 753-1916
hospital coverage Call Steve
520 99
Wallin Hardware,
On extra large tot with
Circulation
753-1917
Payne, office 753-7273. home or trade for freezer of same Paris,
Tennessee.
value. 435 4.'3' 759.1134.
additional
Display Ads
753-1919
lots
25.
BUS.
SERVICE
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 11. FARM EQUIP.
available, central heat
Accounting
753-1916
SHERRI'S SOAP & Shape.
Registered Pharmacist in FOR SALE, One Caterpillar
104
and air with fireplace
.
North
News & Sports 753-1918
13th.
western "'Kentucky
Offers D6 C dozer, :power shift,
Professionally trained and
interesting
thermo
salary
stat conand hydraulic blade. One HD-11
The Murray
equipped for all breed-dog.
benefits. Write P.O. Box 32 A.0 , powe, shift hydraulic
nections. Not pictured
Ledger& Times
blade Da,s, 753 8868 or 753 grooming. 900 am to 5 00
W, Murray, KY 42071.
oft
pm,
Tuesday
through
is a i2x28 brick
5838. ever ngs 753 3470
8OYD.MAJORS
WE HAVE
Saturday For appointments
worksho
p
with
eleccall 753 0056.
REAL ESTATE
A NOME
tricity ancl. plumbing.
26. TV-RADIO
753.8080 '
IN YOUR
Priced well below
--ussairmappemmm--SISSON'S- T.V. . 1979 mode:
RANGE
Clearance sale. All t.v.s must
• Professional Services
'replacement cost.
We have recently
go. 19" color t.v.s from
%ittiThr Friend])it,uchJohn
$349-.95: 25" color console
Smith,
Realtor
listed several fine
4 BR.,2/
1
2 bath home,2
t v s from .5549.95. Hurry,
homes - all price
fireplaces, den, front
supplies limited! Sisson's
ranges! We have
,T V.19 rmie.s_west of Murray
BR., hall newly caron Highway 94 Call 382-2174.
several new listings in
peted.
Cent Gas heat,
27. MOB,HOME SALES
the $30's. Beat the in15514-1114thas)
Cent: Elec. AC. - Ap1972 ATLANTIC,. 12x50,
flation crunch with an
FURNISHED
prox. 1 acre w/shade
PLANNED
with
FOR
your'
patio
deck, air conditioned.,Really :investment in a new
family! Country atmosphere
trees. Low 60's.
and more comfortable
nice. $3900. 436-2430.
and excellent,enviroment for
N-"
the kids' Just 10 minutes
1974
Home for Living."
COLUMBIAN
12x50
from town, this brick home
SHOWPLACE FARM MOBILE
home,
bedroom,
2
Phone 753-1222, KopI DECIDED TO
has
large
kitcrien-den
fully furnished with some
74 level & fertile acres
perud
Realty
for
combinat
fullion,
firep'lece,
HAVE BREAKFAST
new furniture, blocks and cut
'.
baths,
near Hwy. 1828 in SW
3
generous
time
box
off
Real
sized
included,
Estate
$4200 or best
SerIN BED TOMORROW
bedrooms. mid 530's. Call
offer. 753-3928 after 4 pm.
Calloway Co. Modern 6
vice
for
-an
appointm
ent today!
- MORNING
1976,
14x70 FESTIVAL
Rm. Brick home.
You'll like what you see! Dial
MOBILE Home. central air, APPROXIMATELY
60 753 1492...offered by Loretta
Gorgeous yard & patio
stove, refrigerator, and some ACRES for sale Located in
Jobs Realtors furnishings. Free water and North Calloway County
barns & shed.
sewer, fenced back yard. 14 'Over woo feet 'of road
miles from Murray off 94 frontage with 20 30 acres
1 Acre - 2 miles from
East. One mile from Ken- tendable Will make a good
tucky Lake. Buy or lease. cattle farm or fax shelter
lake w/2 BR, mobile
436 5601.
while you improve your
home plus 2 BR. Cot1973 GUERDON, /2 X 40, investment.
Priced
et
tage. Workstibc1S lg.
underpinned and tied down, $25,000. Nelson Shroat Co.,
electric, furnished. 759 1707„ .
all
garden, strawberry
Priced to sell at 3195. Call 15
2 ACRES
' LOCATED only::
patch, fruit trees, etc.
/53 2762.
one half mile from Kentucky
ONLY $13,900.
• 1971
MORGAN
MOBILE Lake. Tendable land that has
CHOICE
home, 12x60, all electric, been eil beans, some young
timber, eight acre lake.
Priced to sell. Call 4374816,
LAKE
on good road only
MOBILE HOME,1974, 14x71), • Locat
PROPERT
Y
YOUR MORNINGS will be
3 bedroom. Call 7534762 after one mile form blacktop about
happy ones in this cheerful
five miles southeast of New
Just listed, befutifully
9:30.
breakfast room overlooking: Concord. Offered at less than
wooded
TRAILER FOR sale. 436 2625
acres on
a spactotrs-Hiack yard with
per
$0100
acre. Owner
or 474-2226,
redwood deck .and patio,
Kentucky Lake. Exfinancing available. John C.
21I. MOB.HOME RENTS
three bedrooms, 2' baths,
,Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111
cellent location with
central
Sycamor
electric heat-artd den
e
SMALL
St.,
Murray,
TWO
753
bedroom
.
lots of shady oaks and
with fireplace call for your
tfailer -on large lot 3 -miles 0101 or 753 7531.
snowing. Guy . SPann-Heait
out on 121 North, in Stella. No
easy water access.
753 77V
pets Water furnished, $50
This is truly a choice
deposit, $85 per month. Call
44. LO S FOR SALE
parcel...and price
cifarat-2578.
FOR SALE by owner Lot 1L7
$19,5M. Phone
AMMO° e TWO . BEDROOM
miles east of Murray, on
trailer, all electric, .water
goCP11
road and 500 ft of High
penal Realty. 753-1222
We have- ikbple in' furnished. Call 753 0957,
way 94
City water, no
for
all
your
Real
terested in locating in
restrictions, not in a sub
21. HEATING & COOLING-.
CM, MY GOODNESS!
division Call Bob Futrell 753
Estate needs.
the Murray-Calloway
24,000 BTU FEDDE4S air
BEAU11PUL GOLD EARR/NGS'
7668 days and 753 2394 nights
conditioner,$125.'436-5601.
County area. List your
YOU'RE SUCH A
•
2. NOTICE_

ABOUT A
HUNDREO ‘1EARS!

-a

;
111 1111*
gEETLE BAILEY
I'VE
BEEN
GiViNG
IT
SOME

I'M NOT
CUT OUT
FOR BIG
THINGS
,

THOUGHT..

ROME

YOr/IPROMISED 'TO
PO< MY KITCHEN DOOR

Two WEEKS AGoo
You 9,-+OuLt5 BE

I GUESS
CLIMBING
TO THE

1-1EI6HT5
15 NOT
,FOR ME

G-6:1

r

SWEET,WoNDERFUL

ASHAMED"

USED
AIR
CON•
DITIONERS FOR SALE AT
CLOSE OUT PRICES.
753. 9104 or 753-1 S51.

home with us for a
quick sale.

WILSON

110 VOLT AIR conditioner, 4
years ,pia, Moo. Phone 753iS HEAL ESTATE
368530. BUS. RENTALS
753-3243 UM
FOR RENT on Sot" 5th
1711St
Street 2 room office space,
-available the first of July. FOR THE discrimin
ating!
713_5000 or 753.5595.
Unusual floor
plan and
Xi, APTS. FOR RENT
"plus" quality features
6
-UPLES APARTMENT, 2 makes this 3 bedroom home
bedrooms, kitchen
ap- a rare find! Large -living
rciom, den with fireplace.
pliances, ''air conditioned
Couple only, no children or Master bedroom with sitting
area and bath, 2500 smf t...1'
pets. $200 plus deposit. 759
acre m I lot,. located lust
4509.
south
of Jown. Let us show
DUPLEX APARTMENT on
Monroe No children of pets. you this unusual home
today-call 753 1192, offered
Call 753 5400.
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
-FURNTSHED APARTINVESTMENT'
OP
MENTS, one
or
two PORTUNI
TY. The Murray
bedroom,
rimmerman'
Motel,
with twetve rental
Apartments, South 16th.
units on lot 12$ X
FOR RENT: 1 or 2 bedroom quick sale for only 275, for
$75,000
duplex apartment at
Call C413 Bondurant Realty,
South 10th Call 492 8225.
.753 9954 or 753 3460

INSURANCEI

VA'CXJ••Za'''grf...404.1..

-7-,

I SAY...
KILL THE
THIEF'

WAIT„

YOUR "PALS" DITCHEP
YOU. TOOK OFF WITH
YOUR SHARE OF THE
LOOT.

753-1222

TELL US WHERE TO
FIND THEM-,AND THE
GOLP-OR THESE
PEOPLE WILLKILL YOU.
I DO

ACROSS
THe
RIVER.
LLONGO

HOW DO WE
KNOW THEY'VE
GOT GOLDe

THEY ALL
HAVE:
8 AND
NO COPS,
NO GLANS!
A CINCH
!
11

•

4

•

•

HELP WANTED
FISHER PRICE TOYS
Murray, KT
Tool and Dye-Mold Maker.
:
Requires 3 to 5 years experience in the building and
repair of injection molds for staffing Of new molding

facility in Murray plant.
Fisher Price Toys, the world's largest manufacturer of pre-school toys is an expanding,
progressive industry proving liberal benefits iknd
profit sharing/pension plan. If you meet the
qualifications for the position indicated and are
looking for a challenging future, call today for an
• application or send your resume to:

Fisher-Price Toys,
Rt. 2, Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-0450
An Equal Opportun
( nity Employer
Division of Quaker Oats Co.

•
S.

NAGE 13 THE MURRAY,Ky ,LEDGER it TIMES,Monday,July 2,1979
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44. LOTS FOR SALE
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ou
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410
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44. LOTS FOR SALE

TOO Mere v.v..,

NEW OFFICE NOURS
Niuuday-Frillay .30,Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Prigs of
RAGOUT $2.00

PRICE SHAVE $1.15

Mr Insole 1 Mew We Pelee ea 744411114

em la Mymoi Newt

'Imisomno
-4
nemmai

FOR SALE: 3 room cabin,
furnished, just off 94 East, 2
miles from Kentucky Lake.
No well or water, but priced
at,:onist $3,000 or best offer.

Three bedroom brick
3
4
home in Kirksey, /
acre lot, 2 baths, therrnopane windows, carpeting, central heat
and air, attached
garage and many ex..tras.

753-3621.
HOUSE WITH 10 acres of
ground, 3 bedrooms, bath,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, central heat and air
527 1764, EuinBizzell.

You're not dealing with- a consumer 753-2310 for free estimates.
„

'now, mister chairman of the board.

HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-

4S. AUTO.SERVICE

gentry
52. BOATS &MOTORS
--20' BOAT AND -trailer,

FOR SALE by

iew,
ing
'
,2
' ne
er
aping
has
Ily
its.
• ke

Rain or Shine
.
./'
LOCATION: At the South city limits of.. Maylid, Kentucky on
Highway 111, just south of Mayfield ShooPing Plaza.

6.55 ACRES COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

own
'ages
o 90
4 per
our of
end&
and
753.
retta
__-•

Isex ma-

I

T
SHOPPING
PLAZA

'
tate

seal

•

-v

SUBJECT
PROPERTY

.tip

I

I his property is located inside the city limits in the hottest trade area of Graves County It has
330 feet frontage on Highway 121 Present improvements consist of a 13 room brick house
and a 36'155 concrete block building Either or both of these buildings would be suitable for
offices, storage or other uses while development is taking place Property is presently being
cleared of all trees shrubs etc . and will.be a clean. level site ready for development by sale
day No zoning problems property is already B I All utilities are at or nearby property. This
,s without a doubt the finest tract of development property available in
Graves County at this

e,2
ont
arat,
Apde

We will

be happy to Show property or asstst with financial arrangements any day prior to sale

day

rCS

G.'Or. Shelton

0

Real Estate 8 Auction Co.

247-1385
730 Pans Road
Mayfield, Kentucky

orrIcr 2411145

om
Ile

Chairs IV Shelton Realtor & Auctioneer
EOM Ct KIEL Auctioneer

Ii
ROME 747 7514

•••••••

nt

F

S22.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
FET; G78x14" or 15". $25.39
and $2.54 FET; H711x15",
$27.52 and $2.76 FET;
L7815", $29.86 and $3.06
FET, Wallin Hardware,
Pa i Tennessee.
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Owner.' Factory customized
Interior and exterior, air, all

Power, tape, AM FM radio,
low mileage, 'reasonably
priced, Tradesman 200. call
436.2207 after 5 pm, may'be
seen at Darnel Marine on
Highway 94 East
1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. HaS velvet
curtains, icebox, porta-bed,
couch, wheels, (track, all
the extras Plus has a slant
which is
$3700 or

real
will

trade. Phone 354 6217.
1977 FORD SHORT wheel

'
trir

Mdr

College Farm Road,498-8376
1977 DODGE VAN for sale by

six engine
economical

82N 8h Sre
Mra.

oen
nry
ehd

Schesb

Hna'
etl
w

bv 61o

elys Trie
Hm

Pio

4283
re
Trie I

4, spoke

whe8ts, runs good but needs
clutch,$400.436 5601.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1971 CHEVY TRUCK, low

7312

-

AI
I
hme weig i h
ie od taiin

759.1216.
1967 TRIUMPH

oie

hn 5-31
r 7355

sub :

HME

7 2557.
dition.$
1974 IRAN . , white, ac,
ts, db,in very good condition

..t ingt
as A We

Fr

Cutlass
1979
Supreme . T-Top.
White with red
velour interior,
loaded with extras. Only 5,000
miles. In eicellent condition.
Call 753-2414 or
759-1518.

1974 MONTE CARLO
midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 41,000 miles,
-loaded, in excellent con

RdoCb Cmay

a
. ,Tx..

FOR SALE

r

(lp Ti d Fo h ae
Ad Sv o
ad eeec)

a

57. WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
grout)
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759-1134.
WANTED: HOUSE near
campus for college girls, 3 to
4
bedrooms. Excellent
references. 753-0644 or 753
3713.
WANTED: SO Females and
50-Males, between 18 to 40, to
be in the World Record
Marathon, starting August
23, 1979. This Marathon will
last for 3 weeks. Will pay $100
per day per person. This
Marathon will be held at
Ray's Record Shop in Herrin.
IL. Call Saturday's only from
12 noon to 8 pm. 1-618-9422531.

3 bedroom home on lot 90-x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.
ui
OWN THIS

Huge'
141100131'RIG'
/5

•••••

octo,
V

PECIAL

Reg 51 385.

$777
1,44441.4.1

Now only
• Filter & Pump

inancing

• Stool bracing

vaitAsti

•Sun deck

Great Savings ON

• Lily pied -Skimmer

22 MODELS

• Heavy Gouge Vinyl Liner

CALL NOW!

• Pool Ladder
• Safety Fence IL Stairs

(502)966-4258
out of town cell collect

PENGUIN POOLS

3143 km Valley /Wad,3.111, bisikrADs. It V
412113.
On sot
-"
•
911111111111111.1111

operator on

Duty 24 Hes
Call 7 days
o week

ABSOLUTE AUCTION!

TERMS: 20% down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed within 60 days.
OWNERS: Mr. and Mrs. Steve Klapp
SW
6
e.
itio

FREE THREE gray striped
kittens. Call 733-8198

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

1

•••••• •

1

patios built, rooms-paneled..

1973 CHEVY CAPRICE
estimates,
BLA€4„042,
SST R ON,
so_ lAcivs
GLAtnoi
6' rect
1976rre_lanet
Classic,. 350 minor. power"
Dream Hofsie
paving,
steering, power brakes, air
tilt
trim,
powr
patching, also seal coating.
conditioning, AM-FM radio. o-b Merc,
'12172
condition.
1-527excellent
Phone
753-1537.
$1800 or best offer. Phone 7597851.
Kp.N'S LAWNMOWER
1147. '
Townhouse
1970 CHEVELLE MALIBU, 1974 HARRIS FLOTE-47patf repair. Parts. New and used
new paint with SS stripes,350 OMC drive, 28 ft. Call 753-7347rrinowers. 718 54th. Fast
Two bedroom, de
service. 753-7400.
motor with 4-speed, radial 7404.
with wet bar and
tires with ET wheels,.$850. JET BOAT,1976 Mantra,18.6 LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
ft., low profile, 455 Olds. ant-gas installation, will do
Call 759-4013 after 5 pm.
maker, carpeted an
54800.345-2747.
plumbing, heating and,air
air conditioned. Al
SALE: LAST chance! New conditioning. Call 753-7203.
electric. Better than
111
/
2 foot Snark Wildflower
new. To see call James
sailboat,$400. 753-5134.
Haring Plumbing
at 753-7724 or 436-24
SWAP 50 riP Johnson super
seahorse for 20 hp motor. 759Problems?
after 5p.m.
;1509.
1968 CHEVY WAGON, V8,
Need kip Fad?
SERVICESOFFERED
53.
LOVELY THREE bedroom power steering and air. $400.
My goal is to be there
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
brick home. Heated garage, 436.56°1
'
circulating fireplaces,
within 24 hours after
family room, large living 1963 CHEVROLET 2-DOOR
roofing, insurance work. Call
room, storage buildirig and with 1969 327 and tran- Murray Remodeling. 753- , you call.
5 n,in7. fair condition.
uliss7io3188
fmaomriel.y nearide
Ideal locationto
Hignr s
5167.
Jack
Murray
& SonLow 540's. Call today after 4 FOR SALE: 1978-Toyota SR5 BYARS BROTHERS
remodeling,
home
General
_ ..
Stanley
._. ificE_Two_bearoonviranw
pm,753.6245.
.019
Cor
.,. Call after 5 pm, 753framing, aluminum siding,
Plumbing and
glitters, Jou uutinsa. Calf
house, priced in teens. Call FOR SALE: 1973. Firebird 395.4967 or 1-362-4895.'
Household Repair
753-0659.
Formula, low mileage, good
BUSHHOGING AND yard
condition. 1565 Oxford Drive, work.
759-1021
47. MOTORCYCLES
Call 753-6123.
1975 DT 125 TRAIL. bike, Canterbury. Phone 753-1864.
septic
WORK,
BACKHOE
-eonditioni-FOR-SALE.:.4921- F irehire
-vernahar---geed--,
and dirt-- ODD JOBS done. Call 753.-Formula, new tires, new
$250. 753-7719 after 5-pm.
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 6969 or 753-4124 and ask f
condition.
Call
good
paint,
FOR SALE: CR 125 in ex& BLOCK work. Mark.
cellent condition. Phone 192 489-2364 after 4 pm.
ock garages, basemellis, ROOFING, REMOD ING,
1970 FORD LTD,$475. See at driveways,
8460.
walks, patios, painting _interior nd exSave Mart, 5 points. Call 753TRAILER,
TRAILE
COMBINATION 3538
steps, free estimates. 753 terior Anythi
o do with
afterS"pm.
•
•
5476.
Y
carpentary
C811 do it.
1470 FORD WAGON for CAR PENTERS
43p-5601.
Reasonable ates. 20 years
parts. V8, power steering,
1973 YAMAHA 360 MX trail
AVAILABLE, qualify work, experienc . Senior Citizens
bike, good condition. 1-527- power brakes, air. $100. 436.for
Ciirprices.
diScoun
reasonable
. Phone 733-2418, 8
5601.
7851.
estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30 am ti pm
-- 48. AUTO.sewvicE Pm,I974 Buick Regal, exCARPET CLEANING, at
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
reasonable rates. Promp
guarantee, $22.88; 36 month
cellent condition, air,
BACKHOE
and efficient service. Cust
uarantee 80 amp,$26.99; 60
AM-FM radio, must sell.
Carpet Care.489-2774.
th guarantee, $36.99
WORK &
Wallin 'Hardware, Paris,
, free
CARPET CLEANI
Call after 5, 753-9464.
tisfied
Tennessee.
BULLDOZING
estimates,
Will consider reasonable
references, V ibr -Vac steam
FOUR, TIRES for sale. 2
offer.
437-4533
or dry clean' g. Call Lee's
Goodyear traciors"AT's and
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
2, 15 inch. %White walls, on
After 8 P.M.
7331616.
chrome spoke wheel's Phone FOR- SALE. 1974 Buick
Electra, $1700 Call after 5
733.1932 after 6 pm.
COMPARE AND save on
354-8161
chain link fencing. CW0E-A
T UCK LOAD tire sale. The pm,7591855.
F.gPC ing. 753-8407.
wide ones with raised white 1973 ORAND1pRIX for sale,
conditioned, AM-FM
letters. G 70x14" or 1-5",
$29.19 and $2.90 FET; G radio, titt-wneei, power
60x14",$36.65 and 53.17 FET; windows, fair condition. Will
L 60x14", $41,14 and ant give good deal. Ca11753-8287.
FET. Wallin Hardware,' 1979 HONDA AtcoRe LX,
Paris, Tennessee.
- 3,000 miles, $6800. Call 753
TRUCK LOAD tire sale,k1 ply 2269 Or 753-2266.
polyester premium grade 1977 MONTE CARLO, black
white wall 7 rib with 12-32 with red interior. Perfect
tread depth. A78x13, 518.39 condition. Call 753-7108 or
ens& $1.72 FET; E78x14", 753 6802.

.Saturddfluly 14,11E00
. 1-.Iry-

Sik-S&R VICES OFFERka
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home, such as; painting,
carpeting, and concrete. 753
2211 or 753-9600.
M.FREE COLUMN

work,
small
jobs, decks and

3 TRUCKLOAD, truca. tire Sigma Thunderbird, 1118 no 492-8615.
bedroom, 2 bath bçitk house Sale, highway tread, 700x15", inboard-outboard, 96 hours, HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
with 5 acres on
1 North, 8 6-Ply, $38.98 and $2.95 FET; $7400 or best offer. Call 753- excellent references. Call
rray. Large 750x16, 0-Ply, $37.75 and $3.74 pi&
miles out of
753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
den and tiv1JToom, garage, FET. Wallin Hardware,
18' CHR1SCRAFT SKI boat. INSULATION BLOWN" in by
utility.
4,50's. Call 753- Paris, Tennessee.
corvette engine, Sears„ save on these high
283
2441 or 753.6468 after S pm,or
Center ski tow. trailer, $1200. heatin0 and cgoiingi bills.
7435mm
.....
ar 49. USED CARS
,
-.753-9537.
-Call Sears, 753-231t _for free

v. See r4o.

I)

WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

GUTTERING - BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
per,
installed
your
specifications. Call Sears

489-2311

tateewasorasesawstzarewronatimmestisiwesean
0^Jeassr-meerir..

re
an

DO
YOU
need stumps MITCHELL BLACKTOPremoved from your yard or PING, driveways and small
land cleared of stumps? We jobs a speciality, also patcan rerpove stumps up to 24' ching and seal coating. 753below the ground, leaving 1537. .
only Sawdust and chips. Call
tor free estimate, Steve Shaw WILL HAUL driveway white
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435 rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
4343.
DOG GROOMING. All Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
breeds.
appointment. work Call jtoger Hudson,
Pick up and delivery Connie 753-6763 or la-4545.
WET BASEMENT? We
Lampe,436-2510.
FENCE SALES at Sears mak, wet basements dry,
now. Call Sean 753-7310 for work completely guaranteed.
free estimates for your Call or, write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
ineeds.
Paducah, KY 42001, or
FOR YOUR chain fink 409A,
fencing needs, contact-call day or night, 1-442-7026.
Montgomery Ward. Free WILL WASH, vacuum, and
wax your car for $20. Free'
estimates.,753-1966.
pickup and delivery. Cell 753FOR
YOUR
home 23441.
.
alterations,- repair, and'
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 75d3,e
CARTER STUDIO
6123.

REDUCED 62,000

46. HOMES FOR SALE

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

SIAVSCES OFF ERED

53. SERVICES OFFERED

46. HOMES FOR SALE
45. FARMS FOR SALE
E
75
older
ROW crop farm DREAM RALIZED:
FOR SALE by oviner: Lot for LAKE LOTS for sale b y landACRES
charm
and
3 bedroom farm home
mobile home with septic owspr. lake front and lake house,plus
spaciousness
with
new-home
stock
1 tobacco
tank, water and 'driveway. vie*. Several to choose from barns, new barn,
comfort
and
convenience,
in
and
tool
shed
'Located in Elaywood vista on Kentucky Lake and lake stripping room, new septic nice neighborhood. 3.4
Terms available system. All fenced, plus a • bedrooms, 2 baths, dining
.subdivision on Kentucky Barkley.
,.
,Lake. .
Immediate CalrJames or Bob Futrell at small wood lot. Highway
room, custom oak cabinet
'
'possession! Call Bobby at Murray, KY, 153-7668 or 753 frontage
master
on two blacktop kitchen, large
2394.
or
days
7661
nights
.73.3•
753roads located between bedroom suite, carpeted,
-2394.
Midway and Hazel. Call the central gas heat, energy
real estafe professionals -Of saving fireplace stove insert
insulated, attic tan, 3 air
Guy Spann Realty, 753-7724.
PERFECTLY LOCATED on* conditioners, all new elec
tricot,
-- new roof plus ar
Home window cleaning, no job too large Graves-Calloway County
t
decorated and lots
78 acres more or lessisticaily
•
of
storage.
or small, reasonable rates, insured and - line,
Move-ii Upper
with 3 bedroom house, 5
by
owner,
S30's.
753-7102. No
. outbuildings and 2/
1
2 acres real estates
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
please.
fire-cured tobacco. -Good
cattle or crop farm. Calf Barger Realty, Mayfield,
PRICE
Ky,(502)247-2121.

base, silver, automatic,
perfect condition Call 753
7108 or 753-6802
FOR SALE: 19/3 Chevy
Pickup truck, extra nice, AM

FM8-track, air and power.
Call evom e fit 5, 753-52w,fw
after 5 pm,753 4691 Si. CAMPERS
FOLDOUT TYPE camper
trailer, sleeps 6,'000d 'condition. $300. Call 434-2430.
OVER CAB truck camper,

sleeps four, ice box, range,
water system. Call 753-74134.
27' VEGA TRAVEL trattel-,
like new, has everything on
it, deluxe model. $44500. Call
753 9921)

This New Unique 3 Bedroom Nome
with 2Fue Baths
SATURDAY,JULY '1, 100 p.m.
Located in Russwood Shores Subdivision
(Lot No. 332, Unit No. 2, Plan to Record)

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
In a Nice Wooded Area
Nome Less Than 1 Year Old

This home is unique in design
and construction. Every piece
of lumber that is exposed to
the weather and the floor
joists are 2" x 12" and are
CCA pressure treated,termite
proof and will never rot. The
footing was termite proofed
before erection. TV wired,
with outlets.
1460 $q. Ft. Living Area

wow va.

The home has 6" walls insulated plus the heaviest
asbestos shingle on the outside; plus 6" insulation in the
ceiling. /
3
4
" plywood decking
on the outside, /
3
4" plywood
subfloor, plus 3'4" particle
board. Wall-to-wall carpeting
throughout, with heavy pad'.:ding underneath. All -drapes
.
y remain in place. 50' TV tower
'with rotary & booster

626 Sq. Ft. Sun De.*
Owner: Bobby Orment

OPEN HOUSE WEDNESDAY,JULY 4th (5 till 8)
Misc. & Household Items
2 complete suites modern modular-living room furniture; 2 complete bedroom suites (new); 3 modern
glass tables; 1 modern coffee table; 2 snack tables; 1 shadow befx mirror; 3 ginger jar lamps; new single
oven range SE refrigerator (still in warranty-almond color); chrome dinette suite w/6 chairs; 1 lot of
hand tools; 1 lot of power tools;

Amigos*
1 Antique China Cabinet; 1 Antique Bedroom Suite;

Equipment
1 1973 Buick Electra "225",4 dr., new tires in good condtion;

HOME WILL BE SNOLD AT 200 P.M. PROMPTLY!
Terrns: Misc.& equipment, CASH; Real Estate, 10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days
Auctioneer Note: Seldom do you have the opportunity to buy such a home with location, quality, at your
price. So don't be"A Doubting Thomas" and miss this sale. You will miss a bargain. Mr. Ozment says
that the lein with Commercial Bank SE Trust Co. is payable at $224.00 pet month with a balance of
$24,800.00 at 9 per cent interest and can be assumed if buyer desires.
Reason for Selling: Being Transfered
Sale Conducted By: Red Ball Realty & Auction CO., Inc.
Lac. 0254 Firm 4366
Col. Frank Nance Broker & Auctioneer
Telephone (901)642-4274
613 N. Market St. Paris, Tennessee
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Typhoid, Tetanus Break Out
Among Managua's Refugees

Carroll Says Brown No
More Gambler Than He
became evident he was the
main threat to McBrayer,said
that "Brown actually has a
great deal more substance
than people give him clredit
for."
Another issue raised by the anti-Brown forces during the
primary was whether the
candidate was a legal resident
of Kentucky.
native of'
Brawn, a
texington, has said he is in
every sense, and Carroll
agreed.
We researched that factually and legally," he said.
"Again, we concluded there
was no doubt Brown is a true
resident of Kentucky. •
Carroll said the Democratic
nominee has traveled out of
RAPPELUNG EXERCISE Specialist Four Lester M. Ashley,
the state a great deal,"but he
stationed with the 10th Special forces at Fort
(left),
has never failed to call
Devens, Mass., portrays the part of an injured person
Kentucky his home."
during a rappelling exercise held in the New Hampshire
He said Brown's costly
mountains. Ashley, whose foster parents, Bill and Levicie
attempt to keep the Kentucky
Zambella reside in Murray, KY, recently graduated from
Colonels basketball team in
Kentucky - the American 'he Basic Airborne Course at Fort Benning Georgia.
Basketball Association now is
defunct - and his $1 million
geriatric
donation
for
research at the University of
Kentucky show that Brown
-has been charitable to this
state and will,J6ove so as
• The program was begun on
By HERBERT SPARROW
governor."
a pilot basis last year in three
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- counties and was expanded to
Although a litter pickup 18 counties this Summer.
program involving Kentucky
Mrs. Palmore said the chief
teenagers is a large part of a headache with the program,
new state litter-control which pays youngsters betprogram, it will probably not ween the ages 16 and 20 to pick
ticularly acute, because it be continued.
By JAMES H. RUBIN
up litter along highways, is
may be difficult to measure
Associated Press Writer
Lili Palmore, director of the 'lining up enough cars and
certainty
degree
of
with
any
In
WASHINGTON (API
litter section in, the Depart- litter bags.
an jrnportant case involving the effects of such publicity on ment for Natural Resources'
rights of freedom of the press the fairness of the trial," and Environmental ProtecThe- workers are tranand fair trial, the Supreme Stewart said.
tion, said in a recent interview sported in state-owned cars
He noted that once the trial that she is more interested in and work under a state-paid
Court ruled today that judges
have broad discretion to ex- is under way, it is much easier the educational aspect of supervisor who is often a
clude the news media and the for the judge to keep fighting litter.
teacher.
public from pretrial hearings. prejudicial information from
"I am more interestedjri.
Mrs. Palmore said there
to stop
Iradell David Williams,.66, In a 5-4decision.L the murt the jury simply by ordering -problems initially in
were
and
the
courtroom
them
from
pretrial
"Closure
of
littering," she said."We could
-of Route I, Haiel, died at 4:45 said,
,coming up with enough surseeing
them
from
preventing
the'
one
of
is
often
proceedings
of
our
the
rest
litter
pick
up
a.m. Sunday at the Westview
plus state vehicles for the 67
most effective methods that a or hearing about news of the lives and not get it all."
,
Nursing Home.
crews.
Mrs. Palmore will unveil the . four-Member
' He was born April 25, 1913, trial judge can employ to case.
in
is
not
true
The
same
that
the
insure
attempt
to
entire anti-litter program
in Paducah, the son of the late
And then they are breaking
David Russell Williams and fairness of a trial will not be pretrial proceedings, when being implemented by the 'down all of the time,-",she
Stella Dean Williams. He was jeopardized" by prejudicial potential members of the jury state, including a,promotional said. We have 'three people
have general access to the drive on radio and teleVisicn. out of the office today taking
married Aug. 7, M7, to publicity.
media, he said.
news
New
upheld
the
ruling
The
at a news briefing Monday.
Cornelia George Williams,
cars to different parts of the
In a dissenting opinion,
Mrs. Palmore, who took state."
who survives. Two children, York Court of Appeals and a
Mrs. Judith Ann Williams Day trial judge' who excluded Justice Harry A. Blackmun over the litter program earlier— However, Mrs. Palmore
and Jerry Lee Williams, . reporters and the public from sharply criticized the rule this year, said the pickup said there are advantages to
a pretrial hearing in 1976 established today as "in- program's main drawbacks
preceded him in death.
the program. The workers
- Williams was a retired" involving two men accused of flexible."
are logistical headaches.
picked up an average of 6,000
the
He
said,
"That
rule
is
to
'If I am still here it will not bags of litter in each of the
pressman for the Washington killing Wayne Clapp, a former
defense
and
Rochester,
effect
that
if
the
the
policeman,
in
unless
next
year
b4continued
Post and a retired member
three counties in last year's
the prosecution merely agree
we can work out grants for experiment.
and past president of WEB N.Y.,suburb of Brighton.
public
excluded
Stewart,
to
have
the
•
Potter
Justice
their
do
iton
ow'
counties
to
pressmen's union. He was a
The program provided
member of Dulin U,nited writing for the majority, said, from a suppresSion hearing, she said.
summer employment opMethodist Church in Falls "The Constitutfbn nowhere and the trial judge does not
portunities to many high
Church, Va., and of the mentions any right of access resist - as trial judges may
school students and the
Fraternal Order of Police. , to a criminal trial on the part be prone not to do, since nonstudents were allowed to keep
In addition to his wife, a of the public." The right resistance is easier than
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP - USDA brother, Paul Dean Williams belongs to .thrliccu.Sed,-Ite resistance - closure shall 'Estimated receipts cattle and calves AN; money from metal beverage
take place."
feeders 40 percent; !laugher steers and calla they recycled. with aame
of Winston-Salem, IC., also said.
heifers 206-300 lower after opening 3.195 of the money being used for
Blackmun said, :'The result
-Stewart said the trial judge
survives.
4 00 lower, cows and bulls steady.
important
interests
and
is
that
the
press
the
educational funds. .
exclude
can
Funeral services Will be
slaughter steers and heifers compr,se near
Mrs. Palmore said it is also
4 percent of receipts.
held at the Blalock-Coleman public even when there might of the public and the press ...
Slaughter steers choice 24 4591225 lb hoped that people will be inFuneral Chapel at 1 p.m. be other means to prevent in open judicial proceedings
6406-97 10;
showings eer;. t4.%are rejected and cast aside.as - 6650, mixedliberal
good and choice0; 051i,•.400 lb spired not to-litter by seeing
Tuesday with the . Rev. prejudice.
significance."
61
00144.00; slaughter heifer! 'choice $4 the kids working along side
"Because of the Con- of little value or
Garland Sills officiating and
600-1025 lb 63 50-6630; part kiads yreld
the road.
Mrs. Otto 'Erwin is the stitution's pervasive concern-7
grade 2 67 60, rruzed good and
The workers began two
eluding some choice 4-5 S00-110
0 choire6
lb 214organist. Burial will be in the for these two process rights
63 50. good 2-3 60 0042 00; slaugher cows, weeks ago and will continue
Mt. Kenton Cemetery in of the accused, a trial judge
commercial 1551 7545.00; utility 1-35L1111...
may surely take protective
seco , cutter 1-2 50 00-57.50; canner sna until Aug. 10. „
- Paducah.
cutter under 1100 W 45.5040.75; slaughtes • The three initial counties —
Prices of stock of local interest at
Pallbearers wilybe Larry measures even when they are
balls yield grade 1 13541600 lb indicating
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Cooper, Jeff Cooper, Billy Joe not strictly and inescapably Ledger & rtmes by First of Michigan. an 03 car taw,boning percent 72.50-7125; 1- Henry, Fayette and Margan were not included in this
,72
21,00
171io
2rinldbeatinca
i indicating777-6-a
73p
pp
:
60
66
6090Corp.. of Murray, we as follows
Cooper, Gene George, Dean necessary," he said.
percent
'The danger of publicity
year's program.
Williams and Harold Osborne.
60 00. slaughter calves and vealers choice
-717
Average
;00-305 lb sealers 05 00-101 00, choir., usFriends may call at the concerning , pretrial sup- Industrial
,
Air Products
par,.
is
440 lb calves 79531400. feeder seers
hearings
pression
American Motors
unc
funeral home.
choice 235325 lb 117
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP).Gov. Julian Carroll, who
called John Y. Brown Jr. a
high stakes gambler during
the Democratic gubernatorial
prtifiary, now says "the truth
is he is no more of a gambler
than I am."
In an interview, the
governor said that he and the
-•forces of Terry McBrayer,
whom he endorsed for
governor, tried vainly during
the campaign to uncover facts
which would prove the
"political rhetoric" about
gambling.
"Much to our disgust before
May 29 I primary election
day), we were unable to find
anything," he said. "...We
didn't have evidence to support our claims."
Brown won the party's
nomination over former
Louisville mayor Harvey
McBrayer
Sloane, with
cunning third.
In the November election,
Itrown
faces
former
Republican Gov. Louie Nunn,
camp already has
raised the gambling issue,
among others.
• ''If Nunn thinks he's going to
hang it around John Y.
Brown's neck, he's going to
have ,to resort to things he
learned during the.. dirty
tricks.. Nixon years," Carroll
have
to
said. ''He'll
manufacture evidence."

the governor contended
that Lee Nunn, brother of the
nominee helping in the GOP
campaign, "will attempt to
produce false affidavits."
What must-he said now that
the Democratic primary is
over, Carroll said, is that "we
can no longer involve ourselves in political talk, but
need to get the facts."
In any Democratic primary
there will be comments and
claims, he said, "and
sometimes we 'are unable to
substantiate them."
So it was with the gambling
issue, which the governor said
he had hoped would prove to
be Brown's downfall.
"We tried to prove it by
going to former business
associates mot friendly to
Brown) any longer" and to
othersources. Carroll said.
"It needs to be said that we
struck out," he said.
Carroll Said the truth is that
Brown, who became a
multimillionaire through the
fast food business, would be
expected to gamble large
sums of money to achieve his
goals. • '
•• •
The gov,ernor, who lambasted Brown in the closing
weeks of the primary when it

children were killed by
Lopez of the Nicaraguan Red
government bomb and rocket
Cross said. -It won't be long
attacks.
before it is a major crisis if we
vaccine."
Burned cars, trucks and
getting
don't
start
Nicaragua
MANAGUA,
Cross
were everywhere. A 250buses
And
the
Red
(AP) - Typhoid and tetanus
bomb that failed to
food
pound
its
last
distributed
among
broken
out
have
Schifel,
explode
was in a depression in
Miguel
said
Saturday,
Managua's 150,000 civil war
one street.
Managua
agency's
refugees and food shortages the
Four backbones and some
are driving others to renewed director.
other bones were found in a
He said tons of food and
looting in the capital.
burned-out warehouse. A
medicine are waiting in other
Government broadcasts Latin American countries for group
American
of
reported sporadic fighting in shipment to Nicaragua, but
photographers said they saw
the war between President officials were afraid to send in four national guardsmen
Anastasio'-Somoza's 11112}0fla I planes betause of the fighting.
march four male civilians into
guard and the Sandinista
Hundreds of homeless, the already burned-out,
guerrillas. They said the hungry refugees wander vacant warehouse last week.
guard bombed rebel-held through the bombed-out slums They heard about a dozen.
Masaya, 20 miles south of in eastern Managua, sear- shots and only the guardsmen
Managua, and a ground force ching the smoldering ruins for came out.
destroyed a rebel command food and asking about missing
Another American reporter
post near the Costa Rican relatives and friends.
said he saw a pile of seven
border, killing a number of
The area was held for 19 charred bodies with their
guerrillas.
days by the Sandinistas, who hands bound with wire behind
The rebels still controlled a five weeks ago launched their their backs in an area north of
score of cities including Leon, second offensive in eight the city guarded by governthe nation's second largest 55 months to try to overthrow the ment troops.
miles northwest of Managua.
The guerrillas take their
Somoza family dictatorship.
"We have several cases of The guerrillas retreated from name from a rebel leader who
typhoid and tetantis in the area Thursday:Moving to fought the U.S. Marines who
Managua," Dr. Humberto Masaya and other points south put Somoza's father into
power 42 years ago. They led a
of the capital.
"MY babies are dead. My two-week rebellion in Sephome is destroyed. Where is tember in which some 1,500,
my husband? Oh, God, where persons were Wed. Another
is-rnyThiisban-a?" wailed Sara 1,500 died in clashes in the
Barret() de la Cab, standing ensuing months, and between
in the smoking ruins of what 5,000 and 10,000 are estimated
The counties in this year's
to have been killed In the last
used to be her home.
program are: McCracken,
She said two of her eight five weeks.
Warren, Pulaski, Daviess,
=maw mew ■4111* maw
Boyle, Boone, Madison, a
Mason, Franklin, Breathitt,
McCreary, Floyd, Russell,
Dwain Taylor has designated the month of July as
Campbell, Kenton, Laurel,
"J.H. hardiman Nix Month."
Boyd and Henderson.
J. H. Nix will have sold Chevrolets in Murray,Ky.for
25 years. That's a quarter of a century.
Hardirnan would like to thank his friends and
customers for their patronage over the past years
I and would like to invite them to come by for a cup of
coffee and shoot the breeze with him.
Beginning July 2 and continuing through July 6
NEW YORK 4 AP )- George
Dwain Taylor will feature special prices on 1979 Monte
Wallace said today he would
.
Carlos. Here's a sample...
be open to offers to run for
vice president:- •-•--"illirfterit
"
ll
The former governo of ii 1111PIRMI
Alabama, in an intptview
taped in Montgomery last'
week and aired on CBS ews'
-Monday Morning" show
today,said:
"I don't have any poetical
ambitions at this tim , or
plans, although I would never
say 'never, never' because one
of these candidates for the
List Price $8,530.34
Discounted $1,225.15
presidency might come along
Ak
and want me to run for vice
President."
Selling Price $7,30Lqo Plus Tax
and License
He added: "I might be
i Stock No. 1248
,
agreeable."
Serial No. 1Z87H9R434869
Wallace said he would have
made it to the White House
' This car is loaded.
If you buy a Monte Carlo July 3, 4 or 5 you will
except for being shot and
receive 10 books of top value stamps. We have 7 Monte
disabled by Arthur Bremer
Carlos in stock and we'll take trade ins on these units at
• during the 1972 presidential
campaign.
these reduced prices.
"I think about Arthur'
We want to sell at least 100 new and used units this
Bremer and I've forgiven i July. If you need a good-wed-car or truck we have top
Arthur Bremer. There's no
used units in stock.
way to live continuously
conhating anyone.
suming; it'll eat you up," he
said
"I'm still alive," Wallace
So. 12th St., Murray,Ky.,753-2617
coneluded. "Maybe it's not all
milar saWim Aim" maim Aim imam Oil.
over, maybe it is."
By TOM WELLS
Associated Press Writer
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State-Wide Litter Program
Might Not Be Continued

Media To Be Excluded
From Pretrial Hearings

Williams pies
Sunday Morning
At Nursing Home

to-*
I -People

Livestock Market

Vice President
Offers Open To
George Wallace

i
I

Look-Look-Look

I.._

V R.

4

I
I
II

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Stock Market

I

KING'S DEN
Summer Clearance
Sale

Bel Air Center

40

T.60%Off

57% -/
American Telephone
3
4
Aahland
41 A%
3'48496A
Bonanza
Chrysler.
9% +%
4171 -%
Ford Motor
*
GA.?.11 -Mg
General
7% uzic
3294 -94
Gsnerai
General Motors
51114 A
General Ilre
)4'4 -44
Goodrich
19% +t
Hardee,
1394 -%
Heublein
2071 -%
TBM
7271 -7
.
K Mart '
-X As
Pennwalt
22 taw
Quaker 041141
is% -44
11 -%
Tappan
Texaco
if. 2716 -4e.
...244 -24
Wel Mart .
- .... .
Wendys
15511 16V4A

00-122 00, 149-500 50
91.00-102 00, 503400 lb 05 00-93 00- 600-736
lb 77 0045 00, 000-1055 lb
09-7203cluding partly fattened offerings 922 lb at
65.10, mixed good and choice 400.400 lb
10.0341600; good 400400-463600-404611..
SW lb 00 50-75 50, heifers choice 00400-50
16 0340.00. 400-500 It 76,0045 03, 500-575a
71 own 2$; 090435 lb 6350-70.00 mIssd
good and choice 450-700 lb 63 00.75 00
Hogs 1500. compared to last Thursday- barrows and gilts 1.25 to 130 lower, US 14
2110-110 lb 42 50-42 85; 2 200-240 It 42 0642 50. 2-3 230-245 lb 41.00-4200, 245-260 lb
4906-41.00, 3 200-325 lb 37 90-3$4i sows
steady to 50 cents lower, US 14 375-60090
60.60-34 50 a few *4000 35.00; No 3 and wit
sows 350-450 lb 30.50.e.10:Tro-Inver
211 00.29 00

Rescue Squad
Responds To
Weekenckhres

The Calloway County Fireto
Rescue Squad respond
two fire Satiirday, June 30,
according to a squad
spokesman.
At 3:24 p.m. the squad put
out a fire at the James Hart
behind Cherry
The
Corner- --spokesman said the fire
started on the roof and did
minor damage to the house.
Federal-State Market News Semite Job
2.1979
Sparki 'frorrua brush fire
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
caused the fire. '
Report Includes 7 Buying Station!
Recelpts Act 692 Est 500 Barrows &
The squad also answered a
Gilts 35-50 lower Sows stead) 1.00
call at the Morlin Cochcum
higher
05 1-2 200-23016e
$415041.25
trailer ,M ,the, Moblie Home
US 2200-3401b3
$40 50-41.00
Village. The spokesman said
US 2-3350-230
1138 50-40,50
US14 150-290 be
cause of the fire is
the
Bows
Lesertriown and did damage to
US 1-2 770-350 be
$31 004190
US 1-3 300-450 ho
00-31.00
the kitchen. There was smoke
US 1-3460-600 ho
damage to the rest of the
US 1-3 500450 En
13
.3 03131'
‘16;34
11.01
IA 2-3 330-500 En
structure.
129 1030.00

Hog Market

Summer Clearance
begin Thurs.,July Rh
Closed Tuesday Afternoon and
All nay Wednesday Slashing Pricec

-.5. Gigantic Savings

Roars 25 00-25 WI

iSurkituthant Nati.

Corn-Austin
Will Ile Closed All Day

Tuesday & Wednesday To
Prepare For their famous

Qraharn & Jackson
8-i Mon -Sat.

July Clearance Sale
Starting July 5th 9 p.m.

CU

ebekaoSUE
Behind Sig John's ,
Norm,Ky.

1-'

--'""""'"!AC1116...Pr-1

The Touch-TOp Vazuum
Server from Thermos -Division, King-Seeley Thermos
Company, for instance.
serves hot or cold beverages
without having to lift the dispenser or to remove a tori or
stopper to pour.
Instead, the liquid flows
out of the spout with a 4imple
touch of the finger on the
built-in pump top—without
mess or spill.
Because the top remains in
place throughout the day, the
pump top,dispenser keeps
cold drinks colder and hot
drinks hotter—longer. The
glass liner will riot retain i
odors and is easy to clean.
In addition, Thermos'
Jugler combines the features

Pittsburgh.
The Fourth, of July annually finds hundreds of
thousands of picnickers
awaiting; Arthur Fiedler's
downbeat along the shores of
Boston's Charles River.
But such daytrips need not
be reserved for a special
weekend or vacation. They
can, be an excellent way to
bring a family together anytime, turning what might
otherwise be "just another
Weekend" into an,adventure
for all.
Modern heat- and coldretention food,containers
make picnics easy and possible virtually anywhere.

The statue helicons all who
approach the Kentucky
Horse Farm just outside
Lexington.
Sculpted by Herbert
Haseltine. its half again as
big as ','Big Red- himself.
buried under it. ,
Resting with him are two
sons—War Admiral and War
Relic—Iwo , 'daughters—
War Kilt and War
Hazard-4-and Broshup. War
AdmiraltcktoPlus the most
famous , tack I jockey there
ever wa41: Isahe Morphs.
-*When; the liorle Farm
(mewl in Septemher- 1078,
they moWed Man 01Warand
; onginar
his statit from hi,
ace at Faraway
burial
-Firms *here he had lain
since hisideath in 1947 at the
3i
age of.

4weerts.,.

He was bred in Kentucky'
by August Belmont and sold
as a yearling ro Sam Riddle
who started him in 20 eaces.
He won all but one of those.
and thht he.ost tq llpset
v.ffeh he wasjwn year$ old.
He was never a Triple
Crown winner. but only because he wasn't enteted in
the Kentucky Derq„ He did
Win both the Preaknosis and
•
.the: Betmont.
They say he w as sr trup love
child, that when his sire.
Mahubah, saw. Fairplity in
the.next pasture, she wen his heart. The intelligenCe of
Mah bah and the fractious,
ness of Fairplay resulted in
the talent of Man 0' War. r
Of his 379 foals, 289 went
on 16 become stakes %Omers
like their illustrious father.

Man 0'War

All over This country are
spots which draw vacationers from ()thee-areas. Too often. howtver, those attractions are ignored by the
people who live nearby.
How many Bostonians:for
instance. have walked the
Freedom Trail' Hot1, many
residents of Tulsa. (ALT.r
have visitedAe- Will Rogers
Cow borlilluseum?
kew Californians have
-toured the wineries in the
Napa Valley; New Yorkers
ignore that city's attractions'
too often;.and the public'
monuments and buildings in
our natiori'scapitillearety-are'
the targew-ForIho:ie traveling
from neatbk Virginia or
Maryland.
- One-day lrips to spots such
as these backyard attractions
can form the basis of aneiciting vacation. And they defeat
the -economics of longdistance travel; they beat
travel fatigue by 'returning
the family to fanliliar sureoundings each night; they
free mom from much of her
homemaking chores for the
day; and they're easy on
dad's wallet.
Cherry blossom week in
the spring is reason enough to
visit the Washington Monument fora picnic. The turning
of the seasons can be all the
excuse needed for a fall
folipge trip outside

SEXENTYNINE
SELLOUT

Don't Miss Our Big

The closer you
loq, the
better we look.

•

Now AtParker Ford

meats or other sandwich fill- Yotninight consider investing
ers. along with bre%.d, for in tWo vacuum bottles: one
for hjot soup or beverages and
easy on-the-Spot prepa
one Tor wcold drink.
tion.
There's'a wide range of
Or, if prepared lunches
wanted, you can make coolers and vacuum bottles
for your use. Available in
sandwiches at home.
Plastic containers -and largo and small sizes, in wide
vacuum insUlated bottles are and standard rnotiths, they
excellent ways of carrying ' can be used to Jetain the
-snack items and beverages. proper temperature of vir-.

tually any dish—.as plain or
as fahcy as,,your taste decides.
Wherever you go for your
picnic, however, it's a good '
idea to take along some sort
of ground cover, such as the
Thermos All-Weather
waterproof blanket, to use :is
a ground-level eating surface.

,-2=k,twdaraf

Murray,Kentucky

Corner of 7th & Main

We're easy to do

James Parker 753-5180
Joe Rowland 753-8013
John Hutching 436-Z167
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 435-4428

Ed West 753-3084
Carlos Jones 753-2471
David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-18:13
Joe Parker 753-2656
James Rogers 753-4849

e Se Any Of TheselFriendly Salesmen!

FORD

PARKpt F I RD

LEASE

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY, TRADE OR

YOU WONT FIND A BETTER SELECTION
OR A BETTER DEAL ANYWHERE

of portable picnic jugs and
coolers in a single compact
unit. When used as a jug.
beverages are dispensed
from the recessed fast-flow
faucet.
As a cooler, the Juglif can
hold both foodstuffs and
beverage containers, with a
removable food tray that fits
snugly inside. It can carry

Picnic-trip to attractions right in your backyard
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Spacial

Tide Craft

sDHA ivpiwo &A

759-1872

BOATS - MOTORS - TRAILERS
& STERNDRIVES
-THE tOME OF...
. BOATS & MOTORS"
BETTri

Venture

Tide Craft-Calypso & Challenger
(We do custom fiborglassing and trailer
repair.)

VENTURE & LOWE LINE BOATS

1550 Magnum, 90ELPT Mariner with
custom trailer. Reg.$6,350.00

EiHI L
s

SALES - SERVICE - ACCESSORIES FOR

BOAT 'N' MOTOR SALES

SH1PWASH

Spacial $6,390.00

17' Ilde Craft Runabout, 115 H.P.
Mariner, custom trailer, Reg.$6,895.00

THE HEART OF MURRAY KY 42071

$9,990

18' 2" with 165 H.P. Mercruiser Stern
Drive. Only one left with tandem trailer.
Reg. Price $10,900.00.

Tide Craft
Ski-Deck

Come in for a look or a ride in these boats.

$4150.00

15' Spitfire V hull high performance,
custom matched trailer. Great performance with 60 to 100 H.P. motor, can
be rigged at a very affordable price.
Example, rigged lake ready with 70 H.P.

parades. foullider s days. and
Hal the nation's popula: for the, thousands ot sisito
tfgritt.L'dE other celebralion is within a day's drive of .. sl.ho come each year. .
tions.
.1
Ken icy's Western WaterWith average slimmer da.
Thorte whp prefer dry land
t area.in southwest time temperatures in the high,
land.1
, Ken ky that includes Ken- 80s. KWW is. furtherinoro; have dot Oeen forgotten
-.tuck Lake--_and Lake blessed 'with a mosquito-free ' Many resoets hugging the
ilakeshores also feature
Barkley.. •
envitionment: The tw
• AO what•do .you find pollution-free manrinadt' heated pools. golf courses.
when ' you get'there? More lakesilk side by side. con, tennis couit, s. playground
'iban MOO miles of shoreline. - .nected by a canal. and make facilities foiPthe little ones.
You cati hike trails and
for one thing. studded with up the largest inland water
high
resorts and cadipgrounds. recreation center in ibe U.S. look at the'water from short
cliffs. Or y4.1r can make
mariOas and restaurants.
Hotels,
resorts.
motels,
i some of the bestfish_ marinas and campgroupds s;trips M any.threction to take
• P14s
ing: xvimming. boating' and dot the outer shores of both in historical. and educational
•
sights.
v.ate iskiing in the territory
lakes providing recreation
Don't forteethe many QpTh‘ KW areasurrounds facilities to satisfy any vaca- portunitieslo pick up handLand Between The Lakes. tioner.
crafts in he aria—from
170.000 acres-of land manPack a canoe and go camp- home-made: preserves to
aged:by the Tenne4,,isee Val- ing: rent a hi)iseboat for a apple dolls and quilts.
ley A1thorny(TVA as a ree- day or a weeki
fishing in
Who would expect a two-.
• red' n and envir nmental the Middle of the 14e or work inch fillet mignon. cooked to
,
educ iott center.
fre shoreline, day or night:ti personal order. in,a thwii.so
particular, part of the leave the driving to someone small it's not even
the
• count y.just eastof-Paducah else and tour the lakes mike that)? And'i*ht across the
Belle
the
of
Lakes;
a.nd. Atraddring the
. road. anptlier rgstauntnt that
Sternwheeler or the Princessi serves the best sigood in a
'Kent •cky-Tennessee
der. s a case,history Oi‘ Sidewheeler.
thoisaad chiles. You'll find
takers Good Sam Club prepare to make
WINTER CAMPING — Members of the
There s always something these, and dozens more like
coo flative competition behobo stew in the large black kettle at a winter campout held at Piney Campground,
twee the Federal Govern- going on in.Kentucky s: them2in Kentuckyi:,s.:WeslMent ITVA LBL ód Corps Western Waterland. starting ern' Witerland.
Land Between the Lakes.
otEnlgin'eers). the State gov- with the first Mohday in Aprit
At Hie (*her'end of thei,
crow at (Kentucky and when later Day is celebrateik scale is atisle "down.-home"
Teanessee state parks), and in Benton (a 100-year-old eatery where ytiu:sit at cornprivate enterprise (KWW tradition)and continuing into munal tables and serve yourthe Fall Fishing Derby self from dishes that might nose, and fresh cornbretiu.
all.mederately priced..
Or drop by their pflice in the
,- Other'
(Kentucky's
include molt-in-your-mouth " Whatever your pleasure in
of Commerce buildChamber
Each'group complements
KWW has it. Don't
Draffenville. if you're
at
ing
tht others. They provide in- Derby) that ends early sweet potatoes and . marsh- dining. they want you to be
For more information on lucky. Karen Cissell. Execudress up;
formation about each other. November. Between those mallow sYfried chit ken comfortable
while you enjoy. Kentucky's Western WaterThey ork together to keep dates are crafts festivals, that's crispy -outside and And you'll continue to enjoy land, write them at Box f44. tive Secretary. will be on
hand'to fill you in personally
the a a productive. accessi- air shows.,speedboat races. sweet inside: roast pork with
tournaments„ a, gravy that„...tickles your . Wafter you pay your bill; it's Route 7. Benton. Ky. 4202.5 on the attractions of the area.
triable and clean other tithing
ble.
,
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JUST TALKING — Twin takers Good Sam Club members are shown at
the campsite
of Ned and Beth Wilson at Kenlake State Park at a
campout held at the state park at
Aurora.
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Our Rates Are Desirable

SEE US FOR A BOAT LOAN

DreAm Boat... •

No Matter What Your

Your OWN Canoe....
Your OWN Speed Boat....
Your OWN Cruiser...

Your OWN Sailboat....

POSING FOR PICTURE — Photographing is just one of the many things enjoy d by
members of the Twin takers Good Sam Club at their monthly campouts. This l'Oup
picture was taken by C. W. Jones at a summer campout held at Paris Landing KOA'
Kampground.

Central Shopping center

753-5865

World Of Sound

We Service What We Sell

for boots, cars & RYs

Speakers

in both cassette ,t 8 track

FM Converters
For Your Car
Boat &
Car Stereos

For Tour Outdoor Fuo

\ l.14C /
1
4
„e1
/
4
1

- What's in a name? Sometimes the average perscal unknov.ingfy reacts incorrectly to certain apellations.
Case in point: Kentucky.
The average person will immediately think of bourbon and
horses, both much in evidence in certain parts of the state.
But state-wide. kentucky also offers someofthe grandest.
most diverse recreational opportunities in the U.S.
Currently there are 15 state resort parks located in the
eastern, central and western areas. All have a hotel or lodge,
and housekeeping cottages are als4 available at most. In addition, all offer tenvtrailer camp ites. picnic areas. playgrounds. . .all the ingredients for a happy, safe and
-scaitheast of LeNington, is a
economical family vacation.
re*Creation of the fort that
'A, "resort" park differs
Boone and his men built at a
from;istate park in that there
salt lick on the south side of
are facilities for golfing. or
the Kentucky River. Along
tennis or planned recreation' with
the history to be found
or
boat
rentals. . .the
here, visitors will. find a
amenities that make roughing
modern
camping
area,
it a little smoother.
swimming at the finest sand
At the 28 other parks
beach
strewn around the state, tensiveon the river, and exrecreational facilthere are facilities foe campities.
ing or fishing or hiking. pic"Island playground"
nicking and sightseeing.
These are divided into three
Kentucky's many lakes
goupings: James J. Audubon
play -host to state parks. In
vacation park, nine shrine
Late Cumberland in the
parks. and 18 smaller parks.
south central part of the state
v, ill he found an "iskand playDiverse sightseeing
ground:' General Burnside
Kentucky's
sightseeing
State Park. Reached by a
opportunities are as diverse
causeway off. US-27, the
as their parks system. Daniel
400-acre island offers. boatBoone may have garnered all
ing. .camping.- golf, mcniekthe publicity. but James Haring, swimming and organizedrod led earlier pioneers into
recreation, plus the stir
, Kentucky in 1774, and built
rounding majesty of Daniel
the first permanent settle- • Boone,National Forest.
ment west of the Allegheny
On the eastern edge of the
Mountains at Harrodstown
Forest is Cumberland Falls
(now Harrodsburg. 32 miles
State Resort Park, The Falls.
south of 1.c /
14ington). The
known as t ht: 7:Niagara of the
IL., n
w
twice by
South:' is the only waterfall
the Indians. forcing the
in the. western world to le.
settlers to move . into Fort
flect a moonbow when the
Harrod.
moon is full.
The fort has been sepro-Lake Cumberland plays
duced as a state park. Feahost to still a tIptd park, this
tured'along With the blockone Lake Cumberland State
houses and cabins displayResort Pad; at Jamestown.
ing the fools,and implements
After a fulI day of hiking.
used more than 200 years ago
boating,' swarming. horse,
is the cabin in which -Thomas - back riding,orjust plain play; Lincoln and Nancy Flanks
were' married in 1806. Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln gave birth
to a son three years later and
named. him Abraham. His
birtfiplaee is commemorated
as a national historic site in
Larue County.
Although he came a year
later.: in 1775. Daniel Boone
has Pot been neglected by
Kentbcky. Fort Boonesborough State Park. 2 miles

Bluegrass state offers all
activities except ocean

Hwy.68, Aurora,474-2717

5,
Real Estate & Auction

Vernon tile

Call

Homes and Commercial

LAKE
PROPERTIES

Let Us Show You A
Great Selection Of

•
1
ing, the oKernight guest MY mother how to run will be the
find himself stayingnp late to\ neKt TtiPle Crown champion
watch
antics of raccoons. three years hence. Several
\organizations offer guided
deer andtgray fox.
tours to the farms out of
Hones, horses
Lexington.
The center of the state is
s
Horse litirk
home for the Thoroughbred
A
comprehensive view of
horses that ate synonymous
world is offered at
with Kentucky. the Blue- the horses%7
-opened (Sepgrass state. No, the grass the ne
1 8) Kentucky
isn't rely blue. But when it tember
goes to red. the spikes have Horse Park on 1-75 and Iron
a bluish tinge that from afar Works Pike. Start in the Visitor Information Center and
looks like blue grass.
Surrounding Lexington yeatch the 20-minute movie.
are the horse f4ms for Thor- Then move on to theInterna,pughbreds, Standardbreds. tioual Museum of the Horse
iihuntersasand jumpers, and for longer looks at the a imal
other eqinne types. Foaling that has Meant so much.to
season is eairly in the year, civilization. . .working to
and many of thelfarms allow the soil, to carry man in
visitors to drive by or come in peace and war, to'transport
and look. The sight of mares man's goods across the counand their new foals cavorting try, to entertain man.
Take the walking farm'
in the pastures is sure to lift
tour: eojoy the horse-drawn
the !kart of the most jaun- tour in a historic
vehicle,
diced traveler. You'll neVer maybe even
ride a horse out
know, but perhaps the days- on a marked trail for
half an
old colt kir-Ding frOin his hour 9r more.

Sure there are horses in Kentucky . . . in the
Lexington area you can barely get auas from
them. But the Bluegrass State also offers a
myriad of opportunities to the outdoors lover.
Ride the cable car at Natural Bridge State Resort Park or watch them make bread at Shaker
Village at Pleasant Hill or visit the Kentuck,
Horse Park and end your day with a leisurely
surrey ride behind a prancing Morgan. About
the only outdoor recreational facility Kentucky
lacks is a seashore, but there are plenty of sand
beaches on its numerous lakes, ark? beautiful
mountains and Opportunities galore for the
heartiest or the laziest to swim, fish, hike,
backpack, explore, sightsee or just sit around
and Enjoy the Great Outdoors.

•Patios
*Decks
*Boat Docks
"RR& 11
FREE Delivery
AURORA
CALL TOLL FREE
to Most Areas
759-4026

-* Outdoor
Wood

(styrofoam)

*Astroturf
*BoatDock Logs

The Building
upermarket

War, possibly the greatest
race horse of all time.
Across the road from the
Horse Park arc 263campsites
for vehicles of all descriptions'', with a Pool. and
tennis courts to add to your
4
enjoyment.
Just 25 miles south of
Lexington is restored/
isconktructed Shaker Village
atiPleas.ant Hill. The last of
the Shakers died in 1923. but.
their village begun in 1805 is
alive today. hsApril 1978. the
first loaf of bread to be baked
in a newlysristored brick
oven was sampled by visitors.
Hospitality ,
, Overnight accommodations are available at Shaker
Village in original rocims to
which have been added private baths and toticealed air
conditioning. And the restaurant offers some of the best
food in the area. Reservatioas are advised.
As a, southern state ("the
most northern of the Southern states;and most southern,
of the Northern states"),
Kentucky's hospitality i
widespread. There is np
charge' for admission.to;at*
Kentucky State Park. although_ some activitielinay
have a nominal fee. A for
'diverse recreation:
enlucky has more nfqs of
navigable streams ttia any
other state in the U.S.A. except Alaska: it also has 111
public golf,courses.
And stop for a good look at
The sun continues to shine
the statuary in front of the bright on; Stephen Foster's
entrance gate. That's Man 0' Kentucky home. •

Recreation in Kentucky? You bei!
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$4995"

XR1's w/100 h.p.

1995"

753 740u

MURRAY, KY.
...
o'•

sad up

$3995"
Ways Moped
$39950

1

718 5. 4th

Howelaaft or Savage Walk 1hroughs

.

18 Foot Hydro Stream w/175 hip.

t

MURRAY SPORT -I
a
MARINE CEt4TER
, SUPER SUMMER
SPECIALS
:Super Summer Specials

*

Any weekend, any week can be vacation hie when you-own ii
Coachmen mini motor home. Plannini can be cut to a
minimum; there's no need to make re4vations. cratkyour
wardrobe into a suitcase, decide what to take ond what mist be
left at home. Just pick your destination and go. A spacious,
self-contained Coachmen mini will allow you(o travel when you
want, wherever you wish. Meals are a brow to prepare in Lbe
complete, convenient kitchen and at day'l end you'll sleep ig
comfort in your own bed. The whole country is your playgrouni
when you travel in a Coachmen mini motor home.

1b
Ground Chuck

611011111

•

1 88
1

ao
(Vett

r

1.4

AVE*
s 1.0kf

eri.14A-tt*

699

PICNIC
Or DEL IC ious cOuNietJUG FULL
TIM(
lENIONADI MIX A'2 SONALUI
116 PCS CHICKEN $
I LB.BA/CED BEANS
I LB POTATO SALAD
6 DINNER ROLLS
only

FREE! WITH EACH
BARN OF CHICKEN
A '2 GAL INSULATOR

ttlesW
with Eoupon abovr

, . Rae 7,7.

PEPSI — "
c .*
MOUNTAIN DEW
*
and COCA COLA

SAVE

Stefi Ladder

30%

OPEN JU
LY.*
4TH TILL 8 P.M.
*
**********************A

app

$249

$

38
Watermelons

Pkg.

sAinzey

GROUND
BEEF

Genuine

Boys

25% 1"

Prices Good Through July 4th
.;\

7he

Infants
Jackets

Gids

Summer Vacation Sale

!Jay will probably find the
ner.
Kentucky's 15 state resort
Each resort •par also oflodge dining room well popuparks are scattered. conVeAnd such is the friendli- fers tent
trailer. ampsiies
lated
by natives from the surmends" around the state to
ness of the people that you
with concrete pads* electrical •
rounding area...Such is the
make theln easily accessible.
may find a ttable of people in
arid water hook-up and piereputation of the food served "Sunda
AlthOugheach has its own
y
in the state resort parks 9iat right nextclothes" sitting nic tables..
particular point of interest,
to a table of
Most Kentucky) state re- •
, many locals come straight hiking or boating
for the most part they are of a
enthusiasts sort parks art ( n
from church ,to Sunday din- in cut-off
yearmold.
jeans and T-shirts. round. .
The main lodge houses
bedroorriS in which are two
double: beds. ample drawer
space.
wil
iarr closets. modern
baths. n always a large pic- ture
dow fir viewing the
Great Outdoors,.
Sale Starts Wednesday 9 00 A M
All the lodges have capacious dintng rooms.--serving„
three cemplete Meals a day.
Uhlike; most resort dining
-Dresses
-Jeans
monis.- those•Ht the Ken'Suits
'10
-41111rees.
•Tops
tucky skate resert parks are
Drstss Pants
Shirts
'Shorts
open between meals for
•J•ans
*Swornweox •
•
Swirnwea
r
snacks---- soup,a sandwich, a
salad'. .
r•
Most of the; lodges also
Kenlake, one of 15 Kentucky State Resort Parks scattered
have reef:cation irooms aimed
"
throughout the state, is a typical ',temple of these facilities.
at ent Haining..you'rigsters
Clearly visible in this overview are the lodge/hotel with swimOFF
alt
and ad Its alike. Billiard taming pool attached and the marina. Hidden by the trees in full
Boys A Girls
bles, _ t ble teinis, pinball
leaf are the golf course, housekeeping cottages and tent/traller
machin0. card tables are
• Health Tex Sets 'Tops
campsites. It's all nestled on the western shore of Kentucky
some of the activities availa'Shorts •Sunsuits
Lake, less than 50 miles from Paducah.
25%0Ft
ble at night or in inclement
weather.
1,qhtweigto
/
14
Ouldnori polols and/or a in the wdods. but still within sink, cooking utensils and
walking distance of the main dishes), a dining area, a
lake. mariipas Whefe you may
comdock
OFF
, yOul owri boat or rent lodge.
plete bath.. and a screened
Theetit.ottages—ranging porch And a telephon that
one,g911 'courses, tennis
e
courts. hiking ;trails . . . all from
icicncies to two
mediately connects Oh to
bedroo s—feature such "c
the parks have most of these
Children's Fashions
amendi s as a full kitchen
reereatihnaI oPportu nities.
Visitors w o
in cotAnd most parks have indi- (refrige ator. four-burner tages j are afforded' 31/the
_vidual eottageS tucked away range w th'oven and broiler. conveniences
and attractions
at the todge and in' the whole
park. You may• choose not to'
avid Yourself of the park'
dining facilities. but none o
their entertainment is withel
ftel-Air Shoppnig Center
Mrs 96 Mon j2...r
from you.
1531195
9 9 Fro
The mid-day meal on Sun•

Kentucky state resort parks boast of variedactivities
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VISA'

Reg.87t
Limit6

10W30

Motor
Oil

Quaker State

9-9 Mon -Sat.
1-6 Sunday

OF
ALVES

Padco

Now

$200
Reg.6.97

Contents:8"Paint Pad,
trimmer,edger
Paint wand and
replacement pod,
Paint bucket

Painting Kit

Reg.$498.00

Riding
Mower
$39300

Murray
7 HP

Only.l. to Sell

19995

Reg.$233.88

Tiller

Magna Chore
Master

•416•1•.frov•.•
../.•.•-••••••••••••

Bel-Air Shopping Center

'68888

cut with Synchrobalariced 11-HP
engine with transaxle Electric start with
alternator Sealed beam headlights
COMforWorrned seat
Model 5-.1887
Reg VW la

Riding
Mower
3."

11 N. P.

5°

Assorted Colors
& Lengths

Zippers

LIMITED QUANTITIES; NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

OPEN 10 Iii 6 WEDS. JULY 4th

•

Limit 2

• FUEL
2/30.0

COLEMAN

JULY 4th
DOORBUSTERS

KING OF VALUES

I

JULY

PRICE GOOD JULY 4th
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Vat

Spatcloilzing
Ntn

Phone 474-2259

*Seafood *Prise Steaks
•C000try Nato
epee Seven Pays I Week

SALADS — MEATS
VEGETABLES — DESSERTS

A Large Sol•chon To Choose From

a

ERESHCATKFTI.SHU1 (

,

Kentucky Lake
Lodge

•

••••

*32Plavors•Shakes
'Banana Spits•Sundass

*The Gay 90's
Ice Cream Parlor

_

l••

Open:fl-11,7 days 4742790
Hiway 68& BO Aurora, Kentucky

The Wishing
Well
Miniature
Golf course

••

slkIC••
,teiti aye. highci
This makes it safer because
of more interior depth, and a
good family runabout when
dad is not out fishing.
Equipnent for this new
kind of"%ss" boat includes
all the basics. It has lockable
rod storage to protect gear
from weather and theft, and
side console isteering for
more move-around space.
There's a raised casting
foredeck with an upholstered
swivel chair. There's even a
live well with aerator to keep
the catch and bait alive.
Plush, sophisticated bass
boats that sell for high prices
originated with professional
tournament fishing, where a
boating investment may lead
to big prize money. For most
families. the sensible new
aluminum bass boat is a practical and economical alternative.'
•
And when you cast your
line; the bass will either bite
or they won't. For sure. they
Won't notice what you're riding in!

h.I,
,h11,IT

It doesn't look like the

Open 4p. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sot.
1130 a. m. - 8:30 p.m. Sun.

Highway 68
Aurora, Ky.
Ph. 474-22.2

Try us and See!

THINGS

502-474-8890

Sue & Charlie's

SR
%
MCI LICK

*1-Shirts AN Sits
*Sedgefield "Do Nothing Jeans"
Over 150 Decals *Custom Lettering
*Family Swim Wear
Aurora, Ky.

SHIRTS

Us """

rk

"Remember when?'you always heir these familiar . words when families
gather or old friends get together. A lot has been'written
lately about the new "nostalgia kick." But it is nothing
new,only another way to say/
memories.
,
You can build *men-toilet
for your family when you gcp
camping together it's easy
surprisingly
face it: vacations
econmial.'s
are .
expensive. The cost ormotels is almost prohibitive
for a young family. Food -Ithree meals a day and thos
Camp for a weekend or a month in Coachmen's sersati
inevitablnack stops
value-priced fold-down tent camper. kk-signed to accomod
takes another'big chunk of , a dirge family, Coachmen tent campers will sleep six to el
cash.
persons. Add those co to the c7ipense of getting ere, and, home with you.
or the sense of accompli
many cost-conscio s famEverything! you need
meat the kids will have w n
ilies must regretfully oose comes in one convenient
they finally abandon t e
a "backyard" vacation.
package when you hook 'up
water wings and swim.
There is a way to vacati
your Coachmen 03 the family
New vistas will open
howeve., that's within the car. And a ford-down is
the whole family when
u
ready of almost everyeine.
. easy to tow, even with
camp in your Coachm
Co ehmen:s fold-down •\today's smaller cars.
Wilderness areas abou d
ca
r, designed attil.priceld
Even the larger-thanwhere an afternoon's h e
for he value minded,openia normal family will fit com- through the woods mi
whple new world of famifr" fortably in today •s tent
mean ; sighting-a-timid d
ftiA to make tomorrow ,s campers. Most Coachmen
poised for escape, a
memories today.
models sleep six; some can
'4!
groundhog lumberi
No Oeed to wait for la accomodate eight persons. through the underbrush,
two-week vacation. eitheir. Fixing food for the hungry
maybe even a glistening
Any weekend is long enough
gang is easy, too.
racer coiled in the hot su
for exciting short trips nePr
What better way for your
Andivhen evening fa s,
home.
children to learn history than
you build a roaring campfire.
Any lake, any campby exploring the places
toast marshmallows, tell
ground, Itbackwoods where it was made. And
ghost 'stories, harmonize a
trail, an historic site—all can think of the thrill when,your
bit .
that's when membe yours when you take your
youngster lands his first fish. ories are made.

-Family campr.,, experience

Aluminum bass boat
is safer, costs less

For all but the fortunate
• Check to see that license trailer. If it scrapes bottom,
few who live on water or
plate is firmly attached.
you might damage the huH.
have a marina berth, owning
Of course. drive with care. Tap the car brakes and your
a boat means trailering and
When badking, your steer- boat should slide right in.
'launching it. This can be ing's reversed. . .so take it
Good helmam`anship
easy, says Starcraft, if slowly and don't turn sharply counts on the highway and at
weekend caPtains follow a !or you could "jackknife;'
the'trading ramp as well as on
simple checklist procedure.
Remember, too, that your the water. Knowing how to
Before you start out:
trailer will Sway toward Pass- handle your trailer and boat
• Check trailer and car tire ing vehiclds. Leave lots of gives y1u
1 a chance to roam
.pressure.
freely a d safely this sumroom.
!
• Maki-sure wheel beatings
mdr. ,
Once yon've reached the
are greased.
launch site, everyone's eager
,
• Check trailer ball to see if to get his oat in the water.
it is the proper size and fits and a little, courtesy goes a
snugly in trailer coupler.long way toward making a
• Make sure safety chaihs pleasant day of it,
.
are properly affixed, with
Get-the boat' ready befil
slack for turns.
you gefin the ramp line.
Ali. the bass boat' Fishei
• Stow all gear iii ttic boat
• if our !soot has
•: O'ur
inen dr.ant.of its sleek, t.ist
securely.
transom plug in!
lines'. NO-POWO Cli engine.
• Hook up trailer lights.
• Firmly affix bowline,
sophisti ated instrUments
• Check brake lights, run• Remove tsterfl ties,
and ae es.sories Fully
ning lights, and turn signals.
• Tilt en ne up to clear
equipped'. metaifl1tà finish
• Make sure trailer bed is ramp,
-aglitter, this kind° bass boat
properly adjusted so it fits the
• Disconnact trailer lights,
can be yours ,f r a mere
contours of the hull.
• keep the winch line fas$6,000 to $8,000. .
• Winch should be tight and
Such steep prices ,have
tened until ou're positioned
in gear, with winch line firml)
kept bass boats purely
at
water's
e.
NOW
disconattached to the bow eye.
."dream boats" for 'the
nect it.
•Secure stern ties.
!
budget-concious.
• Back up 4ntil the rear car
•Tilt the engine out as far as
But now comes a trend to
wheels are j st inches from
possible.
bass boats of lightweight,
water. Make 4ure the depth of
• Tie,down any canvas coveconofliical marine alumiwater is suffirdent-to float the
ers, etc., that might catch the
num i stead of fiberglass,
boat when iil slides off the
wind.
and cbiripletc but more
down- o-earth Equipment.
Such nodels cost about
S2..500 o $3,100. plus an'outboard Iotor.
Typical of the new
4
"everslman's- bass boat are
two Fithmaster models from
Starcraft, They come in 16'
aad 1 ' lengths with a
broad tamed. modified-V
huII'fo stability and a wideBill & Ruth Hooper
open cockpit area, both importan bass boat features.
Owners & Operators
The 16' Fishmastsr weighs
only 6$0 pounds so it is economiedl to tow and operate.

Towing,launching rules

Grandfather instructs youngsters in basics of spin-cast angling at old dock on4ake, where chances
are excellent they will find fish, using natural baits and float.

\
,Monday,Ju

S
.

•

•

Former International FlyFishing Champion

by JOAN SALVATo
WULFF

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

Fishing's not or men only!

1

Canvas Chairs
Placemats &
Napkins
Picnic Baskets

For Outdoor Enioyment
We Have

If you plan I skit I.and
Between The I es, being
developed by; e Tennessee Valley Authority as a
national demostration in
outdoor recreation, environmental education and
resource management,
write them at the following address
Land Between The Lakes
Tennessee Valley
Authority PO Box Go
Golden Pond, KY 42231
•
Phone (502) 924-5602
Tell them what you are
specially interested in
(backpacking, a week's
753-0317
1914 Coldwater Rd.
stay in your motor home.,
Open Monday through Saturday 10 am.-5 p.m. i off-roading,
whatever),
and eley 'II send the peed).
nent Information.
• 1
-‘

LtiL Info...

LIGHTWEIGHT PORT. BEE —Color TV for the outdoors hideaway. a Zenith "System 3"
13-inch (diagonal) portable TV set. Features include electronic voltage regulation, new 100degree picture tube with patented EFL electronic gun, a new modular Triple-Plus chassis, and
Color Sentry automatic oicture control.

Outdoor bedtime is fun
with TV companionship

ionist

4VR

sip mei

We Honor The Some Credit Cards
The Airlines Do! Such As...
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE

NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!

711 Main St., Murray
753_GoG0(4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
9 AM TO 1 PM SATURDAY
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait •

Hwy. 641 South-153-2617

t Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Quality craftsmanship, a wide variety
choice of floor plans, and top quality
interior appointments are the
features van purchasers look for,
and the Chevrolet Vans have just
that. We have a good selection of
Chevrolet Vans to choose from so
why not come out and test drive a
new 1979. . . BUILT THE WAY YOU
WANT IT!

Go In STYLE and COMFORT

When heavy oots are nee'
Hama Sokkets keep feet cool
and dry.

Jackie Weatherford, R

Osstside Sulsi Coamataatt: Witham S. Major, Moriaria N Major

SNARON CARLISLE, Pilanagar

Quick now, gals, what do
you think of when someone
says "outdooi sports"?
Chances are whatever comes
to mind,be it hunting;fishing
or boating. you think of it as
male territory.
Not so! Consider flyfishing—my favorite, my • AMNON'
profession, and an outdoor
activity women really can do
well and enjoy.
Picture yourself wading in
a beautiful little stream. Sun
sparkling on the water.
You're with your husband,
%4 hen the fish aren't biting and yos're tired from swimming an
your wife has the
at in the with friends, or all alone.
middle of the lake, what's a man to do? If he's in Rushing Creek
recommends foot fishing for
u
It's quiet. The g1y-rod's Expert fly-caster oan
d, Land Between
The Lakes in western Kentucky. he can stretch out on the dock andCampgroun
soak up,t he sun and plan for light and easy to hold. You women who love the outdoors. Alone or with companions, it's a
tomorrow's activities.
cast with graceful. delicate, peaceful. rewarding sport calling for grace and accuracy, not
rhythmic swings. And when muscles.
a fish hits, you bring him in
Hip boots and waders fer
little by little, playing. him the fun of wading in clear water, the sense of accomplishwhen I fish in streams, a GO'
carefully. .
ment—these are the big
suit for rainy days when I fidh
The fly-rod is a sensitive
instrument, and even a small rewards for the fly-fishing from a boat, even footwear
for day4 when I just want to
fish will put up a battle you woman.
Recently many women
walk around and admire the
can feel,
If the fish aren't -biting at have discovered fly-fishing, Great Outdoors.
Along with new products,
Sophisticated television line silhouette, features matically.
all, you an practice your ac- and the sport is beginning to
new organizations are spronttechnology permits manufac• Zenith's new electronic volAnother model in this curacy, by seeing just how be recognized as an activity
turers to produce color TV
tage regulating system that series has Space Command close you can cast to that for all ages of either gender. ing up for women for all kinds
of outdoor activities. There
sets that are portable, lightmaintains stable voltage— remote control that permits overhanging branch or big I'm glad, because popularity
has brought some improveare local and national organiweight and easier to trans- virtually eliminating the ef- TV tuning from across the rock.
port. So now you can enjoy fects of household voltage room.
Fly.fifshing is a perfect ments in women's fly-fishing zations, even fishing tourequipment.
naments, for women. You
TV fare in your faraway
variations.
Other models include a sport for women. It requires
Time was when I bad to can find a local club, start a
country lodge orcabin or on
-The set has a 100 percent voltage regulating system, a good hand-eye coordination,
the road.
solid state Triple Plus chas- 100 percent solid state chas- not big muscles. And it de- flounder a'stream in men's club or just go it alone.
How to start? Just gather
Zenith's line of 1979 "Sys- sis, and an-automatic 31
/
2 sis for cooler and more de- pends on accuracy more than, gear that was too big
:everywhere, and as uncomyour confidence. get some
tem 3" color TV sets inhour timer that allows the pendable operation, solid athletic stamina.
cludes a series of three 13viewer to preset the timer to state super video range tun- • One of the finest aspects of fortable as it was unsafe. suitable tackle and good,
brand-name gear, that fi s
inch diagonal receivers.
a time when he or she wishes ing system, and a private lis- fly-fishing is that you can Now Royal Red Ball has
One model, with a slim. the TV to turn itself off auto- tening earphone.
have a terrific time even if come up with a whole line of right and get going. It's,a
you don't catch a lot of big women's outdoor wear to great' way to forget yotir
suit the female figure.
problems and find some fun.
fish.
It's a delightful. serene
kind of of fishing. The peace.
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$177
Acres of Free Parking

Equal Opportunity Employer

Reg.$2.57 Sale

Natural orange flavor
instant dnnk Mak., 9
quarteNo tainchecttil

SPECIAL PURCHASE

TANG INSTANT
BREAKFAST
DRINK

Limit 2
Quality Charcoal
Briquets that
light easier,
burn longer
and cleaner.

91

Charcoal

10 Lb. Bag

COOD
86198

Lounge
Versatile lounge chair with
chrome finish heavy tubular
frame and heavy wrap covering.
Avocado or Orange
Model 7222

Multi-Position

Reg.$1.57

C

97

Chocolate & Vanilla

12Per Box

Moon
Pies

Decorative Marble
Chips To Put
Around Shrubbery
& Flower Beds

$100

Marble
Chips

50 Lb Bag

••• NON*

Phone
753-8777

$177

Coppertone
Suntan
Lotion or
Oil

NEVER A CHARGE
FOR LAYAWAY!
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Gallons

16 Oz.
Onion, Regular
Hot

Sauce

$199

Quarts

75c

Magicolor's Finest

6,..0.1./rdwA0,0m,..5

environmental education,
The land was originally

outdoor recreation and

4W1) . picnic. . .fish the
,middle of either lake dr off a
pier. .hunt wild tu key.
waterfowl or deer during
specified seasons. .1.and
through it all snap pictutes of
yourlamily having fun.,
It was back in 1933 th i the
'Tennessee Valley AUt ority
Act was signed by Pre 'dent
-ranklin D. Roosevelt The
Ao:t never intended that rTV A
should be only a power company. It endowed this Authority with the missi n to
upgrade life in the vall y by'
improving navigation oh the
river, providing flood control. reforestration and Using
marginal . land more ffectively.
The mission of Lan' Between The Lakes s to
achieve optimum publi use
from development and management of its resources for

vehicle area in sour ,

to make ,a balky mul go
where you want him.
Empire Farm is another
entertaining, educational experience for all ages. Anhque
farm tools andhousehold implements are on display,
along with live farm animals.
And there are special dationstrations in beekeeping.
weaving, wooticarting and
stitchery.
Outdoor facilities
LBL is perhaps most noted
for its facilities;for outdoor
recreation. Bed ilov.'n inlyour
motor home on a rcontrete
pad or unroll your sleiping
bag under a dozy
tree. negotiate the cuffroad

back then rhey'll tell you
about the grisly truhan
As
on settlers and problems ith
traders plying the river. nd
maybe they'll teach you
w

tisk

447.'••••••••VisVip.•

TIRES

AND VEHICLE

PERFORMANCE

lerlste,
Warranted 90 days or 3.000
whicheser comes!nit

charging, and
• iiiElectronic .engtne.
analysis • Install
st rting systagis condenser rOtOr
naafi points. plugs.
timing • Adiust car• Set dwell and
Toyota,
b4rotor • Includes DatSun.
VW and light trucks

nO eti,..
labor
Inc
irlits 1,stee saris and cars $4 test 10,
s tor a n condom's()
chi'
• t,OPIC (flit id'

is

alt

ist Or the naturalist.' It is part
Of a national drive fora better
understanding of man's natural heritage and surround.ings.

/5341595 1

;•••

-•

ride

SET Or a
PRICE

Pi. itreantd
"'old time

A78-13
$ 79.00
$1.63
1378-13
$1.87
$ 93.00
C78-14
$105.00
$203
F78-14 ', $122.00
$2.22
G711-14
$127.00
$2.38
'H7-14
$138.00
$2.61
G78-15
$1M.00
$244
H78-15
$140.00 , $2,66
Add $300 per till tor adutswall

sreinini
In.

Store Ilamager Robert S. Redelpe, Jr.

All Goodyear service is warranted
for at least 90 days or 3,000 miles,
whichever comes first—many services, much longer If warranty
service is ever required, go to the
Goodyear Service Stores where

Store Nowt: A.M. WO 5 p.m. Ilen.-tal.

--••••••••meenmemoj—uuruutallIMPL.

Murray, Ky.

the original work was performed.
and we'll fix it. free If, however
you're more than 50 miles from
the original store, go to any of
Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores
nationwide

4

Power Streak 78

Detain, Toyota, Ins
comas Illrst.

mile*, Wideltfreef

•NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY

• Road-gripping 6-rib tread

• Smooth)thump-free

• Goodyear's best selling
diagonal ply tire

Warranted 12

months or 12,000

hydraulic systdm • Add
.
wheettll
include rear
(doe* not
cars inost
• Most U 5

DISC: vivito
2-MHEEL FRONT pads and
front brake

nee
441HEIL DRUM: IWO
eheele •
brake lining, all 4
Re
•
sags
grease
New Iront
new
Iront
Resurface !root
surface drums • Repack
greafe *eels •
front wheal OR bearings • Inspect hydraulic
Repack
rotors •
,
calipers and
Add thud
bearings• inspect
, system •
tlutd

$6988

POPItIOPal PPM
And slprvitell
pptfpit OPOPP.P.

Brake ServiceN-.• Your Choice

POWER
MAINTAIN STOPPING

• Chassis
•Includeslubrication nd oil change
• Please light'truck
call for
appointment

InCluaell OP tO
Oitarts rna.0 t
10 30 o,

011
glif4
PIPPOICI

s588

tube And OH
Change

I PROTECT
MOVING PARTS

• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK
• WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOUAUTHORIZE.
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS.
• WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE
WARRANTY NATIONWIDE.'

tuulP,"

,GOOD vr
iEAR
['SERVICE STORES

and organized activities'
Land Between The Lakes
offers something' for
everyone—the casual vis.
itor, the environmental activ.

Goodyear Service Store

Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

• Carle

7 Other ways to buy Our
Credit Plan•Master CherOss

• v.i, • Arnerican-Express Card

Use any
.Own Cu

JustSay'Charge It'
ictry01974
G00„yeorcouiv

Cain
proper alignment •
pension and steering
systems • Most U Sinspect Sus
impOrts
cars. some
Wetreated 90 dere
or sew males
sittleA•ver comae
first

• Inspect and
all four tires
two and toernrotate
• Set caster
to

'Mut rulteet Or,.
Pod Chfrettes
euc ludep

Iv,

1
$ 80.,.„....,,,.:. ,. , c....d

and Fr** Tire
Rotation

Front-End Alignment

PROTECT

SURE QUICK STARTS

• 4-1

AUTO eaRVICI CEPaTait

biting or the sun is playing
hide and seek, there are volleyball, basketbalf and
shutllebtfard courts, softball
fields, pavgd bicycle trails,

Engine witine-UP
Mail4688 4988

can be duplicate
, , d in back
yard's.
Other activities
And %% hen the fish aren't

••••••••=entailrl'IMMW t401111101111014rMl.".711..00.

.

completely .foreisted. Hosever, during thet70 years of
ominance by the iron smelt-,
ers, the-trees were chopped
up for the roaring furnaces.
Finally the mismanaged area
lay fallow until 1919 when
TVA proposed to bring it
back to life.
Interpretive centers
' The LBL staff is not only
knowledgeable about their.
region—they are, almost
fanatical in their devotion to
the upkeep of the land ahd
development of its facilities.
Any visitor wciuld do well
to make his first *pat one of
the interpretive centers.
Here you can discover what
special programs. or demonstrations are taking place.
Even winging it x.in your
own.you will find trails
marked With signs and audio
stations; that will help you
understand the history ofthe
area and its ecology... ,
Pleasure seekers can fmd
all the activity they could
want. Leisure *kers can
loll on a grassy knoll or Sunbathe on a flat rock lapped by
a,' lajce Birdwatchers can
check out the Wildlife Observatien Blind or stroll
Songbird Walk, which is a
demonstration or wildlife
management practices that

Backpackers discuss which
miles of trails they will hike in
1.and Between The Lakes,
;;;olden Pond, K.

It's sort of like alphabet soup, this 'spot liestl‘thwestern
Kentucky that runs across the border into Tennessee.
The soup part is because it's surrounded by:water—clean.
blue. mosquito-free water—and just being here makes you
feel better.
The alphabet part comes from: TVA (Tennessee Valley
Authority) who developed LBL(Land Betsy en The Lakes).
%Their works with KWW I Keritucky:s Western Waterland)to
educate the tourists to
lurei of the area. aided by KBPI,
(Centuce.y Bureau of Public tadarmation) and TTD(Tennessee Tourist Development). .
1
UBL means what it says—thatland that ties between Ken-tucky dike and Lake Rarkley.i The 170,000 acres is part of
TVA'Scomplex and is being developed as a publiil demonstra:
tion Area in recreation and natural resource tetanagement as.
well as environmental educatioh.
First campground opened 1964 .
The idea has been 30 years in the making. anti. the first
facility —Rushirs Creek Campground—was tipelett to the
public in 1964.
The intervening years have seen built: two more
campgrounds. dozens of informal use areas. a 14-4a1'get field
archery course, a group camping facility,an edncational farm.
paved trails for the handicapped, an off-road *chicle area, a
camping site for hdrseback rafers (bring yont own horse),
miles and miles of trails for casual hiking oil backpacking,'
facilities for fishing and hoati&. and theater and outdoor
amphitheaters.
. I
Incorporated into the site is a 200-acre pasture where the
buffalo roam. American Bison were reintrodUcled to the area
10 years age. =
Easy to go to ,
And it's all siyeasy to,get
to. Half the population of the
U.S. is within a day's drive.
If your hope is educating
the childremasily, plan to
visit The Homeplace-1850,
near the buffalo range. Here
is living history, with demonstrations of the farming and
lifestyle of 175 years ago in
the LBL area.
The living wasn't soFasy

Land Between Lakes lures
fishers, campers,sailors

II

\ Varied recreation offered in LBL
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bumf:is wh re they park then
Coachmen
"We w tch the national
weather r pOrt cim the Today
Show," skid Jean, "and if
our planned destination has
bad weat r in the offing we
either wait it out or deride-on
a differen place to gc .
''l clip(travel artic es listing placer
w,. of interest in. all
parts of the cOuntry, and
when
, re in a particular
state I *di rn 1 folder for.
that area,l. We ha', e plenty of
i

sun; in their new lifestyle.

Ph.
474-2245

v Ski Boat Rental

v Fishing Supplies of
All Types

v Boat & Motor Rentals

v Pontoon Rentals

Kenlake State Park

Routs 1, Herein, Ky.

ir 3,

14

• gr
rai...

4
RESTING FROM HIKE — Hiking the Good Sam Henry-Piney
Trail at Piney(
pground, Larid Between the Lakes, is one of the many
trails taken by members of th
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club while on campouts. Here
the group is having lunch at
midway of the walk on the trail.
• •••

I.

part in a harvest festival
being held in a small village
we were visiting.,

"We'sle seen a' lot' 4' the
country 'during the last few
years'ahd made friends
whereve we've gone. Many
times ou path crosses that of
other fu!l-time RVers We've
met.- Than said.
, l
"It's Mnazing, the %Army
of cultures we have seen
traveling.the continent." she
went on.-In Mexico we took

e

experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. A regular
menu is served during the
week.

HWY 94-E, AURORA

Kenlake State Resort Park

3UFFET: FR1DAY-SATURDAY - 5:30-9 .SUNDAYS 11 NOON-9

Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music...that's a perfect dining

Visit our newly decorated dining room

chores ate minimal in their
Coachnien, which was designed kir easy lis;ing;"laundrY is nOver a prdblem with
SWIMMING — Another activity enjoyed by members
of the Twin Litters Good Sam
laundrolnats to be found
Club on their campouts is swimming. Here a group
is enjoying the pool at the Kenlake
everywhere.
KOA Kam pground at Aurora.
Both the Barrys pu-sue
their hobbies: Jean sews and •
d
harai
h work and Toni is a
history'buff, with the whole
country Serving as his class'
room.

%A1 C's,. tiepentling km them
mood. Routine household '

time to ehplote and we've
seen plates and things that
we woulln't have time for if
we were'List on aNacation."
The Blirrys usually,, camp
in establshecl campgr nds
and the length of their s vr

And one time in Quebec,
when we thought we Were
lost, we; stopped for directions.,,,,The person we a ked
spoke no English and nce
our French is limited to' ui'
and '0O-la-la' we had to
commuMcate using sign language. MB maps and lots of
smiles, ll worked!"
I
Once n year the BarryS return to their home state for
'their annaal medical and dental check-ups. arid to share
their trayel experiences With
their oldfriends. After stew
weeks' visit they are offagain
to explOre another part of
their it:wintry.
Do the Barrys recommend
their way of life to others?
'indeed we do,' said
Torn. "Ef you want a truly
free life then full-time RVing
1
is the wtiy
' to go."

!hey Fel rned . home and .
sold their h use and most of
their furnit ret except for a
few treasOred pieces that
went into their trailer, and
took off on fa new adventure.,
from.and jean Barry folkiw
their inclit}ations, and the

Kenlake
Marina

Coachmen travel trailer.
"We didn't just plunge
in.- Tom Barry 'sa d.
'We've always loved to
travel and have been campers for years, hut we were
limited to vacations. The
thought ofdoing it all the tine
appealed to us so wt rented
our house for a year and hecided to give it a try:'

cross the country in their

The kids are.' grown Ind
gone: the house is' too kg:.
retirement beckons. T
the time when more and niore
couples realize a dream nd
emtrark on a new lifest e:
full-lime RVing. .
Ofte. typical couple-Lrall
ilieni the Barry, —talliced
about their_lifestyle since
they decided-10 red& tatty,
leave their home, and criss-

Today's new lifestyle is
RVing whole year round

1.

WAITING TO EAT — Ashley Thurman,
Shane Kelly, and Kevin Kelly wait
patiently at
the Kelly campsite for the potluck supper
being held by the Twin takers
Good Sam
Club at Piney Campground,land Between
the Lakes,
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Kentucky's beautiful lakes
while the sun shines bright.

Typical lary dal on one of

Right there in the middle
of the wood, in the Rushing
Creek campground area of
Land Between The Lakes,
the visitor came to a startled
stop. She swore she had seen
a highway _marker, but what
woald it be doing here'?
She went back afew yards.
and sure enough—in ragulation red, white and blue was
the sign: "Ioterstate Trail I.
Interstate Trail One is a
gentle three to four mile path
that winds from Kentucky
into Tennessee. and vice
versa if you are walking
north.
There is nothing pretentious about the Trait, but like
tilt, other hiking pathways in
LZL it is chock full of plea-

of the state is within a day's
drive of toff the nation's
population. Major airlines
serve cities throughout the
state, along with many more
airports convenient for general aviation.

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
;
You'llniiti that some part

are most interested in.
%rite them at:Travel

the traveler, the sightseer
and the history buff, that it
is best to write ahead and
request information about
the particular tune of year
and specific activities you

Kentucki has•-so mi)ch to
offer the outdooesman, and

Kentucky
information

t

sure.
Geared to the casual hiker,
more likely a stroller, the •
Trail is a good' Ileginnees
lake-off place before tackling
some of thp Other trails in
LBL.
.
Easy to walk in any season. the Trail offers glimpses
of dogwood growing wild.
redbud nestled in the trees.
wildflowers defying man's
incursions into their world;
and maybe—if the -hiker is
quiet and lucky—a timid
deer observing the scene and
ready to flee back into the
,deeper woods.
There are miles and miles
of' trails in Land Between
The Lakes . . . Interstate
Trail One is three of them.
-

TRAIL

INTERSTATE

Three miles ofpleasure
„It

Getting in condition for outdoor survival skilpweekend held
annually in Land Between Ile Lakes, paddlers push through
the waters of Lake Barkley in western Kentucky.'

war'

•

COTTONELLE
BATHROOM
TISSUE

HELPS PRIEVENT SOW"

SoNSCRWI

WITM

BEGLEY'S
SUN TAN
LOTION
cocci 9u,•
•
•

SALE ENDS JULY 9

• NON (At.,,o•sp & FRESH

coo**
SHOE STRING
POTATO
STICKS

•DIAAPINEA MEDICINE
•02

CONCENTRATE

•

Al!

ban

ii
rAwe

2.33

1.67

1

MT

2.41

•RFIKiNBER 2 PRINTS •
•LOW PHU:LS

TWIN PRINTS

COUPON

MOM'Sr)

32.0T.

16.88

LION

ASSORTED
COLORS

, WITH
SHOULDER
SPOUT

-4
18NIC
JUG

GIVES YOU 2 FULL COLOR BORDF.RLESS PRINTS
INSTEAD OF ONE

•JULY

4.44

011

COUPON

4.32 -

2.99 3.99 4.19

5.99

12 EXP. 20 EXP. 24 EXP. 36 EXP.

OFFER
NOW YOU CAN SHARE THOSE HOLIDAY PHOTOGRAPHS WITH FRIENDS GOOD
OR RELATIVES'. IT'S EASY AND SO INEXPENSIVE.
THEW
10.

BEGLENfi

202
• STERILE c

1.81
WESTCLOX
MASCOT
ALARM

WITH HIKED TOP

1

6
1

GEOLEy's

COUPON

• 1
1.3

PACKAGE OF 50

•REST NON-ASPIRIN
PAIN RELIEVER

CONTIQUE
WETTING SOLUTION

FAMILY
COOLER CHEST

016

•

•
Datri
.
l•

1

--_--_-__.•

1.6
402 4

COUPON

JOHNSON'S
BABY POWDER

DATRIL 500
IOCTRA STRENGTH
CAPSULES

.....

91e

1 5 02

6/5ISCENTTO
OR QUICK DRY

„c„,LA„,

ANTIPERSPIRANT
DEODORANT

BAN
ROLL-ON

•READY TO USE
& IOU SABI S FIRST 72 MONTHS

ENFAIVIIL
INFANT
FORMULA

CZIEEM

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SAVI1VGS

ON A

374

1.27

YELLOW OR GREEN

300 ct NAPKINS

COUPON

524

PAPER TOWELS

JOB SQUAD

SETTEF1 All AROUND

CCM

CASUAL

METAL

r

COUPON

currai BAGS

.J

EIELPS PREVENT INFECTION
• CONTAINS 3 ANTRICITICS
FOR Fr
ACTION

COMErk
MYCITRACIN
TRIPLE
ANTIBIOTIC
•

COUPON

Qantas
ANACIN

COUPON

CCE/PON 0000 WITH '5 w OP MORE FuREHASf

ON AU. REVLON
COSMETICS!

1.00 OFF

STORES

SAND
PAIL&
SHOVEL SET

ilWAIMMIN

DISNEY'PALS
3-DIMENSIONAL
CHILDREN'S
MIKES ,

COUPON

40 02.
•NEW VITRA ACTION

TIDE
DETERGENT

OUPON

1 GALLON

mie

1.76

DISTILLED WATER

ANETA

COUPON

MAALOX PLUS
ANTACID
• NCR-CONSTIPATING

12. OZ.E.ACTI

MAALOX ANTACID

COUPON

INTENSIVE
CONDITIONER

NEUTRA
NEUTRAL
II HENNA
E

CONDITIONING
SHAMPOO

123WENRICHI

DRUG

BEGLEY'S
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environmental education,
demonstration o wildlife
The land was originally management
prackices that
0- 0,-ArArdweet...vwco..-i,,,,:icc•••••:•••••••-ir.7•••••••••••-•-•••••••••••,, .••,•-•-,&•••••'.V.•••••••• •••••••Nost.i.•.4,4.1.W.Ir.X1,M.s.•.*., •
6.4
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\ Vary your subject-tocamera distances between
short, m dium and long
ranges. .F otage of a lakeront might include a
anoramic view from the
toadside ot a mountaintop, a
lhort close-up scene of the
lake's entrance sign.
tnedium-rage footage of sun
Worshippers on the beach. a
closettip segment of your on
bnilding a Sandcastke.
Cut-awlbriefl y from the
mumn actio to catch glimpses
of related !occurrentes. For
inStance, after your spouse
makes a "birdie" on the golf
conrse, break away from the
green momentarily to capture the cheers of your kids
on the sidelines.
Include plenty of children
in Your films, even if you
don't bring along your own.
Im t-filled scenes of kids
enj ying themselves, intensçly involved in vacation
acti ities are good film material. When filming little ones,
re
ber to shoot from their
levele
Fil indoors, too. Even in
the Great Outdoors, some
highlights are likely to occur
inside the cabin or lodge.
You'll be prepared to keep on
filming with an existing-light
"Our Gang" movie camera,
a cartridge of Kodak Ektachrome 160 movie film and a
moderate amount of light. ,

By Bob Johnston
Whenever you set out to take pictures in the Great Outdoors, it's important to choose the righfilm for the pictures
,you want. The available selection has Jong included blackand-white and color prints and color transperencylilms, but
something new has been added.
The advent of400 speed color films has widened the scope
of both the 120-format and 35mm photographer. ,
With Kodacolor 400 film,- photographers using either format can extend the
picture-taking day from dawn to evening campfire without using flash.
The photographer with Ektachrome
400film in his 35mm or 120-format camera can extend his existing light shooting
even farther, because the film can be
push-processed to ah effective speed of
800.
The high speed of both of these films
also enhances the camera's ability to
stop action. With all the activity going
on around a locatio* such as Kenlake
State Resort Park in Hardin, Ky.. this is * real plus.
,
In the black-and-white film area.400 sliced is available with
Kodak Tri-X Pan film for the 35mm, 120 and 126 format
cameras.
If general, all-purpose pitotography is more your thing, the
perennial favorites, KodaColor II film, KOdachrome 64 and
Verichronte Pan film are excellent choices.
. As I said at the beginning, making the right choice offilm is
important. Decide whetheI your major use is going to be slides
or prints, color or black-and-white, and choOte accordingly.
One other reminder—using a new and different film may
open new photographic vistas, but it does not !mean you
should forget the basic picture-taking rules They still apply,
whatever film you are using.

Photography Tips

Camping. swimming, fishing. tennis—the Great, Outdoors offers so many sells,-hies that there's sure to.he
snmething for everybody, to
do While you're doing it, he
sure to capture all the funpacked action in movies.
All it takes is a little iniagination and an aim-and-shixit
movie camera to show all of
the outdoor fun you'll have
when you ,visit a woodland
resort sucH as Kenlake stale
park in W,elfern Kentuck y
The binocular-shaped
Kodak "Our Gang" mov e
camera is easy to grip, even
when you're hiking thnough
the woods or standing dn the
edge of. the lake. This
existing-light camera c film
'virtually anything you ee in
the viewfinder in early horning or even around a4 evetong campfire.
Before you -loll 'em,"
consider these tips from the
Kodak movie experts:
Tell shcirt but complete
stories in your scenes. At
Kenlake, one series of foptage might show poolside activities; another sequence,
fishing adventures; and a
third, action-packed tennis
highlights.
Vary your scene lengths.
Anywhere between 5 and 15
seconds. averaging 10, is the
recommended length per
scene.

Film the outdoors
in sun or s ade

-rIESSW0
.-tr-4"""
T'
essAr

1900 there were only two
wild hetds*. one in yet,
lowstone National Park and.
one in Canada.
Fortunately, the. govemments of both countries
forbade the killing of buffalo

-•
iO

641 North

s!!••4••

•

.

753-6448

V,Jeep.

the experienced
4-wheel drive performers

•

Cain's AMC,Jeep
Inc

VS AMC

•CJ-5
•CJ-7
•Wogoneer,
*Jeep Pickup
*Jeep Cherokee

m

FM,

Pr AMC

JEEP

ANA&

*Spirit
*Concord
*Pacer

No Matter Which One You Choose

gotAe,alifiuutal

ndtiit)hneayl raere
ia
fung(enN
sipnr(M
Iteocntted
anain.
Oklahoma. Nebraska. North
Dakota. Canada and some
state
Ttierefuges.
reisa
other, refuge.
located on 200 acres ii Itsnd
Between The Lakek. the .
TVA educational ret ational area that lies pet ween
kertniritt- Lake and Lake
And it tadrg
teM
iden;
t take long.
Barkley in western Kenonce the white settlers, in- tufky and Tennessee.
vaded the ' Indian lands. to • 'Buffalo were once native
Small buffalo herd in land Between The Lakes is part of con- decimate the millions .of hi- to this habitat, and a small
son.
•servation effort.
herd was reintroduced in.
By the middle of the 1800s 19169 as a symbol ofone of the
therti.wasn't a buffalo east of tribe consetiratIon ;tones in
the Mississippi River Ft\ recent history

First of all. it wasn't the
buffalo t hat 'roamed the
plains of North America.
True buffalo_ come from Africa and Asia..
It was millions of
bison-,-American bison to
the south of the Great Lakes
and wood bison in Canadli.
The great shaggy beasts
moved slowly, making them
.easy targets for hunters.
The animals were huge
with lots of meat on their
bones. Their 'hide made excellent leather ad warm rugs
and blankels. making them

These buffalo are home on the rang
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is the way to go."

iiidproor tighter. K rep
both in a iaaterproof

pouch.
recreation. And,outdoor rec5. Rope. Nylon is
reation, which takes us away
strong, light and comfrom the conveniences of
pact. You might consider
sheltered life,. requires extra
a small lightweight
foresight.
r
pulley to ease the hanAnticipated needs can be
dling of big game too.
best reinforce(' with a check
6. A light waterproof
list. Even thet person yzilh a
ground cloth 6' x6 could
memorydike n elephantNvid
be very useful if you are
• forget his toothbrush when
caught overnight in the
his mind is clittered with dewoods away from car or
.tails.
Keeping a list of requirements and reminders also
tends to talce.the burden off
the planner and usually
makes sleeping the night before departure a little easier.
If, for example, the search
for big game in unfamiliar territory is your plan. you'll
have to prdject ahead for
what will probably be a
whole day in the woods. .
This should clearly pinpoint the day's basic requirements. Now, run
through your "day" again
and jot down on paper
exactly what you'll need.
Among the essentials will
be a quality firearm such as
the Winchester Model
70XTR and some Super X
ammunition.
In addition to appropriate
and comfortable clothing and
footwear, a number of basic
items- should appear on almost everyone's outdoor
recreation list. Whether
you're hiking, hunting, fishing or camping, these necessities should accompany you New ultra-light reel, weighing
on your outdoor adventures: less than four ounces and offering advantages of both
spin-cast and spinning equipI. A sharp knife.
ment, provides new concept in
2. A good compass.
fishing. It is Ideal for panash,
And if you need a retrout, small boats. and stream
fresher course in its corangling.
rect use, take along a

only
rhc kes to
m
ness. if 'N equally import.int in

Whether you are hunting in
pocket-size instruction
the wilds or picnicking in a
booklet.
pasture, without careful
3. ((you are venturing
planning you trip could be 'into unfamiliar areas, get
doomed. •
yourself a topographical
Let's face it, a family barmap of the territory.
becue isn't going to get off These are available from
the ground if no one has a
the U.S. Geelogical Surmatch. And that backpack- vey in Washington, D.C.
er's dehydrated beef stew is
Stow the map in a watergoing to make him gag
proof pouch. Study it
without a canteen of water to
prior to your departure.
bring-it back to life.
4. Matches and a
Good planning is not

Planning ahead means being properly equipped. This hunter is
armed not only with a Model 70 XTR but also a topo map.
canteen and pocket survival kit.

Hunting trip results
depend on planning

99

Reg. $2101. Zebco
202 reel Adiustade
drag Line included

;-•0-i

Reg. 615.47 cr. tan Adiustable
stand, chrome tail,al guard

I
N-11,

Hours 94 Doily, Fri. 9-8

(MASCO

•

11111!

Pistol Grip Waste $1.117

4411-4/4

li! Reg $3.19. 50-ft x
Vinyl Garciers Hose Full
flew brass couplings

Reg.SU,Oscillating
Sponider Dial full or
partial coverage, water
up to 2200 ICI ft ,••
Imputes Spreader.
Cover% 75 ft orcie
4115,11,
$11.97

IS_%_setesvniso.4.0

TW.C.-BALL Fast
exciting gains unique
racquet throws straight
balls or wide curves
2 racquets. 2 light balls.
2 heavy balls el

Use OTASCO Credit!

MOMS 16?-004,-,)

Reg. $39114. 20" Roil-about
3 speed fan, rotary switch. orcurates air through several

32" 12"

SAVE SAVE
$6
$3

inflater
Fans

•••

thony 1. Acerrami. it's a
well-organized handbook
• which describes many outBefore you set out, fetid a door hazards and details hoe/
bock or two on survisf'al. The to cope with them.
people at Winchester Press in
Remember, good planning
NetYork have just pub- is wasted on a poor memory.
us
The Outdoorsmun,s Good planning and goOd lists
gency Manual by An- can be life savers!

everything you
brought out.

'home

Friendly Folks_ NICK GOOD DISOWN TUESDAY Al All VASCO SKINS AND PAITKIPATING MALIN.
Friendly Service,
Bel-Air Center - 753-8391

eiteeti.usa..iticiast1
U ,L.A... aoproved let 00 2

.
2

gla 75-tt.
bebop "33"SPON
CA
WV Ski Rope
IBW reet adiustable drag.
1000-1b.
with line.sisot
teat
.
ethylene with wood
handle, float .ss,r0.,

38

Adult Size
Wales Skis.
Sobel construerice locking
foot bindings. plastic
rudders

M34111411

Reg $10.99.5-ft by
12-in.. math to use
when you unpack 9,

99

SAVE
$10

good idea to carry a small
boa of stater purification
tablets as well.
S. A first aid kit. This
sheiuld Include items such
as insect repellant.
9. Don't forget your
list, Take it with you so
you can.be sure to bring

Reg. $74.911. Portable Kitchen Brazier/
Smoker 23' x 14' COOking area. 3 position
fire grate ir.s.tx-ri

I Co cut I
pun c.a.0

camp.
7. Take-some concen, tratedandior dehydrated
food Wong. If you have to
travel on foot 'to a water
supply, take/a caqteen
along so you'll have
water Mindy until you
reach your source. It's a

Think ahead for shooting success
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Motor home makes it
first class traveling

uiet, peaceful, productive

Dixieland Center Murray. Ky.
502-/53'9388
42071

SICK BIKE?

S
mipmmIE
ol E
Peda
,rilioog
l amummanir

69'

Potato Chips

Buns

Coca Cola
$129

We Will Be
Open
July 4th
8 a.m.to 1 1 p.m.

The handicapped need not
shun the Great Outdoors.
Being blind or cOnfined to a
wheelchair no Wnger means
you have teforego the
scents. soundsandfeel of nature.,
Many nationiparks have,
braille leads for the'sightlesS
and payed, gentle paths for
the wheelchair-ridden. These
trails are specially marked
and laid out to accomodate a
handicapped person under Night fishing ...
any circumstance.
Discover the luxurious way to travel In your full size Coachmen
Land Between The Lakes,
Motor home. You an dine In splendor and sleep in comfort in in Kentecky and Tennessee,
your own mansion on %heels.
not only has special handicapped trails, they are respecies of pan fish.
and rods when night'fishing
by THAYNE SMITH
searching special cainp sites
o. Anglers
for the Niger species. Spinfor outdoors lovers in wheelA pale moon danced on their luck atwho like to try
cast equipment is especially
night know that
chairs,
E
broken clouds and played
suitable since it eliminates
The cooking grills are hopscotch on tiny waves as a excellent fishing can be probacklash and line-curl poshigher off the ground; the small fishing boat edged up to duced through use of a lansibilities.
picnic tables are lower to the a flooded tree on a Midwest tern hung over the side of a
boat and floating portable
Why fish at night? Many
Anyone who ;batiks camp- take all the comfdrts of home ground;the camping pads are lake.
lights. Special lantern hold- anglers claim —.even with the
smooth;
and
paved
Within
minutes,
paths
the
two
always
means roughing it with you when you travel in
ing
ers are available at most lights attracting them—that
certainly . has never ocpeif your full-size mdtor home. , lead to nearby sanitary men in the boat had tied it leading' sporting goods out- insects are not as hungry for
facilities
and
shower
securely
house.
to a protruding limb,
en&d the pleastire of travel
: slopes are at &hit- best and
human flesh at night as in the
LBL has two trails spec- the motor upend tilted out of lets.
ing in a full-size motor hot*. the snow is just right for
Does the light lure the fish? daytime.
ially
designed to accomodate the way.The stern ofthe boat Not
If it is true that semen's:borne downhill fun, your motor
directly. Indirectly?
Certainly, in many areas,
is his castle, then his Motor home will take you to your the physically impaired, and was left unfastened scithat it
Yes.
fishing by day in the summerhome is his mansiOn on favorite ski re1or as -readily at Piney campground there is might drift easily and quietly
Fishing experts will tell time is a "hot" proposition,
a special floating
wheels.
you that the *tern attracts while a light breeze on a good
as your family 4arcould do it, constructed fishing pier with the night breeze.
for
use by
While the boat operator
•
Coachmen motor itotnes and with ill th cOnveniences
bugs and insects, many of lake at night always brings
wheelehairs.
are built to provide the ulti- for your creat re comforts.
readied two spin-cast ultrawhich will fall on the water cool temperatures.
Special
outdoor programs light reels and rods for fish- surface under the lantern.
mate in comfort and c nvenDon't fight the crowd at are scheduled
Night on a lake can be a
during
iente while you trave .
Forage fish and minnows most enjoyable time, too,for
the slopes snack 'bar when year, and paved ramps the ing,the other man fastened a
pro- pair of floating 12-volt flood feed on the bugs. Game fish, you and
Today's motor homes you're ready for a cocoa
yours and yout fish-vide easy access for wheel- lights to a battery and loware designed to Permit break; you've got all the
in lure, prowl after the forage mg friends to find enjoymeut,
makchairs
to,
campfire
theaters
gracious living wherefrer you ings in your coach on wheels.
ered them gently into the, fish and minnows.
relaxation And- true peace,
and other activity facilities.
go.
water at each end of the boat.
.
If you're fortunate enough
with the Great Outdoors.
And
day's.end
at
Whether
when
,
confined to the
The light of a portable to be in such a Spot on a warm
Interiors are decorated to
The cry of a loon across a rival homes featured in. the you're tired and cold and darkness of the unsighted or fluorescent lantern, attached
spring
or summer night with rippling lake; the. howl of a
pages of slick home maga- hungry, the oarmth and lux- the wheelchair of the physi- to a special hanger on the side light tackle and a few min- coyote as the night att chop,
.
ury of your ttoloi home wel- cally ithpaired, the so-called of the boat, illuminated a
zines.
of Whet
nows,
hi,
t ' ••• ,‘
• yny
comes
handicapp
-allies
fdr
you
ski
ed
person
can
delarge
area
around
floating
the'
good
prett y
het that y ou,ait
What a way to go! There's
thi otuat.
those damp clothes, light in nature wonders.
lights.
never a hassle with motel Shed
catch fish.
the call of a multitude of inslip
sitting
into
something
Just
comfortin
,
the
wartn
sun
Less
than
five
minutes
reservations, never a need to
Thousands 'of crappie, sects; the slip-slap and
listening to the whispers of elapsed until the first fish—a white
wait hours in line4o got a able and enjoy.
bass, perch and
rhythmic lapping of waves
the
forest
is
restorativ
e
therBut maybe you do want to
fat: fighting one-pound bluegill, especially, are
tahle in a,crowde restauagainst the side of a sturdy
apy
for
any
man,
woman
or
get away front it all, .find a
crappie—put a big bend in caught each year using this
rant.
boat: the dancing of lantern
the rod ofoneangler, danced method.
- .;Ever try to get accommo- place where the only sounds child.
light snuffing out shadows as
and splashed on the surface,
dations in New Orleans durIn northern lakes. walleye the boat rocks— all these are
then came reluctantly to the and • northern pike are often
ing Mardi ,Gras? Ntarly imyours, free of charge.
.
boat.
trasible
caught by night fishermen. In
And when you're lucky,
In recent years,this type of southern states, big ,lack
But you can enjoy all the
there's the tug of a fine crapfishing has become popular bass, ,smallmouth and Non- pie or bluegill or other fish on
color and 'excitement of the
in many areas of the United tucity bass, and striped ffass. the end of your tackle. It can
festival, then stop iat one of
States and Canada and is es- *retaken in this manner.
the city's many seallood marbe the finest feeling of all. and
peciall.y productive in
kets, take yoPr bdckets,of
There's just one differwhets it happens, you'll be
clear-water lakes which con- enoe. It's wise to use heavier. really hooked on night fishshrimp or'lobstera or softL
crappie.
tain
perk.
h
and other
shelled crabs bac to your
trouble-free spin-cast reels
ing.
motor home and de at your
leisure away from the crowds
and confusian.
Tailgating at the big-game
can be the 'highlight of the
football season When you
load sip your m tor home
, with fans, stock t e large refrigerator with yt1r favorite
beverages' and re y ,on your
• speedy microwaYe to turn
out delicious nibbles,
.
A motor homeIts not just a
fair weather frien . When the
,
you near are the tnurmtir of a
One day Service
brook, the .wind.in the trees
on all brands
and the busy chatter of birds
in the branches. Then the two
of you can escape to the wilWonder County Foir Hamburger & Hotdog
dersieSs, spend the, day
roughitig it, grill steaks over
an open tire and yet sleep in
total comforOvhen tired
Pkgs.
muscles demand rest.
Ideas arc unlimited when
you think
licwittihat 'your
Coachmen
home can
Charles Chips
- provide. Go' for ,a day,
weekend, or for moq.ths.
Visit the kids, go fishing, follow the sun, get tickets for
the big booil game, go
backpacking, risk a few dollars at the casino. trace hisvs
6 Pack Cons
tory -across the country. get
• into the sounds at a music
festival.
8 oz
V
(Limit 3)
Whatever :you choose,
. •.•',We'
'
'''oo al'• •'•'.'t •••••.. ,'. . ...

Trails laid
in LBI,for
wheelchairs
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A few used boats to choose from
at affordable prices including 24
ft. Sea Ray Cruiser, a Viking Deck
Boat, I new Bass Boat left at an
unbelievable low price. We have
a few used fishing boats as well
as close out prices on some
cruisers both new and used
-

2, 1979

•

11111111Mon.
NallimaPo 1

This is less'than our replacement
cost Buy Now and Save, Save,
Save!!

We have a few of these Grumman boats
left at unbelievable low prices. For example... 3.8 with brand new 9':9 Evinrude and
a brand new trailer for $1,275.00.

.kamasissowealan1014111°-

Hours 9-6 Daily, tn. Y-5

Telephone 436 !,483

Take 94 East out of Pewroy for 1 miles Turn right on 280 Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery
into Panorama to first stop sign turn right then left and you hove arrived.

The Grumman
name
means
quality,
ask
anyone that has
owned a Grumman
product
from an airplane
to a canoe.

GRUMMAN
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red use. take along a

coole

North Amerii's oldest
The cooler is the place tt
form of water-borne trans- pack your usat. vegetables
portation is enjoying increas- milk, juice c ncentrates an
ing popnlarity today.
other frozen items.
Moreand more people are
When yoalre ready to stan(
taking to canoes as a way}, to paddling, ybu'll probably
escape the concrete and find the g 0 er is your
macadam of civililation-Lif heaviest single piece of
only fora few brief hours or a equipment. , o it should go
couple of days.
..
into the can' e first, packing
. Today's canoes are light other items oind it to keep
enough!to be liftecOy one or your'craft properly trimmed
two persons from the ton of or balanced.'
your automobile Once you
Centiet of gravity
reach the nearest river' or
It is imp, rtant to keep a
lake. They're &Signed' so
that old hazard about over- canoe's center of gravity low
turning is largely a thing of and slightly abaft the beam
!he past if the canoe is prop-, (that's just tØ the rear of center for non-nautical types).
city packed.
When pacil4ing yobr canoe,
• To keep your return to the
wilderness the pleasure it don t forget! '0 calculate the
should be takes some ad- weight of paJdlers and pasvance planning, and safety sengers in adjusting the posishould be the keynote of any tion of various gear for
proper trim. No canoe should
wilderness expedition. ' •
ever he used withPut at least
Experts' hints
six 'inches' of freeboard
Outdoors experts offer (height
between the edge.of a
these hints.
canoe and the water) amidDon't take oivrnore than ships.
you are phYsically able to
Once your gear is packed.
handle. Always wear a ilife protect it with a waterproof
preserver or flotation device. cloth such *$ the Thermos
And leave the white water All-Weather blanket to keep
trips to the experts. _ .
it clean and dry.
Unless you're in.top physWhen you reach your
ical shape—with strong arms campsite, the All-Weather
and back--t-keep each, day's blanket can serve several
,
traveklistaInce short.
other purposes such as
Canoing has one major ad- ground-cloth under your
vantage over'other forms of sleeping bag, dining surface
wilderness travel You cah to keep food or utensils off
take ,k)vith you plerny of cloth- th ground, or a lean-to for
ing, a wide range of foods • shelter. You'll find the top of
and equipment, along with your cooler makes an 'excelovernight shelter: if the romantic vision of sleeping lent table for,serving.
Camp fire • ,
under the stars sVith !an upturned canoe protecting you
Next morning, make 'your
froni the elements doesn't fire serve several purposes,
appdal.
, •
too. Besides *heating the
Most canoes can carry a morning.coffee it also heats
large metal-clad, cooler to water for washing
'
dishes,
i hold several days supply of and can be us`!cl to pre-cook
food. Carefully packed, lunch. Hot 'soip can fill one
coolers such as those availa- vacuum bottle, with a cool
ble from Thermos Division, beverage in ar.
other.
King-Seeley Thdrmos Co.,
Sandwichetiprepared from
will!keep perishables edible meats carried In the .cooler
,.
for Several days."
can be placed i's plastic box.
' Packing cooler .
This way. lurch is ready
i
. One trick learned by long-' when you paUsqfora midday
tim ,
campers is to pack that break.
What'kinds of food should
r so the ingredients for
eac meal are always, at the you take with $u on a canoe
top.;Start off at home by list- trip? Your ap4tite %yip tell.
Camping 4pertsoffer
ing !the specific :ingredients
for teach meal., and group these hints. A4id spiije and
therh M meal-size packets of hard-to-digest ods. Make
foil l or in plastic contain- each meal a ell-balanced
ers-1—, labeling each packet and nourishingane.
,with masking tape or with
Your coole an keep meat
selradhesive labels.
tsea vedays, along
fresh
Frozen foods should go withgetables—
fruits
int0 the cooler still frozen. which Also provide extra
Thy can provide cooling insulation f't your frozen
qu ities the same way ice items.
A little pr -planning con
does to keep non-frozen
foods cool as the thawing make that w Iderness win a
profess continues.
greater,:pleas re.
.
i

Makes canoe trips
even more pleasant

Advance planning

Mom,kids
go fishing
without dad
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We will. Because, you do. Without depositors—
and their faith and trust in us—We'd have no
bank. And we never forget it. If you bring
your banking businpss to us, we promise to treat
you like you.own pe bank ...
because in a trnse, you dl

Golf. football ,captured the
man in the family? Mom and
the kids can, have their as.n
fun fishing. lesitexciting and
inexpensive. A lightweight
boat and simple tackle are all
the sport requires. This Starcraft Seafarer aluminum fishing boat weighs just 140
pounds, so it's easy to trailer
or car-top, launch and handle
in the water. Even when nothing bites, fishing pays off in
good times.
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Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280, follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery.
Take blacktop into Panciama to first stop sign, turn right then left, and you have arrived. Telephone 502436-5483.

Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake.

-

din&•

Flote Bote has someting for everyone and
families do enjoy them together. Available in
Sterndrive or outboard. Most every kind
imaginable in stock to choose from. We sell Rote
Botes. Rote Botes. fand more Flote Botes!

1
,
147E-AVI"
The "Do Everything 'Boat

It's at the top now and has been for years.

There's Only Room For One At The Top

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

See DON McCLURE or GRAYSON McCLURE

See naturally. ..
The Houseboat-People

Steik

?lain
Piss% orMosel
Sas or
lionisors or fib

‘Up

From

In Stock

' In Stock

From

NEW

USED

Your very own mobile cottage on the lake. .. Why
dream and wish.. Do It! Make that move to a new or
used house boatfrom Happy Holiday TravelInc.
Our house boat business is4the best ever. You can be
the next one to see what you've been missing.

We Specialize* In Houseboats And Pontoon Boa
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